
Board of Education Regular Meeting
Monday, September 27, 2021, 6:30 PM
Stafford Elementary School Cafetorium
In-Person Attendance: Masks required; Limited Seating Available
Zoom Meeting Information - Dial in: 1-646-558-8656 Meeting ID: 890 4035 2963 Passcode: 502453

I. Call to Order- Establishment of Quorum

II. Pledge of Allegiance

III. Secretary's Report- Approval of Minutes
A. 09/13/2021, Regular Meeting Minutes

IV. Consent Agenda
A. Obsolete Equipment - Stafford Elementary School
B. 2020-2021 Bills and Grants, 09/10/2021, $6,748.94
C. 2020-2021 Bills and Grants, 09/17/2021, $1,130.10
D. 2021-2022 Bills and Grants, 09/17/2021, $33,613.63

V. Correspondence
A. The next regularly scheduled Board meeting will be held on Monday, October 18, 2021, at 6:30

p.m., at Stafford Elementary School

VI. Board Reports
A. Student Representatives' Report
B. Negotiation Committee (Chairperson- Andrea Locke, Jen Davis and Sonya Shegogue)

VII. Superintendent Reports
A. Notification of Donation to the Athletics Department
B. Update Regarding District COVID-19 Cases
C. Financial Report, July 1, 2021 through August 31, 2021

VIII. Public Comment

IX. Old Business

X. New Business
A. Review and Possible Approval of the Elementary Standards-Based Report Cards
B. Review and Possible Approval of CSDE Flexibilities Associated with the Stafford Public Schools

Professional Leaming and Evaluation Plan
C. Approval of Authorized Signers for Stafford Savings Bank Accounts

XI. Personnel Matters

XII. Student Matters
A. Consideration of Superintendent of Schools' Recommendation for the Expulsion of Student A

(Executive Session Anticipated)
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Regular Meeting
Stafford Board of Education
Stafford Elementary School Cafetorium
Limited In-person Meeting and Electronic Meeting via Zoom
September 13, 2021, 6:30 p.m.

Board Members Present (in person): Ms. Kathy Bachiochi
Mrs. Jennifer Davis
Mr. Mike Delano
Mrs. Andrea Locke, Secretary
Ms. Laura Lybarger
Ms. Sonya Shegogue, Chairperson

Absent: Mr. George Melnick

Also Present (via Zoom, except as noted):
Mr. Steven Moccio, Superintendent of Schools (in-person)
Mr. Steven Autieri, Director of Curriculum and Instruction {in-person)
Mr. Jonathan Campbell, Assistant Principal, Stafford Middle School
Mr. Dean Fortin, IT/ Network Coordinator {in-person)
Ms. Anna Gagnon, Principal, West Stafford School
Ms. Kathie Gabrielson, Director of Pupil Services (in-person)
Mr. Timothy Kinel, Assistant Principal, Stafford High School
Ms. Mary Claire Manning, Principal, Stafford Elementary School
Ms. Sue Mike, Principal, Stafford Middle School
Mr. Marco Pelliccia, Principal, Stafford High School
Ms. Lynne Pelletier, Director of Food Services
Ms. Diane Peters, Business Manager (in-person)
Ms. Sara Varga, Assistant Principal, Stafford Elementary School

The meeting agenda and copies ofall Boardmeeting materials were posted on the district's website
(www.stafford.k12.ct.us) prior to the meeting, in accordance with the requirements for electronic
meetings. Audience members were able to participate by phone utilizing the phone number provided on
the meeting agenda. The recording of this meeting is available on the district website.

Item I. Call to Order- Establishment of Quorum
The meeting was called to order at 6:32 p.m.

Item II. Pledge of Allegiance
The student representatives led the Board in the Pledge of Allegiance.

Item Ill. Secretary's Report- Approval of Minutes
Special Meeting, 08/23/2021, 5:45 p.m.
Special Meeting, 08/23/2021, 6:30 p.m.
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Mrs. Locke made a motion, seconded by Ms. Lybarger, that the Board approve the Secretary's Report for the
special meetings held on 08/23/2021, as presented. Ms. Bachiochi, Mrs. Davis, Mrs. Locke, and Ms. Lybarger
voted for the motion, which carried. Mr. Delano abstained.

Item IV. Consent Agenda
A.
B.
C.
D.

Obsolete Equipment- School Facilities / Stafford Elementary School
2020 - 2021 Bills and Grants, 09/03/2021, $635,798.80
2021 - 2022 Bills and Grants, 09/03/2021, $365,626.80
2021 - 2022 Bills and Grants, 09/10/2021, $81,939.11

Mrs. Locke made a motion, seconded by Ms. Bachiochi, that the Board approve the items listed in the
consent agenda, as presented. Ms. Bachiochi, Mrs. Davis, Mr. Delano, Mrs. Locke, and Ms. Lybarger voted for
the motion, which carried.

Item V. Correspondence

A. Board Meeting Reminder
Ms. Shegogue read the Board meeting reminder that was posted on the agenda.

Item VI. Board Reports

A. Student Representatives' Report
Mr. Moccio and Ms. Shegogue welcomed the student representatives, Mr. Ryan Duffy, who returned for a
second year with the Board, and Miss Alexa Morel, new this school year.

Mr. Duffy provided updated from each of the schools, as well as the athletic and music departments.

B. Negotiation Committee (Chairperson- Andrea Locke, Jen Davis and Sonya Shegogue)
Mrs. Locke provided an update on the status of negotiations between the Board and the Stafford Education
Association (SEA).

Item VII. Superintendent's Reports

A. Update Regarding Convocation and the Opening of School
On Tuesday, August 24, 2021, all Stafford Public Schools staff members returned to the district for the annual
Convocation exercises, which included speeches, group activities and challenges, and faculty meetings.
Convocation was followed by three days of professional development. Board members were provided via
the portal with a copy of the Convocation and Professional Development Agendas.

Mr. Moccio outlined the success of Convocation and the opening of school. Mr. Moccio thanked Ms. Lybarger
for giving the remarks on behalf of the Board at Convocation. Mr. Moccio acknowledged all of the staff for
their hard work, in addition to recognizing the Teacher of the Year and Paraprofessional of the Year during
convocation.

Mr. Moccio stated that on the first day of school, he, Mr. Autieri, Mrs. Russell, and Ms. Gabrielson visited
each classroom and welcomed everyone back.
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Mr. Moccio recognized the hard work of all district staff during the planning and preparation for the return to
school, as well as the children for their understanding and adherence to the COVID protocols.

B. Update Regarding District COVID-19 Cases
Mr. Moccio provided the Board with an update regarding the total number of positive COVID-19 cases to
date in the district, as well as the total number of students and staff that have been required to self
quarantine due to being identified as a "close contact". As of September 8, 2021, there have been 18 staff
and student cases, with an additional 4 individuals being required to quarantine.

Mr. Moccio stated that he planned to continue to provide the community with updates regarding the
district's COVID-19 cases, as was done last school year. Mr. Moccio stated that the current positive cases in
the school community are due to out-of-school interactions, similar to last year.

Mr. Moccio disclosed that he was made aware of another positive case prior to the start of the Board
meeting that resulted in up to 15 students being identified as close contacts. Mr. Moccio stated only five of
the 15 students will have to quarantine due to the guidelines surrounding vaccinations set forth by the state
allowing vaccinated students to continue to attend school in-person after an exposure. Mr. Moccio stated
that he sent his first COVID-19 update on Sunday, September 5, 2021, and plans to send another on the
evening of September 13, 2021.

Mr. Moccio stated that he will be sending out information on Project COVID DeteCT to families of students
enrolled in grades K - 6. He said that Project COVID DeteCT is a voluntary, no-cost, weekly testing program
offered to unvaccinated Stafford students through Quest Diagnostics. Weekly testing is beneficial for early
identification and isolation of asymptomatic infect individuals to prevent virus spread and transmission.

Mr. Moccio discussed Governor Lamont's Executive Order 13B (now 13G) regarding mandated vaccination for
the staff (covered workers by definition of the executive order). Mr. Moccio stated that the district is in the
process of collecting the necessary information from staff members and that staff will have until the end of
the day on Thursday, September 16"to provide their vaccination record. Mr. Moccio explained that the plan
for those who do not have their vaccine and will require weekly testing is being finalized. Mr. Moccio stated
that September 27, 2021, marks the date in which the District can no longer hire individuals who do not have
the COVID-19 vaccination.

Mrs. Davis asked if the Project COVID detect was only for students. Mr. Moccio stated it is only for students,
although it was originally presented by the State for both staff and students. Later, it was prioritized for only
students.

Mrs. Davis asked who would responsible for the cost of COVID-19 testing of the faculty. Mr. Moccio stated
that this is currently being finalized. Mr. Moccio stated the district is self-insured and according to the
coverage of the insurance plan, COVID testing would be at no cost to the employee, but would be an expense
to the district due to the impact on the self-insurance fund. Mr. Moccio stated he and Mrs. Peters continue to
inquire regarding the impact of weekly testing on the self-funded insurance plan.

Mr. Delano asked Mr. Moccio heard anything regarding more testing for students as a neighboring district
utilizing this. Mr. Moccio answered that there are no requirements regarding the students at this time but
the state emphasizes vaccination.
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Mrs. Davis stated that she believes in the right to choose, but also believes that the district should not have
to incur the cost of the testing. She said that those who are not vaccinated should be held responsible for
the cost of testing. She asked Mr. Moccio to look into how other districts are handling the testing
requirement. Mr. Moccio stated that he awaiting clarification regarding this matter.

Ms. Lybarger asked if we have the percentage of students who are vaccinated. Mr. Moccio stated we do not
require proof of vaccination for students to attend. However, if a student is deemed to be a close contact,
proof of vaccination will be requested. He noted that the town of Stafford is 52% vaccinated.

Mr. Moccio asked the student representatives if they had any questions.

C. Update Regarding the ARP-ESSER Grant Application
Board members were provided with a memorandum and the Connecticut State Department of Education's
(CSDE) communication regarding Connecticut's American Rescue Plan (ARP) Act, 2021, Elementary and
Secondary School Emergency Relief Fund (ESSER) Guidance: Reimagining Schools to Transform Students' Lives.
Mr. Moccio stated that the Stafford Public School District has been allocated $1,640,982, of which 20%, or
$328,196, must be set-aside for learning recovery. Per the Connecticut Office of Policy and Management, the
funds must be obligated by September 30, 2024, and be aligned to one of the following five state-level
priorities:

• Learning Acceleration, Academic Renewal, and Student Enrichment
• Family and Community Connections
• Social, Emotional, and Mental Health of the Students and of our School Staff
• Strategic Use of Technology, Staff Development, and the Digital Divide
• Building Safe and Healthy Schools

Mr. Moccio thanked the administrators and leadership team for sending their proposals as well as Mr. Autieri
for his help in writing and submitting the ARP-ESSER grant and discussed the potential approval timeline of
the grant.

Mr. Moccio said that the ARP ESSER application, as submitted, includes a variety of items that have been
previously discussed and communicated with parents through Zoom sessions. Some of the facility
improvements included in the grant have been discussed during previous Board of Education meetings and
were halted with the onset of the pandemic. As with previous grants, the ARP ESSER continues to emphasize
academic supports to address learning loss and provide opportunities for learning acceleration and recovery.
The initiatives included in the district's grant application makes strides toward completing specific projects
that are necessary in the district and when completed will not result in a "financial cliff" when grant funding
is exhausted.

Mr. Moccio provided Board members with the grant application's overall budget by object code, along with a
bulleted list of items, as submitted to CSDE for approval. Board members were also provided with an
overview of how the different items of the grant were broken down.

Mrs. Davis stated that the grant funding would not be enough to cover the previously mentioned property
items and that the Board of Finance should be asked should additional funding be required for a project that
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involved a safety issue. Ms. Shegogue discussed the geothermal issues at Stafford Elementary School. Mr.
Moccio stated that he was working on an update regarding this specific concern.

Mr. Moccio stated he could answer any additional questions via email.

D. Update on the Food Service Program
Mr. Moccio reminded the members of the Board and the public that each student is eligible to receive a free
breakfast and lunch each day for the entire school year. Mr. Moccio stated that many students were taking
advantage of this.

Ms. Pelletier, Director of Food Services, stated that the number of students taking advantage of the free
meals is high. Ms. Pelletier shared feedback that some families are not aware of the free meal program at
this time and outlined the importance of students receiving nutritious meals during their time in school to aid
their learning. Mr. Moccio stated that there were notifications send out via School Messenger regarding this
program and discussed potentially sending home paper notices.

Mr. Moccio addressed the student representatives for input. Mr. Moccio suggested adding information
regarding the program into the daily school announcements.

E. Update on Self-Funded Insurance through June 2021
Mrs. Peters stated the self-funded insurance report is through June 30, 2021. Mrs. Peters stated the receipts
for the year were consistent with what they were last year. Mrs. Peters explained the following:

• The health receipts increased by $865 and dental receipts were lower by $229. Last year there was no
increase in insurance premiums.

• The medical claims decreased overall for the year. The medical claims, plus fees decreased on
average of $73,000 per month.

• The stop loss fee was $125,000.
• Dental claims were increased by $235 per month.
• Last year started with $876,000 and ended with $464,000. Most of the loss was last summer between

July and August. This year, there is an increase to the medical premiums, and there will likely be an
increase in the remaining balance.

Item VIII. Public Forum
A member of the audience asked if there will be a plan in place for students that are required to quarantine.
Mr. Autieri provided an overview of the remote plan that would be utilized for students placed on
quarantine.

Item IX. Old Business
There was no Old Business.

Item X. New Business
There was no New Business.
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Item XI. Personnel Matters
A. Superintendent of Schools' Evaluation
Mrs. Shegogue explained that at the last regular meeting, Mr. Moccio's evaluation was finalized. However,
there was a technical issue, and the vote was not recorded. Mrs. Locke made a motion, seconded by Mrs.
Davis, that the Board extend the Superintendent's contract for one-year and change the contract language to
read, as follows: "the term of said employment is from July 1, 2021-June 30, 2024". Ms. Bachiochi, Mrs.
Davis, Mr. Delano, Mrs. Locke, and Ms. Lybarger voted for the motion, which carried.

Item XII. Student Matters
There were no Student Matters.

Item XIII. Adjournment
Mrs. Davis made a motion, seconded by Ms. Lybarger, to adjourn. Ms. Bachiochi, Mrs. Davis, Mr. Delano,
Mrs. Locke, and Ms. Lybarger voted for the motion, which carried. The meeting adjourned at 7:26 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Christine C. Marinelli / Sara Sarwar, Recording Secretaries

Sonya Shegogue, Chairperson

Andrea Locke, Secretary



Item IV.A

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

September 27, 2021

MEMO

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

Board of Education /2)
Steven A. Moccio, Superintendent of Schools (V
Obsolete Equipment -Stafford Elementary School

Attached, please find a memorandum from Ms. Mary Claire Manning, Principal of
Stafford Elementary School, detailing a list of materials she is requesting be declared as
obsolete. The listed items are no longer relevant and do not support the science
curriculum.

Per Board of Education policy 3260-Sa/es and Disposal of Books, Equipment, and
Supplies, such obsolete equipment must be returned to the Town of Stafford prior to
disposal. Should the Board of Education approve labeling the materials obsolete, the
district will first offer them to the town. Should the town decline the materials, the
district will assume responsibility for proper disposal.

RECOMMEND the Board of Education approve the return of the obsolete materials, as
detailed on the attached memorandums, to the Town of Stafford, in accordance with
the provisions of Board policy 3260-Sa/es and Disposal of Books, Equipment, and
Supplies.



To: Superintendent Moccio

From: Mary Claire Manning, Principal
Stafford Elementary School

Re: Obsolete Equipment

These materials do not support our current science curriculum and as a result have been
deemed obsolete as they are no longer relevant. With approval, we are looking to dispose of
these items.

Item/Title Copyright Quantity Location

Aquarium Experiment 2 boxes Office G

Aquariums 3 "

Range Burner 3 "

Hot plate 1 "

Iron 1 "

Assorted Pots and Pans 1 Crate "

Foss Balance 7 Motion 2003 4 "

Instant Ocean 1 box "

Plastic Spoons 5 "

Empty Pails w/ Lids 1 box "

Pitcher 1 "

Empty Black Cases 10 "



Stafford CT Public Schools
Voucher Detail Listing Voucher Batch Number: 1283 09/10/2021

Fiscal Year: 2020-2021
Vendor Remit Name QTY PO No. Invoice Account Amount
Description Vendor# Invoice Date

Advanced Benefit Strategies Inc 3858

Check Group:
participation 55.88 2108040 222567 001.08.210.2310.070 $55.88

8/4/2021 Section 125 Cafeteria Plan Costs

Check#: 1191

PO/InvoiceTotal: $55.88

Vendor Total: $55.88
AquaPhoenix Scientific, Inc.

Check Group:
6.1 Light & Matter Consumable Kit Part Number: 1 2115138 Cl21075813 001.08.611.2210.058 $150.00
OSE-6-1-CON

9/2/2021 District Science Curriculum

6.1 Light & Matter, Non-Consumable Kit Part Number: 1 2115138 Cl21075813 001.08.611.2210.058 $520.00
OSE-6-1-NON

9/2/2021 District Science Curriculum

6.2 Thermal Energy Consumable Kit Part Number: 1 2115138 Cl21075813 001.08.611.2210.058 $370.00
OSE-6-2-CON

9/2/2021 District Science Curriculum

6.2 Thermal Energy, Non-Consumable Kit Part Number: 1 2115138 Cl21075813 001.08.611.2210.058 $730.00
OSE-6-2-NON

9/2/2021 District Science Curriculum

6.3 Weather, Climate & Water Cycling Consumable Kit 1 2115138 Cl21075813 001.08.611.2210.058 $240.00
Part Number: OSE-6-3-CON

9/2/2021 District Science Curriculum

6.3 Weather, Climate & Water Cycling,Non-Consumable 1 2115138 Cl21075813 001.08.611.2210.058 $800.00
Kit Part Number: OSE-6-3-NON

9/2/2021 District Science Curriculum

7.1 Chemical Reactions & Matter Transformation 1 2115138 Cl21075813 001.08.611.2210.058 $475.00
Consumable Kit Part Number: OSE-7-1-CON

9/2/2021 District Science Curriculum

7.3 Metabolic Reactions Consumable Kit Part Number: 1 2115138 Cl21075813 001.08.611.2210.058 $520.00
OSE-7-3-CON

9/2/2021 District Science Curriculum

7.3 Metabolic Reactions, Non-Consumable Kit Part 1 2115138 Cl21075813 001.08.611.2210.058 $410.00
Number: OSE-7-3-NON

9/2/2021 District Science Curriculum

Printed: 09/08/2021 2:01:50 PM Report: rptAPVoucherDetail 2021.1.08 Page:



Stafford CT Public Schools

8.2 Sound Waves Consumable Kit Part Number:
OSE-8-2-CON

8.2 Sound Waves, Non-Consumable Kit Part Number:
OSE-8-2-NON

8.3 Forces at a Distance Consumable Kit Part Number:
OSE-8-3-CON

8.1 Contact Forces, Non-Consumable Kit Part Number:
OSE-8-1-NON

$490.00

$620.00

$380.00

$110.00

$710.00

Amount

09/10/2021

Invoice Account
Invoice Date

CI21075813 001.08.611.2210.058

9/2/2021 District Science Curriculum

Cl21075813 001.08.611.2210.058

9/2/2021 District Science Curriculum

Cl21075813 001.08.611.2210.058

9/2/2021 District Science Curriculum

Cl21075813 001.08.611.2210.058

9/2/2021 District Science Curriculum

Cl21075814 001.08.611.2210.058

9/2/2021 District Science Curriculum

Check #: 1192

2115138

PO No.

Voucher Batch Number: 1283

1 2115138

1 2115138

1 2115138

1 2115138

QTY
Vendor#

7.4 Matter Cycling & Photosynthesis,Non-Consumable Kit
Part Number: OSE-7-4-NON

Voucher Detail Listing
Fiscal Year: 2020-2021

Vendor Remit Name
Description

PO/InvoiceTotal:

Vendor Total:

$6,525.00

$6,525.00
Nasco

Check Group:

Action Cubelets® - Drive Cubelet®

881

6 2119076 140508
8/26/2021

190.05.611.1110.027
PASS Enrichment/Office Supplies

$168.06

Check #: 1193

PO/InvoiceTotal:

Vendor Total:

Grand Total:

$168.06

$168.06

$6,748.94

End of Report

Printed: 09/08/2021 2:01:50 PM Report: rptAPVoucherDetail 2021.1.08 Page: 2



Stafford CT Public Schools
Voucher Detail Listing
Fiscal Year: 2020-2021
Vendor Remit Name
Description Vendor#

QTY PO No. Invoice
Invoice Date

Voucher Batch Number: 1284

Account

09/17/2021

Amount

AquaPhoenix Scientific, Inc.

Check Group:

7.4 Matter Cycling & Photosynthesis Consumable Kit Part
Number: OSE-7-4-CON

8.1 Contact Forces Consumable Kit Part Number:
OSE-8-1-CON

1 2115138

1 2115138

cl2077912

9/10/2021
cl2077912

9/10/2021

001.08.611.2210.058

District Science Curriculum

001.08.611.2210.058

District Science Curriculum

Check #: 1220

PO/InvoiceTotal:

Vendor Total:

$460.00

$390.00

$850.00

$850.00
Nasco

Check Group:

Action Cubelets® - Drive Cubelet®

881

10 2119076 147312
9/7/2021

190.05.611.1110.027
PASS Enrichment/Office Supplies

Check #: 1221

PO/InvoiceTotal:

Vendor Total:

Grand Total:

$280.10

$280.10

$280.10

$1,130.10

Printed: 09/15/2021 1:26:14 PM Report : rptAPVoucherDetail

End of Report

2021.1.08 Page:



Stafford CT Public Schools

Voucher Detail Listing
Fiscal Year: 2021-2022
Vendor Remit Name
Description Vendor#

QTY PO No. Invoice
Invoice Date

Voucher Batch Number: 1058

Account

09/17/2021

Amount

Advanced Benefit Strategies Inc
Check Group:

participation

Amazon

3858

3332

67.28 2208065

1 2205020

1 2205020

8/4/2021 SES General Supplies

Check #: 1195

PO/InvoiceTotal:

$67.28

$67.28

$67.28

$86.75

($86.75)

$0.00

https://www.amazon.com/Safco-Products-9402M0-0rgani
zation-Compartments/dp/8001 E21NJ0/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=
1&keywords=teacher+mailboxes&qid=1604087501&sr=8-3

Check Group:
https://www.amazon.com/Safco-Products-9402M0-0rgani
zation-Cornpartments/dp/8001 E21NJ0/ref=sr 1 32dchild=
1&keywords=teacher+mailboxes&qid=1604087501&sr=8-3

V636266 001.08.210.2310.070
9/14/2021 Section 125 Cafeteria Plan Costs

Check #: 1194

PO/InvoiceTotal:

Vendor Total:

437769345668 001.05.611.1110.026

7/15/2021 SES General Supplies

456347338797 001.05.611.1110.026

Check Group:
american flags

Apple Inc 1719

2 2210044 11330766348613 001.10.430.2600.134
8610
8/30/2021 General Maintenance-District

Check #: 1195

PO/InvoiceTotal:

Vendor Total:

$29.98

$29.98

$29.98

Check Group:
STM Dux Plus Duo for 10.2-inch iPad (7th and 8th
generation) with built-in holder for Apple Pencil - Black

1 2204047 AF37680734

9/8/2021

001.07.730.2130.026

Pupil Services Equipment

Check #: 1196

PO/InvoiceTotal:

$49.95

$49.95

Printed: 09/15/2021 12:41:52 PM Report: rptAPVoucherDetail 2021.1.08 Page:



Stafford CT Public Schools

Voucher Detail Listing Voucher Batch Number: 1058 09/17/2021

Fiscal Year: 2021-2022
Vendor Remit Name QTY PO No. Invoice Account Amount
Description Vendor# Invoice Date

Vendor Total: $49.95
ASCD 76

Check Group:

Select Membership for Steven Autieri 1 2215035 V373281 001.08.810.2210.026 $89.00

9/14/2021 Curriculum/Instruction Dues and Fees

Check#: 1197

PO/InvoiceTotal: $89.00

Vendor Total: $89.00
Big Y Foods Inc 120

Check Group:

Big Y Food Supplies 1 2201028 701539 130.01 .690.1110.617 $50.33

8/27/2021 Food Supplies

Check #: 1198

PO/InvoiceTotal: $50.33

Vendor Total: $50.33
B 10 Corporation 1231

Check Group:

18-23 Triple Injected Skinned Cats 5 2203019 1027274 001.03.611.1130.058 $293.51

8/26/2021 SHS Science Supplies

Beef Eye - Pail Pack 10 2203019 1027274 001.03.611.1130.058 $27.55

8/26/2021 SHS Science Supplies

Hearts in Peri 6 2203019 1027274 001.03.611.1130.058 $70.44

8/26/2021 SHS Science Supplies

Sheep brain in dura Mater 10 2203019 1027274 001.03.611.1130.058 $110.22

8/26/2021 SHS Science Supplies

Check #: 1199

PO/InvoiceTotal: $501.72

Vendor Total: $501.72
Butler Diversified Services LLC

Check Group:

Printed: 09/15/2021 12:41:52 PM Report : rptAPVoucherDetail 2021.1.08 Page: 2



Stafford CT Public Schools
Voucher Detail Listing
Fiscal Year: 2021-2022
Vendor Remit Name
Description

SMS-replaced fan motor condenser

Vendor#
QTY PO No.

2210057

Invoice
Invoice Date

292
9/2/2021

Voucher Batch Number: 1058

Account

001.10.430.2600.134
General Maintenance-District

Check#: 1200

PO/InvoiceTotal:

Vendor Total:

09/17/2021

Amount

$371.93

$371.93

$371.93
Canon Financial Services

Check Group:
HS copier lease payment

MS copier lease payment

SES copier lease payment

WS copier lease payment

SV copier Lease

Business/Supt Office copier lease payment

uniflow license

pupil services copier lease

2437

2208007 27365265 001.03.442.2500.088
9/12/2021 SHS Copier Lease

2208007 27365265 001.02.442.2500.088
9/12/2021 SMS Copier Lease

2208007 27365265 001.05.442.2500.088
9/12/2021 SES Copier Lease

2208007 27365265 001.01.442.2500.088
9/12/2021 WSS Copier Lease

2208007 27365265 001.05.442.2500.088
9/12/2021 SES Copier Lease

2208007 27365265 001.08.442.2500.088
9/12/2021 Board Office Copier Lease

2208007 27365265 001.09.442.2500.148
9/12/2021 Centralized Printer Leasing

2208007 27365265 001.07.442.2500.088
9/12/2021 Pupil Services Copier

Check#: 1201

PO/InvoiceTotal:

Vendor Total:

$2,945.45

$1,141.46

$884.55

$632.05

$241.40

$451.30

$899.81

$98.98

$7,295.00

$7,295.00
Canon Solutions America

Check Group:
WSS Copier Usage 90.39 2208052 4037333399

9/1/2021
001.01 .430.2500.126
WSS Copier Usage

$90.39

Printed: 09/15/2021 12:41:52 PM Report: rptAPVoucherDetail 2021.1.08 Page: 3



Stafford CT Public Schools
Voucher Detail Listing
Fiscal Year: 2021-2022
Vendor Remit Name
Description Vendor#

QTY PO No. Invoice
Invoice Date

Voucher Batch Number: 1058

Account

09/17/2021

Amount

SMS Copier Usage

SHS Copier Usage

SES Copier Usage

Business Office Contracted Services

EVERSOURCE

Check Group:

firepump/streetl ights

High School electricity

Gengras Center

Check Group:

ESY - 2021

Hillyard Rovic Inc

Check Group:

1442

1096

26. 7 2208052

70.16 2208052

15.18 2208052

7.05 2208052

44.04 2208031

602.21 2208031

1 2204050

4037333399
9/1/2021

4037333399
9/1/2021

4037333399
9/1/2021

4037333399
9/1/2021

51362624058
092021
9/9/2021

51691624068
08/21
8/31/2021

072221-RP
9/14/2021

001.02.430.2500.126
SMS Copier Usage

001.03.430.2500.126
SHS Copier Usage

001.05.430.2500.126
SES Copier Usage

001.08.430.2500.088
Business Office Contracted Services

Check #: 1202

PO/InvoiceTotal:

VendorTotal:

001.02.622.2600.097

SMS Fire Pump Electricity

001.03.622.2600.096

SHS Electricity

Check #: 1203

PO/InvoiceTotal:

VendorTotal:

001.04.560.1260.211
Tuition SpEd Private Out of District

Check #: 1204

PO/InvoiceTotal:

VendorTotal:

$26.70

$70.16

$15.18

$7.05

$209.48

$209.48

$44.04

$602.21

$646.25

$646.25

$11,825.00

$11,825.00

$11,825.00

Printed: 09/15/2021 12:41:52 PM Report: rptAPVoucherDetail 2021.1.08 Page: 4



Stafford CT Public Schools

Voucher Detail Listing
Fiscal Year: 2021-2022
Vendor Remit Name
Description Vendor#

QTY PO No. Invoice
Invoice Date

Voucher Batch Number: 1058

Account

09/17/2021

Amount

Building Services-Supplies

Home Depot Credit Card Services

Check Group:

General Repair parts

lnfoshred LLC

Check Group:

SHS Principal's Office Supplies

2529

4162

75.24 2210034

2748 2210009

1 2203022

604441216

8/27/2021

4971195

8/26/2021

3414638

9/8/2021

001.10.613.2600.134
Building Services-Supplies

Check#: 1205

PO/InvoiceTotal:

Vendor Total:

001.10.430.2600.134
General Maintenance-District

Check#: 1206

PO/InvoiceTotal:

Vendor Total:

001.03.611.2400.147
SHS Principal's Office Supplies

Check#: 1207

PO/InvoiceTotal:

Vendor Total:

$75.24

$75.24

$75.24

$2,748.00

$2,748.00

$2,748.00

$19.85

$19.85

$19.85
Interpreters & Translators Inc.

Check Group:

Time Start 10:00 AM - Time Finish: 10:50 AM Spanish
Translation Meeting w/parent

Jacqueline Patsun

Check Group:

0.75 2215039 156150

8/30/2021

001.08.611.1110.065

Classroom Curriculum Transition Supplies

Check #: 1208

PO/InvoiceTotal:

Vendor Total:

$56.25

$56.25

$56.25

Printed: 09/15/2021 12:41:52 PM Report: rptAPVoucherDetail 2021.1.08 Page: 5



Stafford CT Public Schools
Voucher Detail Listing
Fiscal Year: 2021-2022
Vendor Remit Name
Description Vendor#

QTY PO No. Invoice
Invoice Date

Voucher Batch Number: 1058

Account

09/17/2021

Amount

Virtual Foundational 2 Training: 3 Years through
Kindergarten - 14200 VF2 PATNC Oct 18th-22

Marcia Jacobs

Check Group:

Reimbursement for Effective Coaching For Bridges
Implementation, Virtual Workshops Sept 13 - Dec 12, 2021
Per attached Invoice

Parents As Teachers

Check Group:

Parents as Teachers Curriculum Subscription for Jackie
Patsun

2201030

1 2215038

1 2201029

V568211

9/14/2021

W111512

8/23/2021

775894

9/1/2021

182.01.109.1110.179

EHS Director Stipend

Check #: 1209

PO/InvoiceTotal:

Vendor Total:

001.08.330.1110.118

District lnservice

Check#: 1210

PO/InvoiceTotal:

Vendor Total:

182.01.330.1110.033

EHS Professional Resources/Development

Check #: 1211

PO/InvoiceTotal:

Vendor Total:

$650.00

$650.00

$650.00

$250.00

$250.00

$250.00

$265.00

$265.00

$265.00

78

Pitney Bowes Global Financial Services L

Check Group:

postage meter rental pupil services

QBS LLC

Check Group:

1918

1 2208061 3314279327
9/14/2021

001.08.442.2500.088
Board Office Copier Lease

Check#: 1212

PO/InvoiceTotal:

Vendor Total:

$159.99

$159.99

$159.99

Printed: 09/15/2021 12:41:52 PM Report: rptAPVoucherDetail 2021.1.08 Page: 6



Stafford CT Public Schools

Voucher Detail Listing
Fiscal Year: 2021-2022
Vendor Remit Name
Description Vendor#

QTY PO No. Invoice
Invoice Date

Voucher Batch Number: 1058

Account

09/17/2021

Amount

Safety Care Trainer Recertification - Kate Kozikowski 2204052 INV-028649
9/8/2021

210.04.322.1260.118
IDEA Pt B, 611 In Service

Check#: 1213

$425.00

PO/InvoiceTotal:

VendorTotal:

$425.00

$425.00
School Specialty LLC 921

Lunch: 8/18/21 sandwich, chips, cookies & drinks

Check Group:
school-smart-2-pocket-folders-green-pack-of-25-084894

Check Group:
SunWorks Heavyweight Construction Paper, 12 x 18
Inches, Bright White, Pack of 100

Check Group:
Pendaflex View Front Poly Envelopes, Letter, Assorted
Colors, Pack of 24

7

$59.52

$59.52

$18.08

$18.08

$68.13

$68.13

$210.00

$145.73

$160.00

3 2205026 V888088 001.05.611.1110.036

9/14/2021 SES Literacy Supplies

Check#: 1214

PO/InvoiceTotal:

2 2205031 208128491428 001.05.611.1110.036
9/2/2021 SES Literacy Supplies

Check#: 1214

PO/InvoiceTotal:

12 2205048 208128489519 001.05.611.1110.036

9/2/2021 SES Literacy Supplies

Check#: 1214

PO/InvoiceTotal:

VendorTotal:

40 2215037 3 2021 001.08.330.2500.026

8/18/2021 District lnservice Supplies

40 2215037 3 2021 001.08.330.2500.026
8/18/2021 District lnservice Supplies

2021.1.08 Page:

1808

Report: rptAPVoucherDetail12:41:52 PM

Check Group:
Breakfast; 8/18/21 Egg Sandwiches, parfaits, juice, water
& Coffee

Stafford School Food Services

Printed: 09/15/2021



Stafford CT Public Schools
Voucher Detail Listing
Fiscal Year: 2021-2022
Vendor Remit Name
Description Vendor#

QTY PO No. Invoice
Invoice Date

Voucher Batch Number: 1058

Account

09/17/2021

Amount

Breakfast; 8/19 Bagels, pastry, parfaits, drinks & coffee

Lunch 8/19; pizza, salad, desserts & drinks

All Staff Breakfast; 8/23/21 Convocation

40 2215037

40 2215037

200 2215037

3 2021
8/18/2021
3 2021
8/18/2021
4 2021
8/23/2021

001.08.330.2500.026
District lnservice Supplies

001.08.330.2500.026
District lnservice Supplies

001.08.330.2500.026
District lnservice Supplies

Check#: 1215

PO/InvoiceTotal:

VendorTotal:

$160.00

$210.00

$950.00

$1,690.00

$1,690.00
Superior Energy LLC

Check Group:

portable,and WS

1227

798 2208011 E047172
8/31/2021

001.08.623.2600.198
District Propane

Check#: 1216

PO/InvoiceTotal:

VendorTotal:

$798.00

$798.00

$798.00
Susan Mike

Check Group:

Reimbursement for purchase of teacher appreciation
supplies. Receipts Attached

1 2202032 V309454

8/15/2021

001.02.330.2200.147

SMS Principa l's Office Purchased Svc

Check#: 1217

PO/InvoiceTotal:

VendorTotal:

$75.94

$75.94

$75.94
USA Hauling & Recycling Inc

Check Group:

trash removal fees

1256

1 2210012 0602737369
9/1/2021

001.10.421.2600.168
Trash Removal Fees

Check#: 1218

PO/InvoiceTotal:

$4,191.98

$4,191.98

Printed: 09/15/2021 12:41:52 PM Report: rptAPVoucherDetail 2021.1.08 Page: 8



Stafford CT Public Schools
Voucher Detail Listing Voucher Batch Number: 1058 09/17/2021

Fiscal Year: 2021-2022

Vendor Remit Name QTY PO No. Invoice Account Amount
Description Vendor# Invoice Date

Vendor Total: $4,191.98
WB Mason 1682

Check Group:
UNIVERSAL BINDER CLIPS, SMALL, BLACK/SILVER, 10 2201011 222860375 001.01.611.1110.014 $2.20
DOZEN

8/27/2021 WSS PreK Supplies

UNIVERSAL BINDER CLIPS, SMALL, 10 2201011 222860375 001.01.611.1110.026 $2.20
BLACK/SILVER,DOZEN

8/27/2021 WSS General Supplies

Universal® Binder Clips, Large, Black/Silver, Dozen 10 2201011 222860375 001.01.611.1110.026 $11.30
8/27/2021 WSS General Supplies

Universal® Binder Clips, Large, Black/Silver, Dozen 10 2201011 222860375 001.01.611.1110.014 $11.30
8/27/2021 WSS PreK Supplies

Marcal PRO 100% Recycled Facial Tissue, White, 2-Ply, 2 2201011 222860375 001.01.611.1110.014 $45.98
100 Tissues/BX, 30 Boxes/CT

8/27/2021 WSS PreK Supplies

Marcal PROT 100% Recycled Facial Tissue, White, 2-Ply, 1 2201011 222860375 001.01 .611.1110.026 $22.99
100 Tissues/BX, 30 Boxes/CT

8/27/2021 WSS General Supplies

aeon® Stitched Cover Manila Tag Composition Book, Wide 100 2201011 222860375 001.01.611.1110.026 $30.00
Ruled, 7" x 8-1/2", 36 Sheets/72 Pages

8/27/2021 WSS General Supplies

U Brands Standard Push Pins, Plastic, Clear, Silver Pin, 10 2201011 222860375 001.01.611.1110.026 $32.80
7/16", 200/Pack

8/27/2021 WSS General Supplies

Circus® Colors Colored Paper, 20 lb., 8 1/2 x 11, Gold, 1 2201011 222860375 001.01.611.1110.014 $36.70
5000/CT

8/27/2021 WSS PreK Supplies

Check#: 1219

PO/InvoiceTotal: $195.47
Check Group:

Avery Easy Peel Shipping Labels, Permanent Adhesive, 1 2203055 222946095 001.03.611.2400.147 $50.98
Clear, 2" x 4", 500/Box

8/31/2021 SHS Principal's Office Supplies

Check #: 1219

Printed: 09/15/2021 12:41:52 PM Report: rptAPVoucherDetail 2021.1.08 Page: 9



Stafford CT Public Schools

Voucher Detail Listing
Fiscal Year: 2021-2022
Vendor Remit Name
Description

Check Group:

SES-cork boards

QTY
Vendor#

PO No.

6 2210058

Invoice
Invoice Date

222592645
8/18/2021

Voucher Batch Number: 1058

Account

PO/InvoiceTotal:

001.10.613.2600.134
Building Services-Supplies

Check#: 1219

PO/InvoiceTotal:

09/17/2021

Amount

$50.98

$680.28

$680.28

Vendor Total: $926.73
--------

Grand Total: $33,613.63

End of Report

Printed: 09/15/2021 12:41:52 PM Report: rptAPVoucherDetail 2021.1.08 Page: 10



Item VII.A.

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

MEMO

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

Board of Education ))
Steven A. Moccio, Superintendent of Schools"/
Notification of Donation to the Athletics Department

September 27, 2021

According to Stafford Board of Education Policy #3280, the school principal and/or
designee may approve gifts, grants, and bequests to a school that are valued at $500 in
total or under... The Superintendent ofSchools may approve gifts, grants, and bequests
that are valued over $500... The Superintendent shall inform the Board ofEducation of
any gift valued at more than $500 that has been accepted by the district.

This memo is to notify the Board of Education that I have accepted the donation of a
golf cart to the Stafford Public Schools Athletic Department. The department has been
requesting an additional cart and were approached by Corey and Jessica Benoit, who
wish to donate their used cart (see picture below). The cart, which is valued at between
$500-$800, will be used by Mr. Frassinelli and his staff to navigate between the playing
fields.



Item VII.B.

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

MEMO

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

Board of Education (})
Steven A. Moccio, Superintendent of Schools (Q''/
Update Regarding District COVID-19 Cases

September 27, 2021

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide an update regarding the total number of
positive COVID-19 cases to date in the district, as well as the total number of students and staff
that have been required to self-quarantine due to being identified as a "close contact". The
table below includes totals beginning the week of August 23, 2021, as that is when 10-month
staff were first required to report to school.

Total Cases
Total Self-Quarantine

Location Total Enrollment
(staff & students) due to Cases

(staff& students)
as of Sept 8 as ofSept 8 as ofSept 8

West Stafford 188 (87 PreK) 1 1
Stafford Elementary 469 14 10

Stafford Middle 353 7 1
Stafford High 366 2 9
District Staff N/A 0 0

Totals 1376 24 21

The Connecticut State Department of Education (CSDE) continues to emphasize vaccination as
the most important and effective strategy for preventing COVID-19 infections and transmission
in schools and other settings. On September 10, 2021, Governor Lamont issued Executive
Order 13G, Protection of Public Health and Safety During COVID-19 Pandemic-Vaccinations
RequirementsforState Employees, School Staff, and Child Care Workers. The order mandates
that all non-exempt Connecticut PreK-12 school employees be fully vaccinated against COVID-
19 by September 27, 2021, or undergo weekly testing. The District is required to authenticate,
maintain documentation, report compliance, and verify those weekly test results "in a form and
manner directed by the Department of Public Health." The Department of Public Health (DPH)
provided the guidance late Friday, September 17, 2021. As of this memo, 26 employees are
required to complete weekly testing and eight (8) are in the process of completing the
vaccination process.

Included below are graphs comparing COVID-19 results and the number of students required to
self-quarantine by school, the Town of Stafford results over a 14-day period, as well as a
breakdown of vaccination status by age group. In the past, State and County data indicators
have been provided to the Board for the same 14-day period for comparison. Unfortunately,
the data is no longer available from the State COVID-19 data portal and could not be included.
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Item VII.C.

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

September 27, 2021

MEMO

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

Board of Education ,,2)
Steven A. Moccio, Superintendent of Schools \.l!:J
Financial Report, July 1, 2021 through August 31, 2021

Attached is a financial report, sorted by object code, of funds budgeted and
encumbered/expended from July 1, 2021, through August 31, 2021, as prepared by Mrs.
Diane Peters, Business Manager.

The total budget for the 2021-2022 school year is $29,086,760.86. As indicated in the
attached memorandum, the expenses year to date total $2,782,328.18, or 9.57% of the
total budget.

In addition, the district has received communication from the Connecticut State
Department of Education (CSDE) that minor revisions were necessary in the American
Relief Plan (ARP), Elementary and Secondary School Emergency Relief {ESSER) Fund
application through the CARES Act. Those revisions have been completed and the
application has been re-submitted to the CSDE.

Mrs. Peters will be in attendance at the meeting on September 27, 2021, to provide
more specific information regarding object codes and respond to questions from the
Board.



Stafford Public Schools
Business Office
11B Levinthal Run

Stafford Springs, CT 06076

MEMO

Date:

To:

From:

Subject:

September 21, 2021

Steven Moccio, Superintendent of Schools

Diane Peters, Business Manager

Financial Report as ofAugust 31, 2021

Attached you will find the year to date expenditure report for the period of July l and
August 31, 2021.

Year to date expenditures and encumbrances reported are for salaries are as ofAugust 31.
The first payroll for ten-month employees was run on August 27; encumbrances are
being updated as newhires are entered into the system. There are still many vacancies
throughout the object codes. The year to date expenditures total $1,131,122.85.

Health and dental insurance will not encumber until deductions begin in payroll in
September. Payment was made for the employee portionof healthsavings in July. Life
insurance, disability and unemployment are encumbered for the year.

Professional services, line 300, covers mandated contracted services for students, as well
as mandatory in-service and training for employees, legal fees, the costof an athletic
trainer to maintain the athletic programming requirements and audit fees. The remaining
balance as ofAugust 31 is $210,605.85.

Repairs, rental and other property services coverexpenses such as the copier lease, trash
removal and repairs to facilities. The remaining balance in the Repairs, Rental and Other
Property Services is $302,413.45.

Transportation, tuition and otherservices have a remaining balance of $1,540,231.74.
Regular transportationservices have been encumbered; summer school tuition has either
been encumberedor paid.

Utilities have been encumbered for the year. Fuel oil and propane have also been
encumbered for the year. The remaining balance as ofAugust 31 is $247,525.51.

Line 700, equipment and software expenditures is showing encumbrances for software
licenses and annual support. The remaining balance for this line is $127,136.80.



The 800 line of the budget covers various membership dues, licensing fees and a debt
service line for the solarproject lease payment. Overall, the line has a remaining balance
of $168,131.83.

The unspent, unreserved amountofthe 2021-22 budget is $7,822,606.562 or 26.9%.
Year to date expenses represent 9.57%of the total budget.



Stafford, CT Public Schools
Monthly Board Report For the Period 07/01/2021 through 08/31/2021

Fiscal Year: 2021-2022

221,796.73 2.1%

175,407.36 65.0%

235,549.14 52.9%

269,790.00 $ 84,002.35 $ 185,787.65 $ 10,380.29 $

444,995.74 $ 46,390.52 $ 398,605.22 $ 163,056.08 $

2,609,944.70 $ 162,930.40 $ 2,447,014.30 $ 2,456,713.64 $

1,125,571.00 $ 153,261.23 $ 972,309.77 $ 939,487.53 $

10,753,597.85 $ 415,127.30 $ 10,338,470.55 $ 10,116,673.82 $

109 - Salaries Administrative
110 - Salaries Certified Related
(Substitute teachers, coaches, and other
stipends)
111 -SalariesCertified
(Classroomteachers, pupil services staff
members, library mediaand instructional
specialists)

112 - Salaries Non-Certified
(Bookkeepers, cafeteriaworkers, custodians, $
maintenance, paraprofessionals, secretaries)

114 - Salaries Non-Affiliated
(Non-unionized positions - nurses, IT staff,
supervisors and directors, business manager, "
specialists, BCBA,etc...)
115 - SalariesNon-Certified Related
(Substitutes for non-certified and non-affiliated $
staff)
120 - SalaryOther

sul ort staff

$
220 - SocialSecurity
(6.2% for most non-certified employees)
221 -Medicare
(1.45% forall staff exceptteachers hired prior $
to 1986)

261,237.00 $ 25,792.60 $ 235,444.40 $ 8,689.85 $

260,010.00 $ 18,6541.92 $ 241,468.08 $ 11,200.56 $

226,754.55 86.8%

230,267.52 88.6%

715,186.47 99.3%
0.0%

1,598.65 $

24,350.00 $

230 - Pension Contributions $ 720,412.00 $ 3,626.88 $ 716,785.12 $

260 - Unemployment Compensation $ 25,000.00 $ 650.00 $ 24,350.00 $
270 -Workers Compensation $ 230,909.74 $ 221,200.50 $ 9,709.24 $ $ 9,709.24 4.2%

323 - Contracted Instructional Services
(Consultative services to comply with
mandates)

209,536.25 $ $ 209,536.25 $ 207,130.00 $ 2,406.25 1.1%



Stafford, CT Public Schools
Monthly Board Report Forthe Period 07/01/2021 through 08/31/2021

(Professional Developmentand in-service)
340 - OtherProfessionalServices $ 210,810.00 $ 371.00 $ 210,439.00 $ 45,629.00 $ 164,810.00 78.2%

410-Waterand Sewer $ 24,200.00 $ 6,500.00 $ 17,700.00 $ 16,620.00 $ 1,080.00 4.5%
420 - Custodial/Fire/Constable $ 3,744.61 $ $ 3,744.61 $ $ 3,744.61 100.0%

421 - Trash Removal $ 41,389.00 $ 7,784.52 $ 33,60448 $ 39,072.60 $ (5,468.12) -13.2%
430 - Repairs and Maintenance $ 483,302.68 $ 58,819.44 $ 424,483.24 $ 129,44565 $ 295,037.59 61.0%

1,688.28 1.3%
(4,462.00) 4.0%

13,644.60 141%

750.00 100.0%
2,097.00 100.0%

800,016.67 75.1%

103,316.00 100.0%
13,719.08 80.7%

223.80 $

$

11,099.00 $

5,459.19 $

6,637.00

140.81 $

$ 750.00 $ $

$ 2,097.00 $ $

106,885.74 $ 958,585.17 $ 158,568.50 $

$ 103,316.00 $ $

$ 16,780.59 $ 3,061.51 $

131,934.95 $ 130,246.67 $

111,336.76 $ 104,699.76 $

96,594.45 $

5,600.00 $

750.00 $
2,097.00 $

1,065,470.91 $

103,316.00 $

$

$

$

$

$

520 - Property Insurance
521 - Liability Insurance
530 - Communications
(Mailings, interbuilding internet services,
wireless service, and telephone service)
540 - Advertising
550 - Printing and Binding
560 - Out of District Tuition
(Outplaced students and Vo-Ag)
566 - Magnet School Tuition
580 - Travel

equipment)
611 -Instructional Supplies
(Consumable instructional supplies used by $
teachers, staff, and students)
613 - Building Services Supplies $

242,104.17 $

97,900.00 $

39,473.93 $ 202,630.24 $ 59,110.85 $

28,899.35 $



Stafford, CT Public Schools
Monthly Board Report For the Period 07/01/2021 through 08/31/2021

622 - Electricity

623 - PropaneGas
626 - Gasoline

641 - Textbooks

38,224.00 S
4,000.00 $

47,000.00 $

630.60 $

$
$

19,748.29 $

495,969.40 $

38,224.00 $

4,000.00 $

27,25171 $

495,969.40 $

38,224.00 $

3,000.00 $

1,835.15

0.0%

0.0%

1,000.00 25.0%
25,416.56 54.1%

735 - Computer Software $ 198,761.00 $ 117,565.53 81,195.47 5,729.85 $ 75,465.62 38.0%

13.7%28,131.57

140,000.26 100.0%

39,763.59 $

140,000.26 $

165,736.61 $205,500.20 S

140,000.26 $

810 - Dues and Fees
(IT licensing fees,district memberships,
studentfestival and organizationfees, drama "
productions)
830 - Debt-Related Expenditures
(Yearly payment to Town of Stafford for
Geothermaland Solar Lease'



Item X.A.

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

September 27, 2021

MEMO

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

Board of Education ~
Steven A. Moccio, Superintendent of School
Review and Possible Approval of the Elementa tandards-Based Report
Cards

Attached is a memorandum from Mr. Steve Autieri, Director of Curriculum &
Instruction, regarding the process he led to revise the elementary report cards. Mr.
Autieri led a committee of curriculum specialists, teachers, and administrators over the
past year to revise the elementary report cards and align them to grade-level standards
and learning expectations.

The revised report cards include a section to communicate progress on Academic
Performance Indicators, as well as a section to communicate progress on the Portrait of
the Graduate Learner Qualities. When combined, these indicators and qualities will
provide the parent/ guardian with a comprehensive update on the student's academic
performance data. Accompanying grading guides were also created and will assist
teachers in aligning expectations across the grade level, while also serving as a
springboard for dialogue during parent-teacher conferences.

Mr. Autieri will be present at the Board meeting on September 27, 2021, to provide
more specific information and respond to questions from the Board.

RECOMMEND the Board of Education approve the revised K-5 standards-based report
cards for implementation during the 2021-2022 school year.



Memorandum
From the Office of Curriculum and Instruction, Stafford Public Schools

Date:

To:

From:

Re:

September 21, 2021

Mr. Steven Moccio, Superintendent of Schools

Mr. Steven Autieri, Director of Curriculum & Instruction

Elementary-Standards Based Report Card K-5

As we strive to continue to strengthen our home-school partnership, our district continues to
examine strategies for communicating academic performance data to families. A committee of
curriculum specialists, teachers and administrators came together over the past year to complete
the revision process for the elementary report card to reflect grade-level standards and learning
expectations. The indicators represented throughout the reporting tool reflect the rigorous state
and national standards frameworks. These expectations also form the foundation for the
development of the district's curriculum and local assessment measures.

The new reporting tool consists of two major sections to measure student progress. The Academic
Performance Indicators and the Portrait of the Graduate Learner Qualities include indicators that
present a picture of academic growth over time. The SPS Portrait of the Graduate Framework
developed beginning in the 2019-2020 school year defines the key skills and dispositions for all
Stafford students to be college and career ready.

The new report cards will be distributed to families beginning with the conclusion of the first
marking period in November 2021. Faculty and staff will utilize the accompanying grading guides to
help focus dialogue for supporting student success during the initial parent-teacher conferences in
the winter of 2021. All supporting documents will be added to a page within the Office of
Curriculum and Instruction webpage on the district website.

A special thanks and acknowledgement to the following staff for their expertise, suggestions, and
development of the new report cards: Kim Robbins (WSS), Kirstie McQuaid (SES), Jen Ledbetter
(WSS), Deb Geer (SES), Adrian DePellegrini (SES), Sue Bourque (SES), Sarah Gordon (SES), Keith
Holland (SES), Sarah Myles (SES), Jen Miller (SES), Sandra O'Gara (SES), Gillian Bienvenu (SES),
Sharon Mlyniec (SES), Lisa Lobik (Literacy Leader), Marcia Jacobs (Math Leader), and Lynn Erickson
(District Technology Integrationist).

With your approval and that of the Stafford Board of Education, the Office of Curriculum and
Instruction seeks to officially commence the adoption process for the revised standards-based
elementary report cards for teachers and students in Grades K-5 for the 2021-2022 school year.



Student Name:
Student ID Number:
Teacher Name:
Principal: Mrs. Gagnon
SchoolYear:2021-2022

Stafford Public Schools
Grade K Report Card
West Stafford Elementary School
153 West Stafford Road

(860) 684-3181

Student Attendance:
Nov Mar June

Absent
Tardy
Dismissal

Academic Performance Indicators
4 - Consistently and independently demonstrates mastery in the grade level standards
3 - Progressing toward mastery of the grade level standards
2 - Requires strategic support in reaching mastery of the grade level standards
1 - Re uires si nificant su ort in reachin master of the rade level standards

Mathematics Nov Mar I Jun
Counting & Cardinality

Knows number names and the count sequence
hat

Reads andwrites numbers s

Count to tell the number of objects
Compares numbers
Operations & Algebraic Thinking
Understands addition as putting together and adding to, and understands
subtraction as taking apart or taking from
Fluently adds and subtracts within 5

Measurement & Data
Describes and compares measurable attributes

Classifies objects and counts the numbers of objects in each category

Numbers and Operations in Base Ten
Works with numbers 11-19 to gain foundations for place value

Geometry
Identifies and describes shapes

Analyzes, compares, creates, and composes shapes

Literacy Nov Mar Jun
Foundational Reading Skills
Demonstrates understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds
Recognizes/understands letter-sound relationships
Applies phonics and word analysis skills z

Reads high frequency and trickwords
Reading: Literature & Informational Text
Retells using details
Demonstrates stamina during reading

Writing & Language Skills
Applies handwriting skills andwrites legibly
Applies language conventions
Produces narrative, opinion, and informational writing

Applies spelling and phonics patterns
Demonstrates stamina during independentwriting

Speaking and Listening
Listens attentively

Communicates clearlywhen speaking
Contributes to classroom conversations

Technology Nov Mar I Jun
Demonstrates understanding of basic technology operations and
concepts
Uses a variety of digital tools to complete tasks
Responsible digital citizen



Student Name:

Academic Performance Indicators
4 - Consistently and independently demonstrates mastery in the grade level standards
3 - Progressing toward mastery of the grade level standards
2 - Requires strategic support in reaching mastery of the grade level standards
1 - Re uires si nificant su ort in reachin master of the rade level standards

Portrait of the Graduate Learner Qualities Nov Mar Jun
Communicator
Uses effective communication skills to workwith individuals from diverse
backgrounds
Initiates respectful discourse when approaching tasks with a group
Utilizes technological applications in a responsible manner to work
effectively
Collaborator
Accepts constructive feedback and uses it to grow

Understands strategies to resolve conflict and maintain effective
relationships
Contributor
Participates in a manner that promotes the success of the classroom
community
Actively participates in classroom conversations that support learning

Critical Thinker
Demonstrates flexibility in thinking and problem solving

Engages in self-directed learning that includes reflection on feedback

Social Studies Nov Mar Jun
Identifies similarities and differences among people and cultures
Recognizes the characteristics of different types of communities

Uses evidence to communicate conclusions

Science Nov Mar Jun
Uses scientific phenomenon to make observations and formulate
questions
Utilizes data and observations to generate conclusions
Creates scientific models to represent relationships DR
Demonstrates an understanding of key scientific concepts and principles

Art Nov Mar June
Demonstrates and applies knowledge of concepts taught to produce
original art
Uses art materials with skill, care, and intent

8°

Nov Mar JuneMusic 8

Demonstrates an understanding of musical concepts

Accurately performs melodic activities
Accurately performs rhythmic activities

Physical Education Nov Mar June
Skills/Knowledge
Demonstrates understanding and performance of motor skills (basic
locomotor to sport specific skills)

Applying Concepts & Strategies/Engaging in Physical Activity
Exhibits an understanding of skills, concepts, and strategies while
regularly participating in physical activity

Social Responsibility
Exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self
and others in physical activity settings

Health Education Nov Mar June
Exhibits developmentally appropriate personal and social
behaviors of respect, self-control, cooperation and interaction
with others during physical activity

Demonstrates cooperative and responsible behavior that respects self
and others

Teacher Comments:
November

March

June



Student Name:
Student ID Number:
Teacher Name:
Principal: Ms. Manning
School Year: 2021-2022

j@±$ Stafford Public Schoolsfr; Grade 1 Report card
- Stafford Elementary School

11 Levinthal Run
(860) 684-6677

Student Attendance:

Nov Mar June
Absent
Tardy
Dismissal

Academic Performance Indicators
4- Consistently and independently demonstrates mastery in the grade level standards
3- Progressing toward mastery of the grade level standards
2- Requires strategic support in reaching mastery of the grade level standards
1- Re uires si nificant su ort in reachin master of the rade level standards

Literacy Nov Mar Jun
Foundational Reading Skills
Applies phonics and word analysis skills
Reads high frequency and trickwords
Reads text accurately and fluently
Reading: Literature & Informational Text
Shows literal comprehension using text evidence
Demonstrates higher level comprehension skills using text evidence

Demonstrates stamina during reading

Writing & Language Skills
Applies handwriting skills andwrites legibly
Produces narrative, opinion, and informational writing

Applies language conventions
Applies phonics and word analysis skills for spelling

Demonstrates stamina during independentwriting

Speaking and Listening
Listens attentively
Communicates clearlywhen speaking
Contributes to classroom conversations

Mathematics
Operations & Algebraic Thinking
Represents and solves problems involving addition and subtraction
Understands and applies properties of operations and the relationship
between addition and subtraction
Adds and subtracts within 20
Works with addition and subtraction equations
Number & Operations in Base Ten
Understands the sequence of numbers
Understands place value

Uses place value understanding to add and subtract

Measurement & Data
Measures lengths using nonstandard units

Tell andwrite time

Represents and interprets data

Geometry
Reasonswith shapes and their attributes

Nov Mar Jun

Technology ·
Mar I JunNov

Demonstrates understanding of basic technology operations and concepts
Uses a variety of digital tools to complete tasks
Responsible digital citizen



Student Name:

Student ID #:

Academic Performance Indicators
4 - Consistently and independently demonstrates mastery in the grade level standards
3 - Progressing toward mastery of the grade level standards
2 - Requires strategic support in reaching mastery of the grade level standards
1 - Re uires si nificant su ort in reachin master of the rade level standards

Portrait of the GraduateLearner Qualities
s

Nov Mar Jun
Communicator
Uses effective communication skills to workwith individuals from diverse
backgrounds
Initiates respectful discourse when approaching tasks with a group
Utilizes technological applications in a responsible manner to work
effectively
Collaborator
Accepts constructive feedback and uses it to grow

Understands strategies to resolve conflict and maintain effective
relationships
Contributor
Participates in a manner that promotes the success of the classroom
community
Actively participates in classroom conversations that support learning

Critical Thinker
Demonstrates flexibility in thinking and problem solving

Engages in self-directed learning that includes reflection on feedback

Teacher Comments
November:

March:

June:

Social Studies
Identifies similarities and differences among people and cultures
Recognizes the characteristics of different types of communities

Uses evidence to communicate conclusions

Science
Uses scientific phenomenon to make observations and formulate
uestions

Utilizes data and observations to generate conclusions
Creates scientific models to represent relationships

Demonstrates an understanding of key scientific concepts and
rinci les

Nov Mar Jun

Nov Mar Jun

Art Nov Mar June
Demonstrates and applies knowledge of concepts taught to produce
original art
Uses art materials with skill, care, and intent

Music
s $

Nov Mar June
Demonstrates an understanding of musical concepts

Accurately performs melodic activities
Accurately performs rhythmic activities

Physical Education Nov Mar June
Skills/Knowledge
Demonstrates understanding and performance of motor skills (basic
locomotor to sport specific skills)
Applying Concepts & Strategies/Engaging in Physical Activity
Exhibits an understanding of skills, concepts, and strategies while
regularly participating in physical activity
Social Responsibility
Exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self
and others in physical activity settings
Health Education Nov Mar June
Exhibits developmentally appropriate personal and social
behaviors ofrespect, self-control, cooperation and interaction
with others during physical activity
Demonstrates cooperative and responsible behavior that respects self
and others



Student Name:
Student ID Number:
Teacher Name:
Principal: Ms. Manning
School Year: 2021-2022

Stafford Public Schools
Grade 2 Report Card
Stafford Elementary School

11 Levinthal Run
(860) 684-6677

Student Attendance:

Nov Mar June
Absent
Tardy
Dismissal

Academic Performance Indicators
4- Consistently and independently demonstrates mastery in the grade level standards
3- Progressing toward mastery of the grade level standards
2- Requires strategic support in reaching mastery of the grade level standards
1- Re uires si nificant su ort in reachin master of the rade level standards

Mathematics
Operations & Algebraic Thinking

Nov Mar Jun

Literacy Nov Mar Jun
Foundational Reading Skills
Applies phonics and word analysis skills
Reads high frequency and trick words
Reads text accurately and fluently to support comprehension
Reading: Literature & Informational Text
Shows literal comprehension using text evidence
Demonstrates higher level comprehension skills using text evidence

Demonstrates stamina during reading

Writing & Language Skills
Writes for a specific purpose using organization
Writes with detail and elaboration
Strengthens writing by focusing on a topic, revising, and editing
Applies language usage, language conventions, and applies spelling

Demonstrates stamina during independent writing

Speaking and Listening
Listens attentively
Communicates clearly when speaking
Contributes to classroom conversations

Works as a collaborator

Represents and solves problems involving addition and subtraction
Fluently add and subtract within 20 using strategies
Work with equal groups and arrays of objects to gain foundations for
multi lication
Number & Operations in Base Ten
Understands place value of three-digit numbers

Reads, writes, and compares numbers to 1,000

Uses place value understanding and properties of operations to
add subtract
Measurement & Data
Measures and estimates length in standard and metric units

Relates addition and subtraction to length
Tells time to the nearest five minutes

Solves problems involving money

Represents and interprets data

Geometry
Understands shapes and their attributes

Technology
.

Mar I JunNov
Demonstrates understanding of basic technology operations and concepts
Uses digital tools and software to produce work
Responsible digital citizen



Student Name:

Student ID #:

Academic Performance Indicators
4 - Consistently and independently demonstrates mastery in the grade level standards
3 - Progressing toward mastery of the grade level standards
2 - Requires strategic support in reaching mastery of the grade level standards
1 - Re uires si nificant su ort in reachin master of the rade level standards

Portrait of the Graduate Learner Qualities Nov Mar Jun
Communicator
Uses effective communication skills to workwith individuals from diverse
backgrounds
Initiates respectful discourse when approaching tasks with a group
Collaborator
Accepts constructive feedback and uses it to grow

Understands strategies to resolve conflict and maintain effective
relationships
Contributor
Participates in a manner that promotes the success of the classroom
community
Actively participates in classroom conversations that support learning

Critical Thinker
Demonstrates flexibility in thinking and problem solving
Engages in self-directed learning that includes reflection on feedback

Teacher Comments
November:

March:

June:

Social Studies Nov Mar Jun
Identifies similarities and differences among people and cultures
Recognizes the characteristics of different types of communities
Uses evidence to communicate conclusions

Science Nov Mar Jun
Plans and conducts experiments to produce data to serve as evidence
to answer questions
Analyzes data and observations to generate conclusions #e

Creates scientific models to represent relationships
#3

Demonstrates an understanding of key scientific concepts and
principles

Art Nov Mar June
Demonstrates and applies knowledge of concepts taught to produce
original art
Uses art materials with skill, care, and intent

Music Nov Mar June
Demonstrates an understanding of musical concepts

Accurately performs melodic activities
Accurately performs rhythmic activities

Physical Education Nov Mar June
Skills/Knowledge
Demonstrates understanding and performance of motor skills (basic
locomotor to sport specific skills)
Applying Concepts & Strategies/Engaging in Physical Activity
Exhibits an understanding of skills, concepts, and strategies while
regularly participating in physical activity
Social Responsibility
Exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self
and others in physical activity settings
Health Education Nov Mar June
Exhibits developmentally appropriate personal and social
behaviors ofrespect, self-control, cooperation and interaction
with others during physical activity
Demonstrates cooperative and responsible behavior that respects self
and others



Student Name:
Student ID Number:
Teacher Name:
Principal: Ms. Manning
School Year: 2021-2022

#@$ Stafford Public Schoolse; Grade 3 Report Card
"as,«'- Stafford Elementary School

11 Levinthal Run
(860) 684-6677

Student Attendance:

Nov Mar June
Absent
Tardy
Dismissal

Academic Performance Indicators
4- Consistently and independently demonstrates mastery in the grade level standards
3- Progressing toward mastery of the grade level standards
2- Requires strategic support in reaching mastery of the grade level standards
1- Re uires si nificant su ort in reachin master of the rade level standards

Literacy Nov Mar Jun
Foundational Reading Skills
Applies phonics and word analysis skills
Reads text accurately and fluently to support comprehension
Reading: Literature & Informational Text
Shows literal comprehension using text evidence
Uses texts to analyze, evaluate, and show understanding of concepts

Demonstrates stamina during independent reading

Writing & Language Skills
Produces organized writing appropriate to task and audience
Writes with details and elaboration
Draws evidence from a variety of resources to support writing #

Strengthens writing by focusing on a topic, revising and editing

Applies language usage, language conventions, and apply spelling skills

Demonstrates stamina during independent writing

Speaking and Listening
Listens attentively
Communicates clearly when speaking

Contributes to classroom conversations
Participates in collaborative conversations

Mathematics Nov Mar I Jun
Operations & Algebraic Thinking
Represents and solves problems involving multiplication
Represents and solves problems involving division
Understands the properties and relationship between
multiplication/ division
Multiplies within 100
Divides within 100
Solves problems involving the four operations, and identifies and explains
patterns in arithmetic
Number & Operations in Base Ten
Rounds whole numbers to the nearest 10 or 100

Adds or subtracts using strategies

Number and Operations in Fractions
Understands numerators and denominators and how they relate to
parts/whole
Represents fractions on a number line
Recognizes and writes equivalent fractions

Compares fractions

Measurement and Data
Solves problems involving measurement and estimation of
time/volume/mass
Represents and interprets data
Understands concepts of area and relates area to multiplication and
addition 1
Geometry
Understands shapes and their attributes

Technology Nov Mar I Jun
Demonstrates understanding of basic technology operations and concepts
and applies keyboarding skills
Uses digital tools and software to produce work
Responsible digital citizen



Student Name:

Student ID#:

Academic Performance Indicators
4 - Consistently and independently demonstrates mastery in the grade level standards
3 - Progressing toward mastery of the grade level standards
2 - Requires strategic support in reaching mastery of the grade level standards
1 - Re uires si nificant su ort in reachin master of the rade level standards

Portrait ofGraduateLearner Qualities Nov Mar Jun
Communicator
Uses effective communication skills to workwith individuals from diverse
backgrounds
Initiates respectful discourse when approaching tasks with a group
Utilizes technological applications in a responsible manner to work
effectively
Collaborator
Accepts constructive feedback and uses it to grow

Understands strategies to resolve conflict and maintain effective
relationships
Contributor
Participates in a manner that promotes the success of the classroom
community
Actively participates in classroom conversations that support learning

Critical Thinker
Demonstrates flexibility in thinking and problem solving

Engages in self-directed learning that includes reflection on feedback

Teacher Comments
November:

March:

June:

Social Studies
Identifies similarities and differences among people and cultures
Recognizes the characteristics of different types of communities
Uses evidence to communicate conclusions

Science
Plan and conduct experiments to produce data to serve as
evidence to answer uestions
Analyzing data and observations to generate conclusions
Creates scientific models to represent relationships

Demonstrates an understanding of key scientific concepts and
rinci les

Nov Mar Jun

Nov Mar Jun

Art ,, Nov Mar June
Demonstrates and applies knowledge of concepts taught to produce
original art
Uses art materials with skill, care, and intent

Music Nov Mar June
Demonstrates an understanding of musical concepts

Accurately performs melodic activities
Accurately performs rhythmic activities

Physical Education Nov Mar June
Skills/Knowledge
Demonstrates understanding and performance of motor skills (basic
locomotor to sport specific skills)
Applying Concepts & Strategies/Engaging in Physical Activity
Exhibits an understanding of skills, concepts, and strategies while
regularly participating in physical activity
Social Responsibility
Exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self
and others in physical activity settings
Health Education Nov Mar June
Exhibits developmentally appropriate personal and social
behaviors ofrespect, self-control, cooperation and interaction
with others during physical activity
Demonstrates cooperative and responsible behavior that respects self
and others



Student Name:
Student ID Number:
Teacher Name:
Principal: Ms. Manning
School Year: 2021-2022

t@@$ Staford Public schools
i5re; Grade 4 Report card

Stafford Elementary School
11 Levinthal Run
(860) 684-6677

Student Attendance:

Nov Jan June
Absent
Tardy
Dismissal

Academic Performance Indicators
4 - Consistently and independently demonstrates mastery in the grade level standards
3 - Progressing toward mastery of the grade level standards
2 - Requires strategic support in reaching mastery of the grade level standards
1 - Re uires si nificant su ort in reachin master of the rade level standards

Literacy Nov Mar Jun
Foundational Reading Skills
Reads text accurately and fluently to support comprehension

Reading: Literature & Informational Text
Shows literal comprehension skills using text evidence

Uses multiples texts to analyze, evaluate, and show understanding of
concepts
Acquires and uses vocabulary

Demonstrates stamina during independent reading

Writing & Language Skills
Produces organized writing appropriate to task and audience

Writes with details and elaboration

Draws from a variety of resources to support writing
;\; !

Strengthens writing by focusing on a topic, revising and editing

Applies language usage, language conventions, and apply spelling skills

Demonstrates stamina during independent writing

Speaking and Listening
Listens attentively

Communicates clearly when speaking

Contributes to classroom conversations

Contributes to collaborative discussions

Mathematics Nov Mar I Jun
Operations & Algebraic Thinking
Solves multi-step word problems with whole numbers using the four
operations
Identifies factors and multiples of a given number

Generates and analyzes patterns Ne
Number & Operations in Base Ten
Understands place values to the millions

Rounds multi-digit whole numbers to any place to find a reasonable
estimate to a given math problem
Fluently adds and subtracts multi-digit numbers

Uses place value understanding to multiply and divide multi-digit
numbers
Numbers and Operations in Fractions
Identifies equivalent fractions

Compares and orders fractions with like and unlike denominators

Adds and subtracts fractions and mixed numbers with like denominators

Multiplies a fraction by a whole number
N

Creates equations from given fractions "

Compares orders and adds decimals and fractions with denominators of
' ¥

10 and 100
Measurement and Data
Solves problems involving measurement and conversion of
measurements
Represents and interprets data "T

,-,,

Understands concepts of angle and measure angles #

Geometry
Draws and identifies lines and angles, and classifies shapes by properties
of their lines and angles

Technology Nov Mar I Jun
Demonstrates understanding of basic technology operations and concepts
and applies keyboarding skills
Uses digital tools and software to produce work

Responsible digital citizen



Academic Performance Indicators
4 - Consistently and independently demonstrates mastery in the grade level standards
3 - Progressing toward mastery of the grade level standards
2 - Requires strategic support in reaching mastery of the grade level standards
1 - Re uires si nificant su ort in reachin master of the rade level standards

Learner Qualities Nov Mar Jun
Communicator
Uses effective communication skills to work with individuals from diverse
backgrounds
Initiates respectful discourse when approaching tasks with a group
Utilizes technological applications in a responsible manner to work effectively
Collaborator
Accepts constructive feedback and uses it to grow

Understands strategies to resolve conflict and maintain effective relationships

Contributor
Participates in a manner that promotes the success of the classroom
community
Actively participates in classroom conversations that support learning

Critical Thinker
Demonstrates flexibility in thinking and problem solving

Engages in self-directed learning that includes reflection on feedback

Teacher Comments
November:

March:

June:

Social Studies Nov Mar Jun
Identifies similarities and differences among people and cultures
Recognizes the characteristics of different types of communities
Uses evidence to communicate conclusions

Science Nov Mar Jun
Plan and conduct experiments to produce data to serve as evidence to
answer questions
Analyzing data and observations to generate conclusions

Students will utilize models to illustrate connections between systems.

Demonstrates an understanding of key scientific concepts and
principles

Art Nov Mar June
Demonstrates and applies knowledge of concepts taught to produce
original art
Uses art materials with skill, care, and intent

.. ..

Music Nov Mar June
Demonstrates an understanding of musical concepts

Accurately performs melodic activities
Accurately performs rhythmic activities

Physical Education Nov Mar June
Skills/Knowledge
Demonstrates understanding and performance of motor skills (basic
locomotor to sport specific skills)
Applying Concepts & Strategies/Engaging in PhysicalActivity
Exhibits an understanding of skills, concepts, and strategies while
regularly participating in physical activity
Social Responsibility
Exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self
and others in physical activity settings
Health Education Nov Mar June
Exhibits developmentally appropriate personal and social
behaviors of respect, self-control, cooperation and interaction
with others during physical activity
Demonstrates cooperative and responsible behavior that respects self
and others



Student Name:
Student ID Number:
Teacher Name:
Principal: Ms. Manning
School Year: 2021-2022

9$@€%$ Stafford Public Schools
3$98; Grade 5 Report Card

Stafford Elementary School
11 Levinthal Run
(860) 684-6677

Student Attendance:

Nov Mar June
Absent
Tardy
Dismissal

Academic Performance Indicators
4 - Consistently and independently demonstrates mastery in the grade level standards
3- Progressing toward mastery of the grade level standards
2- Requires strategic support in reaching mastery of the grade level standards
1- Re uires si nificant su ort in reachin master of the rade level standards

Literacy Nov Mar Jun
Foundational Reading Skills
Reads text accurately and fluently to support comprehension
Reading: Literature & Informational Text
Shows literal comprehension using text evidence

Uses texts to analyze, evaluate, and show understanding of higher
order concepts
Acquires and uses grade level vocabulary
Demonstrates stamina during independent reading

Writing & Language Skills
Produces organized writing appropriate to task and audience

Writes with details and elaboration
Draws from a variety of resources to supportwriting
Strengthens writing by focusing on a topic, revising, and editing

Applies language usage, language conventions, and applies spelling
skills
Demonstrates stamina during independentwriting

Speaking and Listening
Listens attentively
Communicates clearly when speaking

Contributes to classroom conversations
Contributes to collaborative discussions

Mathematics Nov Mar I Jun
Operations & Algebraic Thinking
Writes and interprets numerical expressions
Solves numerical expressions
Analyzes patterns and relationships Ea g'

Number & Operations in Base Ten
Understands the place value system ·~ 3

Performs operations with multi-digitwhole numbers

Performs operations with decimals to the hundredths 4Egg ea.

Numbers and Operations in Fractions
Adds and subtracts fractions and mixed numbers with like and unlike
denominators
Multiplies fractions

Divides fractions by a whole number
Multiplies fractions to find the area of a rectangle

Measurement and Data
Converts like measurement units within a given measurement system
Represents and interprets data p#

Writes and solves volume problems

Geometry
Graphs points on the coordinate plane to solve problems
Classifies two-dimensional figures into categories based on their l!: nag
properties E

~)

Technology Nov Mar I Jun
Demonstrates understanding of basic technology operations and concepts
and applies keyboarding skills
Uses digital tools and software to produce work
Responsible digital citizen



Student Name:

Student ID #:

Academic Performance Indicators
4- Consistently and independently demonstrates mastery in the grade level standards
3- Progressing toward mastery of the grade level standards
2- Requires strategic support in reaching mastery of the grade level standards
1-Re uires si nificant su ort in reachin master of the rade level standards

Social Studies
Identifies similarities and differences among people and cultures
Recognizes the characteristics of different types of communities
Uses evidence to communicate conclusions

Science
Plan and conduct experiments to produce data to serve as evidence to
answer uestions
Analyzing data and observations to generate conclusions

Nov Mar Jun

Nov Mar Jun

Learner Qualities Nov Mar Jun
Communicator
Uses effective communication skills to work with individuals from diverse
backgrounds
Initiates respectful discourse when approaching tasks with a group
Utilizes technological applications in a responsible manner to work
effectively
Collaborator
Accepts constructive feedback and uses it to grow

Understands strategies to resolve conflict and maintain effective
relationships
Contributor
Participates in a manner that promotes the success of the classroom
community
Actively participates in classroom conversations that support learning

Critical Thinker
Demonstrates flexibility in thinking and problem solving

Engages in self-directed learning that includes reflection on feedback

Teacher Comments
November:

March:

June:

Create scientific models to represent relationship
Demonstrates an understanding of key scientific concepts and
rinci les

Art Nov Mar June
Demonstrates and applies knowledge of concepts taught to produce
original art
Uses art materials with skill, care, and intent

Music Nov Mar June
Demonstrates an understanding of musical concepts

Accurately performs melodic activities
Accurately performs rhythmic activities

Physical Education Nov Mar June
Skills/Knowledge
Demonstrates understanding and performance of motor skills (basic
locomotor to sport specific skills)
Applying Concepts & Strategies/Engaging in Physical Activity
Exhibits an understanding of skills, concepts, and strategies while
regularly participating in physical activity
Social Responsibility
Exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self
and others in physical activity settings
Health Education Nov Mar June
Exhibits developmentally appropriate personal and social
behaviors ofrespect, self-control, cooperation and interaction
with others during physical activity
Demonstrates cooperative and responsible behavior that respects self
and others



Grade 2 Grading Guide

ELA Mastery Scale

DRAFT March 2021

1
Student requires significant

support in reachingmastery of the
grade level standards.

-Requires ongoing support and
does not work independently
-Needs multiple reinforcements and
reteaching to apply new learning
-Struggles to complete tasks and
prepares for the next step with
scaffolds and intense interventions
-Requires redirection and
reminders
-Requires intensive support to use
of a variety of strategies
-Unable to demonstrate
comprehension with prompts for
both verbal and written responses
-Needs coaching to use resources
and tools independently
- With prompts and reminders
reflects and adjusts goals to fit the
task
-Meets adversity with apprehension
and requires encouragement to
remain engaged in the task.

2
Student requires strategic support
in reaching mastery of the grade

level standards.

-Requires ongoing support and
struggle to work independently
-Needs multiple reinforcements and
reteaching to apply new learning
-Completes some tasks and
prepares for the next step with
scaffolds and support
-Needs redirection and reminders
-Requires coaching and practice to
use of a variety of strategies
Inconsistently demonstrates
comprehension with prompts for
both verbal and written responses
-Needs coaching to use resources
and tools independently
- With prompts and reminders
reflects and adjusts goals to fit the
task
-Meets adversity with apprehension
and requires encouragement to
remain engaged in the task.

3
Student is progressing toward
mastery of the grade level

standards.

-Requires some coaching to work
independently
-Needs some reinforcement and
guidance to apply new learning
-Completes tasks and prepares for
the next step with some guidance
and reminders
-Uses time wisely with some
redirection
-Requires some minimal coaching
to encourage the use of a variety of
strategies
-Demonstrates comprehension with
prompts for both verbal and written
responses
-Needs some coaching to use
resources and tools independently
- With prompts, reflects and adjusts
goals to fit the task
-Meets adversity with a positive
attitude but requires minimal
encouragement at times to
persevere.

4
Student consistentlyand

independently demonstrates
mastery of thegrade level

standards.

-Initiates a plan for independent
work
-Apply new learningwith little to no
extra support
-Demonstrates stamina
-Independently complete tasks and
prepares for the next task
-Uses time wisely
-Shows flexibility in using different
reading/ strategies
-Demonstrates comprehension of
text in variety of ways including
both verbally and in writing
-Uses text evidence to support
opinions/conclusions
-Utilizes resources and tools
-Reflects and adjusts goals to fit the
task
-Meets adversity with a positive
attitude and perseveres

Domain: Foundational Skills (Phonological Awareness & Phonics)
' 3 o .~·

'%
Ila

Report Card Indicator: Applies Phonics andWord Analysis Skills (Phonological Awareness and Phonics Skills)

Description: Student demonstrates proficiency in the blending and manipulation of sounds in order to decode accurately. Phonics is the ability to



Grade 2 Grading Guide DRAFT March 2021

correlate sounds with letters or groups of letters. Word analysis is the ability to break words into meaningful parts.

Marking Period 1

Marking Period 2

Marking Period 3

-Decodes one and two syllable words with (v-e and closed)
-Identifies baseword and suffix
-Distinguishes between patterns for both long vowel (v-e) and short vowel sounds
Recognizes new words in reading, use grade level vocabulary

Possible Data Points: Fundations Unit Tests: >79% on Units 1-4, Fundations Observations, BAS, LLI Informal
Assessments

-Distinguishes between long and short vowels
- Identifies vowel teams as well as r-controlled sounds for both decoding
-Identifies word structures such as digraphs, basewords, suffixes and syllable types, suffixes and syllable types
(closed, open, v-e)
-Blends and segments syllables up to 6 sounds
-Recognizes new words in reading, use grade level vocabulary

Possible Data Points: Fundations Unit Tests: >79% on Units 5-10, Fundations Observations, BAS, LLI Informal
Assessments

-Distinguishes between long and short vowels
-Identifies vowel teams as well as r-controlled for both decoding and encoding
-Identifies word structures such as digraphs, basewords, suffixes and syllable types, suffixes and syllable types (6)
-Blends and segments up to 6 sounds in a syllable
-Recognizes new words in reading, use grade level vocabulary

Possible Data Points: Fundations Unit Tests: >79% on Units 11-17, Fundations Observations, BAS, LLI Informal
Assessments

Report Card Indicator: ReadsHigh Ftrequency andTrickWords

Description: Student abid le to recognize high frequency words by sight. High-frequency words are the most commonly used words in printed text and
over 50% of all text is composed of them. High Frequency words are not always decodable.

Marking Period 1

Marking Period 2

-Reads second grade trick word and high frequency words with automaticity
-Reads identified words in both isolation and in authentic text

Student will be able to read >90% of the first 132 designated words for second grade.

-Reads second grade trick word and high frequency words with automaticity
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-Reads identified words in both isolation and in authentic text

Student will be able to read >90% of the first 190 designated words for second grade.

-Reads second grade trick word and high frequency words with automaticity
-Reads identified words in both isolation and in authentic text

Student will be able to read >90% of the 249 designated words for second grade.

Report Card Indicator: Reads Text Accurately and Fluently to Support Comprehension

Description: Student consistently and evenly manages rate, phrasing, pausing, and expression as they read instructional level reading materials.

Marking Period 1

Marking Period 2

Marking Period 3

- Reads grade level materials maintaining an appropriate rate and expression
- Reads smoothly at a rate that reflects the demands of the text
- Uses strategies necessary to read accurately and with automaticity appropriate for the task

Possible Data Points: Reads a level Kwith 95% accuracy, Proficient in the Dimensions Fluency Scale (scores
between 12-18), Informal Running Records

-Reads grade level materials maintaining an appropriate rate and expression
-Reads smoothly at a rate that reflects the demands of the text
-Uses strategies necessary to read accurately and with automaticity appropriate for the task

Possible Data Points: Reads a level L with 95% accuracy, Proficient in the Dimensions Fluency Scale (scores
between 12-18), Informal Running Records

-Reads grade level materials maintaining an appropriate rate and expression
-Reads smoothly at a rate that reflects the demands of the text
- Uses strategies necessary to read accurately and with automaticity appropriate for the task

Possible Data Points: Reads a level M with 95% accuracy, Proficient in the Dimensions Fluency Scale (scores
between 12-18), Informal Running Records

Domain: Reading- Literature & Informational

Report Card Indicator: Shows Literal Comprehension Using Text Evidence
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Description: Student demonstrates understanding of a variety of text by retelling with important details, identifying the main idea or story elements.

Marking Period 1

Marking Period 2

Marking Period 3

~Asks/answers questions such as who, what, where, when, why, and how
-Communicates the important events in the story
-Names information explicitly stated in nonfiction text
-Can construct sentences using vocabulary words in context
-Uses literary terms such as story elements
Possible Data Points: BAS (score 2-3 on "within text" section), Informal LLI Assessments, Small Group/Conferring
Observations, Turn and Talks

-Asks/answers questions such as who, what, where, when, why, and how
-Communicates the important events in the story
-Names information explicitly stated in nonfiction text
-Can construct sentences using vocabulary words in context
-Uses literary terms such as story elements
Possible Data Points: BAS (score 2-3 on "within text" section), Informal LLI Assessments, Small Group/Conferring
Observations, Turn and Talks

~Asks/answers questions such as who, what, where, when, why, and how
-Communicates the important events in the story
-Names information explicitly stated in nonfiction text
-Can construct sentences using vocabulary words in context
-Uses literary terms such as story elements
Possible Data Points: BAS (score 2-3 on "within text" section), Informal LLI Assessments, Small Group/Conferring
Observations, Turn and Talks

Report Card Indicator: Demonstrates Higher Level Comprehension Skills Using Text Evidence

Description: Student demonstrates understanding of a variety of text by consistently making inferences (including setting and characters for fiction)
about meaning based on the illustrations and/or text and provides evidence. Student demonstrates the ability to talk about the author's craft including
genre characteristics as well as text features and structures. Student is able to form an opinion about the text. Consistently makes connections between
the content and personal experiences or other texts.

Marking Period 1

Marking Period 2

-Makes inferences about meaning based on illustrations AND/OR text
-Makes connections between content and personal experiences or other text

Possible Data Points: BAS (score 2-3 on both the "beyond text" & "about text," sections), Informal LLI
Assessments, Small Group/Conferring Observations, Turn and Talks

-Makes inferences about meaning based on illustrations AND/OR text
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-Makes connections between content and personal experiences or other text
-Speaks to text structures
~Compares and contrasts information from multiple texts

Possible Data Points: BAS (score 2-3 on both the "beyond text" & "about text, sections), Informal LLI
Assessments, Small Group/Conferring Observations, Turn and Talks

~Makes inferences about meaning based on illustrations AND/OR text
-Makes connections between content and personal experiences or other text
~Names genre and characteristics
~Thinks analytically about text using academic vocabulary
-Speaks to text structures
-Names opinions about the characters and backs it up with text evidence
~Names lesson or moral of a story and uses evidence to back it up

Possible Data Points: BAS (score 2-3 on both the "beyond text" & "about text," sections), Informal LLI
Assessments, Small Group/Conferring Observations, Turn and Talks

Report Card Indicator: Demonstrates Stamina During Reading

Description: Student shows stamina through persevering and maintaining focus during the reader's workshop. Student maintains focus for 20-30
minutes of independent reading and 10 minutes of partner reading.

Marking Period 1

Marking Period 2

-Requires no support to persevere with independent and partner reading tasks.
-Engages in volumes of reading across a variety of genres.
-Reads books with varying text complexities
~Contributes to partnerships
-Stays engaged in book conversations
-Maintains 20+ minutes of independent reading time
Possible Data Points: Observations

Requires no support to persevere with independent and partner reading tasks.
-Engages in volumes of reading across a variety of genres.
-Reads books with varying text complexities
-Contributes to partnerships
-Stays engaged in book conversations
-Perseveres during research looking at multiple resources
-Maintains 25+ minutes of independent reading time
Possible Data Points: Observations
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-Requires no support to persevere with independent and partner reading tasks.
-Engages in volumes of reading across a variety of genres.
-Reads books with varying text complexities
-Contributes to partnerships and Series Book clubs
-Stays engaged in book conversations
-Perseveres during research looking at multiple resources
-Maintains 30+ minutes of independent reading time
Possible Data Points: Observations

Report Card Indicator: Writes for a Specific Purpose Using Organization

Description: Student produces organized writing across three genres; opinion, narrative, and informational. Student shows an organizational structure
that fits the purpose and intended audience. The structure includes key components; introduction, use of transitional phrases, conclusion, progression
of ideas, connections between and among ideas.

Marking Period 1

Marking Period 2

-Maintains focus for purpose, task, and audience
-Uses key components of story
-Sequences the story so that it makes sense
-Uses a well organized structure with fluent transitions
-Connects ideas

Consistently scores a3 or 4 in mostly all the categories on the Structure section of the LC rubric. (narrative)
Possible Data Points: On Demand, Process Pieces, Writing Samples

-Maintains focus for purpose, task, and audience
-Uses key components of essay structure
-Uses a well organized structure with fluent transitions
-Connects ideas
-Hooks readers with a clear introduction
-Develops a conclusion that keeps the reader thinking about the topic
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Consistently scores a 3 or 4 in mostly all the categories on the Structure section of the LC rubric. (informational,
narrative-poetry)
Possible Data Points: On Demand, Process Pieces, Writing Samples

-Maintains focus for purpose, task, and audience
~Uses key components of story and essay structure
~Uses a well organized structure with fluent transitions
~Connects ideas

Consistently scores a 3 or 4 in mostly all the categories on the Structure section of the LC rubric. (opinion,
informational)
Possible Data Points: On Demand, Process Pieces, Writing Samples

: ' • " ~- > e

Report Card Indicator: Writes with Detail and Elaboration

Description: Student demonstrates the ability to add evidence and details that fit the purpose of writing to extend their thinking. Student
demonstrates the ability to apply craft moves and techniques in their own writing. Student does this through the use of dialogue, support/evidence,
precise language and facts.

Marking Period 1

Marking Period 2

Marking Period 3

~Uses details, dialogue, and action
-Uses precise language and strong words to show feelings of my characters
-Uses words to help the reader picture what's happening in the story
~Uses new vocabulary in conversations and in writing
Consistently scores a 4 inmost categories on the Development section of the Lucy Calkins Writing Unit. (narrative)
Possible Data Points: On Demand, Process Pieces, Writing Samples

-Uses details, facts, definitions, steps and tips
-Uses precise language/domain specific vocabulary
-Uses sensory details to help the reader picture what's happening in poetry
-Uses details, descriptions to bring the story to life
-Uses new vocabulary in conversations and in writing
Consistently scores a 4 inmost categories on the Development section of the Lucy Calkins Writing Unit.
(informational, narrative-poetry)
Possible Data Points: On Demand, Process Pieces, Writing Samples

-Provides reasons for an opinion
~Provides adequate support and wrote at least a few sentences about each one
-Uses details, facts, definitions, steps and tips
-Uses precise language/domain specific vocabulary
-Uses new vocabulary in conversations and in writing
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Consistently scores a 4 inmost categories on the Development section of the Lucy Calkins Writing Unit. (opinion
and informational-lab reports)
Possible Data Points: On Demand, Process Pieces, Writing Samples

ReportCard Indicator: Strengthens Writing by Focusing on a Topic, Revising, and Editing
g 4f: iii@hike hf #8l@ls t #sk i $0%3e8 $a

Description: Student rereads previous work to improve, makes modifications, and clarify. Student uses the unit checklist to help improve theirwriting.
Student engages in peer conversations to provide feedback and receives feedback on theirwriting.

Marking Period 1

Marking Period 2

Marking Period 3

-Strengthens writing and revises to make improvements:
- Adding, deleting, rearranging, and moving words and sentences

-Shows understanding of the writing process
--Attempts to edit by consulting reference materials to check and correct spelling.
-Accepts feedback from both peers/adults and uses it to improve writing
Possible Data Points: Process Pieces, Writing Samples, Writers Notebook

-Strengthens writing and revises to make it better by:
-- Adding, deleting, rearranging, and moving words and sentences

-Shows understanding of the writing process
--Attempts to edit by consulting reference materials to check and correct spelling.
-Accepts feedback from both peers/adults and uses it to improve writing
Possible Data Points: Process Pieces, Writing Samples, Writers Notebook

-Strengthens writing and revises to make it better by:
- Adding, deleting, rearranging, and moving words and sentences

-Shows understanding of the writing process
-Attempts to edit by consulting reference materials to check and correct spelling.
-Accepts feedback from both peers/adults and uses it to improve writing
Possible Data Points: Process Pieces, Writing Samples, Writers Notebook

L r s

Report Card Indicator: Applies Language Usage, Language Conventions and Spelling Patterns

Description: Student uses grammar skills that show command of the language. Some of these skills include correct punctuation, sentence structure, and
the ability to convey meaning through writing in a way that others can understand. Student applies grade level spelling patterns including both
predictable patterns as well as trick words to his/herwriting experiences.

Marking Period 1 -Demonstrates command ofgrade level conventions;
-End punctuation
-Capitalizes beginning ofthe sentence, proper nouns, dates, holidays
-Uses commas in dates

-Demonstrates ability to spelling closed syllables with blends, digraphs and word endings
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-Demonstrates ability to spell common trick words
-Sentences structure(simple) makes sense
Consistently scores a 3-4 inmost categories on the Conventions section of the Lucy Calkins Writing Unit.
Possible Data Points: Process Pieces, Writing Samples, Writers Notebook, On Demands

-Demonstrates command of grade level conventions;
-end punctuation
-Capitalize beginning of the sentence, proper nouns, dates, holidays
-Use commas in dates, letters, and lists

-Demonstrates ability to spelling closed syllables with blends, digraphs and word endings
-Demonstrates ability to spell common trick words
-Sentence structure(simple and compound) makes sense
Consistently scores a 3-4 inmost categories on the Conventions section of the Lucy Calkins Writing Unit.
Possible Data Points: Process Pieces, Writing Samples, Writers Notebook, On Demands

-Demonstrates command of grade level conventions;
-End punctuation
-Capitalize beginning of the sentence, proper nouns, dates, holidays
-Use commas in dates

-Demonstrates ability to spelling closed syllables with blends, digraphs and word endings
-Demonstrates ability to spell common trick words
-Sentences structure(simple) makes sense for purpose

Consistently scores a 3-4 inmost categories on the Conventions section of the Lucy Calkins Writing Unit.
Possible Data Points: Process Pieces, Writing Samples, Writers Notebook, On Demands

Report Card Indicator: Demonstrates Stamina During Independent Writing

Description: Student shows stamina through persevering, and maintaining focus during writer's workshop. Student shows independence in initiating a
plan to maintain his/her focus and making changes when necessary. Student independently uses tools to move through the writing cycle.

Marking Period 1

Marking Period 2

-Writes for 25 minutes.
-Perseveres with writing tasks
-Produces volumes of writing independently and consistently
-Uses strategies to make changes and develop a plan
-Seeks out help utilizing resources and peer/adult support when looking for feedback
Possible Data Points: Observations

-Writes for 30 minutes.
-Perseveres with writing tasks
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-Produces volumes of writing independently and consistently
-Uses strategies to make changes and develop a plan
-Seeks out help utilizing resources and peer/adult support when looking for feedback
Possible Data Points: Observations

-Writes for 30+ minutes.
-Perseveres with writing tasks
-Produces volumes of writing independently and consistently
-Uses strategies to make changes and develop a plan
-Seeks out help utilizing resources and peer/adult support when looking for feedback
Possible Data Points: Observations

Domain: Speaking & Listening
., "" " g

Report Card Indicator: Listens Attentively

Description: Student uses strategies including eyes watching, ears listening, mouth quiet, and body still. Student engages in effective speaking and
listening skills for a range of purposes and audiences.

Marking Period 1 -Consistently listens attentively
-Asks/Answers questions about information presented orally or visually

Marking Period 2 -Engages in interactive conversations that demonstrates listening to both adults and peers

Marking Period 3
-Uses grade level vocabulary in conversations.

"TR e

Report Card Indicator: Communicates ClearlyWhen Speaking
sii s .

Description: Student expresses ideas and comments in complete sentences, using age appropriate language conventions. Student speaks at a pace and
volume that supports clear communication. Students speak at a pace and volume that supports clear communication.
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-Asks for clarification and further explanation as needed
-Asks and answer questions about what a speaker says
-Produces complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation

Description: Student's response is thoughtful and relevant to the topic being discussed. Student shows respect for the thoughts and ideas of others.

-Follows agreed-upon rules for discussions
}I-Builds on others' talk in conversations by linking their comments

Marking Period 2

Marking Period 3

Marking Period 1

Repo1 Card Indicator: /ork as a Collaborator

Description: Student works as a collaborator with others to solve problems and accomplish goals. Student respects and accepts diverse perspectives
to build consensus when making decisions. Student participates in thoughtful discussions and seek to use constructive feedback to adapt ideas and
persist in accomplishing difficult tasks.

Marking Period 1

Marking Period 2

Marking Period 3

-Participates in collaborative conversations with diverse partners
-Makes eye contact with the speaker, nod or comment to show good listening, and ask questions.
-Recognizes that everyone should have a chance to speak.
-Stays on topic by linking his/her own additions to the conversation to the previous remarks of others.



Item X.B.

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

September 27, 2021

MEMO

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

@Board of Education
Steven A. Moccio, Superintendent of Schools
Review and Possible Approval of CSDE Flexibilities Associated with the
Stafford Public Schools Professional Learning and Evaluation Plan

On June 9, 2021, the Acting Commissioner of Education, Ms. Charlene Russell-Tucker,
began a process to "reimagine" Connecticut's educator evaluation system, which
includes both teacher and administrator plans. While this will be a lengthy process that
involves the state's Performance Evaluation Advisory Council (PEAC), the first step was
to recommend the Connecticut State Board of Education (SBE) approve flexibilities for
the 2021-2022 school year, which occurred on June 2, 2021. The approved flexibilities
are similar to those approved by the SBE for the 2020-2021 school year.

Attached is a memorandum prepared by Mr. Steve Autieri, Director of Curriculum &
Instruction. The Professional Development and Evaluation Committee met on
September 16, 2021, for the purpose of reviewing the suggested flexibilities, which
include adjustments to goals, observations, and the waiver of the aggregate summative
rating. Each educator will receive a summative rating based on a teacher/
administrator self-assessment, supporting documentation / artifact review, and an end
of-year conference.

Mr. Autieri will be in attendance at the meeting on September 27, 2021, to provide
more specific information and respond to questions from the Board.

RECOMMEND the Board of Education approve the Stafford Educator Evaluation Plan
with incorporated CSDE flexibilities for the 2021-2022 school year.



Memorandum
From the Office of Curriculum and Instruction, Stafford Public Schools

Date:

To:

From:

Re:

September 20, 2021

Mr. Steven Moccio, Superintendent of Schools

Mr. Steven Autieri, Director of Curriculum & Instruction

Educator Evaluation Plan Revision--2021-2022

The annual revision of the Educator Evaluation Plan, which includes both the teacher and
administrator plans, is required by State Statute. The BOE must be notified of all changes to the
plan before it can be submitted to the State Department of Education (SDE) for review and
approval. Amendments to the plan are submitted to the State Department of Education (SOE) for
review and approval. Upon notification of approval from the SDE, the Educator Evaluation Plan
must be presented to the BOE again for final approval.

On June 9, 2021, Stafford received a memorandum from the then Acting Commissioner
Russell-Tucker at the CSDE to replace Executive Order 7C permitting school districts to adopt
flexibilities to the Educator Evaluation Program for the 2021-2022 school year only. The district's
Professional Development and Educator Evaluation Committee met on September 16, 2021 for the
purpose of reviewing the flexibilities and suggesting revisions specific to the Stafford Educator
Evaluation Plan. The team of administrators, teachers, SAA, and SEA representatives provided
suggested revisions, retractions, and additions to the plan that were reviewed by the whole team.

A special thanks and acknowledgement to the following staff for their dedication, insight, and
collaboration in the process.

• Sharon Mlyniec (SEA President)
• Kim McAdam (WSS)
• Kim Robbins (WSS)
• Alyssa Miceli (SHS)
• Linda DeSantis (SHS)
• Emily Hamilton (SMS)
• Bethany Holland (SMS)
• Amanda Galligan (SES)
• Cara Ravetto (SES)
• Mary Claire Manning (SAAUnion Representative)

I have provided you with a summary of the flexibilities incorporated by PDEC into the temporary
plan for 2021-2022. I request final approval so the plan can be presented to the Board of
Education for approval prior to the October 1, 2021, CSDE Talent Office submission deadline.



Teacher/Educat

2

1. Student Learning Indicators (45%): Teachers will develop one student learning goal with
a minimum of two indicators, or measures of accomplishment, focused on: social and
emotional learning for students; student engagement; engaging families; cultural
responsiveness; or academic achievement

2. Observation of Performance & Practice (40%): CSDE has allowed districts to adjust the
requirement for formal observations to more formative, shorter observations.

a. Track A (Teachers new to Stafford): Aminimum of three observations and one
review of professional practice per educator on the track.

b. Track B (Accomplished or Exemplary): A minimum of two observations and one
review of professional practice per educator on the track.

3. Stakeholder Feedback (10%): To continue to strengthen the partnership between families
and the district, PDEC has chosen a district wide focus on home-school communication
for all schools for 2021-2022. Educators will support school goals with strategies
leveraging ongoing communication and engagement with families.

inistrato1 E ..,
1. Student Learning Indicators (45%): The flexibilities permit administrators to develop a

minimum of TWO student learning indicators or measures focused on: supporting the
health, safety, and social and emotional well-being of staff and students; ensuring equity
for the most vulnerable students and their families; mastery-based learning; or
developing systematic approaches to incorporating social and emotional practices
and/or culturally responsive practices into the teaching and learning process.

2. Instructional Leadership (40%): CSDE has instituted a flexibility for:
a. A minimum of TWO site visits and ONE artifact review for administrators with two

or more years of experience (assuming rating of accomplished or exemplary).
b. A minimum of THREE site visits and TWO artifact reviews for administrators new

to the district, or who demonstrated developing or below standard for 2020-2021.

3. Stakeholder Feedback (10%): To continue to strengthen the partnership between families
and the district, PDEC has chosen a district wide focus on home-school communication
for all schools for 2021-2022. Educators will support school goals with strategies
leveraging ongoing communication and engagement with families.



Summative ratings will be required for the 2021-2022 school year. End-of-year summative
reviews shall include a teacher/administrator self-assessment, supporting
documentation/artifact review and an end-of-year conference.

Summative ratings shall be determined by:
1. A holistic review of evidence in each component;
2. Combining the rating for student learning goals and whole-school student learning

indicators/educator effectiveness/special area of focus for an outcome rating;
3. Combining educator practice and stakeholder feedback for a practice rating; and
4. Combining the outcomes rating and the practice rating for a final rating aligned to one of

four performance designations (Exemplary, Accomplished, Developing, Beginning).

Any evaluator that has concerns arise over an educator's performance will be asked to ensure it
is documented and communicated to the staff member along with opportunities for professional
learning and support. Primary evaluators will provide formal documentation when developing a
plan for support in consultation with the bargaining unit.
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Overview of Process
As per CSDE mandate, annually all districts are required to revise their Educator

Evaluation Plan, as needed, as per the latest guidelines and PDEC (Professional
Development and Evaluation Committee) suggestions.

• The proposed revisions must be presented to the BOE, then submitted to the
SDE Talent Office for approval, identified items must be addressed, and then
submitted to the BOE again for approval

• A team of teachers and administrators, representing all schools and constituencies,
met on September 16, 2021 to revise and update the Plan according to the flexibility
provisions offered to districts by CSDE. All revisions and draft proposals were made
to the Plan based upon the work of the committee.



Updates to Framework Components
PROCESS AND TIMELINE OF EDUCATOR EVALUATION

The Connecticut
Common Core of Teaching (CCT)
Rubric for Effective Teaching 2017

ARubricfor theObservation of Teacher Performance andPracticeto
Help IdentifytheFoundationalSkills and CompetencyStandardsThat Will

Prepare Connecticut Students to Succeed in College, CareerandLife.

Connecticut State Department ofEducation

September 2017



DE Flexibilities
What has changed for the 2022 school year?
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Category 1: Student Outcomes (SLDOs)



Category 2: Performance & Practice

Observation ofEducator
PerformanceandPractice

40%



SPS Observation Cycle Requirements
2020-2021

TRACK A: New to Profession- Year l and 2 in Stafford,
Professional Assistance and Support System (PASS)

TRACK B: Year I Exemplary or Accomplished Teachers

TRACK B: Year 2 Exemplary or Accomplished Teachers

TRACK B: Year 3 Exemplary or Accomplished Teachers

Formal

0

0

0

0

Informal

3

Review of
Practice

1

1

1

1

Observation Observation



Category 3: 5takeholder Feedback
• To continue to strengthen the

partnership between families and the
district, PDEC has chosen a district
wide focus on home-school
communication for all schools for
2021-2022.

• Educators will support school goals
with Two_strategies leveraging ongoin
communication and engagement with
families.



Timeline Updates

October 5, 2021 Orientation Materials
for Process

November 1, 2021 Goal Setting Conference
(Approximate)

Observation #1: Completed prior to
November 15h

·Julio/.July 2019



5LO/Gaal Setting Planning Forms
SPS Goal Setting Planning Template

Review of Practice Topic List (2019)

Administrator Goal Setting Meeting Checklist

Additional materials and resources from
CSDE will be shared HERE as they become

available!

Assessments
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Mission Statement/Philosophy of the Stafford Public Schools
The mission of the Stafford Public Schools is to prepare our students to assume productive, meaningful, and
responsible roles in an increasingly competitive global society.

In pursuit of this mission, we believe that:

• It is our obligation to support and challenge all students and staff to meet or exceed established
standards of performance in a safe and secure environment.

• Assessment of all programs and instructional decisions will be based on research and data.

• An appreciation of self, work ethic, community, diversity, and citizenship is fundamental to the learning
process.

• Creativity, joy in learning, and personal expression are essential to the development of a successful
learner.

• Staff, families and the entire community must work together to be accountable for the present and
future success of the students in the Stafford Public Schools.

Policy adopted: June 1, 2009
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Historical Timeframes for Evaluation Plan Revisions

Original Development of the Plan
The Stafford Professional Learning and Evaluation Plan was developed during the 2012-2013 school year. An ad
hoc committee, the Teacher Evaluation Committee, and the district's Administrative Council were the primary
contributors and authors. The composition and membership of the Teacher Evaluation Committee was
purposefully designed to represent as many constituencies as possible, including membership from each school.
Members of each contributing group are listed below.

Teacher Evaluation Committee Members

Dr. Patricia Collin
Dawn Gagne
Dana Hurley
Kim Jones
Shelley Michaud
Jennifer Miller
Nie Morse
Sharon Mlyniec
Lori Paolini
Marco Pelliccia
Jolene Piscetello
Amber Preston
Hank Skala
Amy Stevenson
Ken Valentine
Michael Bednarz, Facilitator

Administrative Council

Michael Bednarz
Greg Buonome
Robert Campbell
Dr. Patricia Collin
Peggy Falcetta
Shelley Michaud
Marco Pelliccia
Henry Skala
Amy Stevenson
Kenneth Valentine

The original Plan was presented to the Stafford BOE on April 8, 2013, by the Stafford Professional Learning
and Evaluation Plan Committee. The Plan was subsequently submitted to the Connecticut State
Department of Education for its review and feedback. The Committee reconvened in May to review the
entire plan and address the feedback after which the revised Plan was resubmitted to the CSDE. The
district received official notification from the SDE on August 6, 2013, and the BOE approved the submission
of amendments to the Stafford Public Schools' Professional Learning and Evaluation Plan on October 21,
2013.
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Revision Process for the 2021-2022 School Year

The district's Professional Development and Educator Evaluation Committee met during the month of
September 2021 for the purpose of reviewing CSDE flexibilities and revising the Stafford Educator Evaluation
Plan. The Director of Curriculum & Instruction served as the facilitator of the committee.

Participants in the Educator Evaluation Plan revision process included the following:
Educators: Administrators:
Sharon Mlyniec, SEA President Steven Autieri, Facilitator
Kimberly McAdam, SVS Teacher Mary Claire Manning, SAA Union Representative
Kimberly Robbins, WSS Teacher
Amanda Galligan, SES Teacher
Cara Ravetto, SES Teacher
Emily Hamilton, SMS Teacher
Bethany Holland, SMS School Counselor
Alyssa Miceli, SHS Teacher
Linda DeSantis, SHS Teacher
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CORE VALUES AND BELIEFS ABOUT PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

Stafford's Professional Learning and Evaluation Plan establishes high standards for the performance of teachers
and administrators that ultimately lead to and are evidenced by improved student learning. Professional
standards, including The Common Core of Teaching Rubric (2014), The Common Core of Teaching (2017),
Connecticut's Common Core of Leading-Connecticut School Leadership Standards (2012), and national
standards for educational specialists provide the foundation for the district's Professional Learning and Evaluation
Plan. The Plan seeks to create a professional culture that is grounded in the following beliefs:

We believe that:
• An effective teaching and learning system must reflect and be grounded in the vision and core values of

the district and its schools.
• An effective teaching and learning system creates coherence among the functions of supervision and

evaluation of professional practice, professional learning and support, and curriculum and assessment
development.

• A comprehensive evaluation process includes:
o on-going inquiry into and reflection on practice;
o goal-setting aligned with expectations for student learning;
o information gathered and analyzed from multiple sources of evidence;
o support structures for feedback, assistance, and professional collaboration;
o research-based professional learning opportunities aligned with the needs of teachers.

• An effective teaching and learning system that increases educator effectiveness and student outcomes is
standards-based, and sustains a culture of collaboration and knowledge-sharing.

The purpose of educator evaluation is to improve student achievement outcomes through effective instruction and
support for student and educator learning. A variety of factors support the improvement of learning and
instruction. Stafford's Professional Learning and Evaluation Plan is a systemic, comprehensive system that is
based on clearly defined expectations supported by current research about the relationship between teaching and
learning. The Plan supports the development of educators at all stages of their careers. It weaves together
professional standards with expectations for student learning, and ongoing evaluation with access to professional
learning and support.

The Plan's teacher observation and evaluation instrument, the Common Core of Teaching (CCT) Rubric is
designed to align with the processes and professional performance profiles outlined in Connecticut's Teacher
Education and Mentoring (TEAM) program. Such alignment promotes the establishment of common, consistent
vocabulary and understandings about teacher practice at all levels throughout the district.
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PROFESSIONAL LEARNING AND EVALUATION PLAN GOALS

1. Professionalize the Profession
• Document and share best practices that result in meaningful advancement of student learning.
• Enhance expert knowledge and collective efficacy in the field.
• Create opportunities for educators to collaborate and develop leadership skills.
• Recognize excellence in teaching, administration, and professional contributions.
• Ensure that only high-quality professionals are selected for tenure.
• Provide a process for validating personnel decisions and recommendations for continued employment.

2. Improve the quality and focus of observation and evaluation
• Establish collaborative examinations of practice among administrators and educators.
• Develop shared understanding of the strengths and challenges to improve student learning.
• Define criteria for the evaluation and measurement of student learning, using research-based models.
• Establish multiple measures to assess professional practice, such as:

- educator-designed objectives, benchmarks, and assessments of student learning
- contributions to school/district level inquiry about student learning
- mentoring and peer assistance
- achievement of learning objectives for student growth, as measured by appropriate standardized

assessments, where applicable, or other national or locally-developed curriculum benchmarks
and expectations for student learning

• Improve the quantity and quality of feedback to those evaluated.

3. Support organizational improvement through the Professional Learning and Evaluation Program.
• Align district and school professional learning opportunities with the collective and individual needs of

educators, based on data acquired through learning goal plans and observations of professional practice.
• Provide educators with multiple avenues for pursuing professional learning.
• Create formal and informal opportunities to share professional learning with colleagues.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR PROFESSIONAL LEARNING AND EVALUATION

Definition of Educator and Evaluator
Evaluator refers to all individuals (including school and district administrators) whose job responsibilities include
supervision and evaluation of other educators. Educator shall mean all certified instructional and non-instructional
persons below the rank of Administrator.

Superintendent's Role in the Evaluation Process
• Arbitrate disputes.
• Allocate and provide funds or resources to implement the plan.
• Serve as the liaison between Stafford's Board of Education and the evaluation process.
• Work collaboratively with administrators and staff to ensure that professional development activities

promote program improvement and individual professional growth.
• Evaluate administrators.
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Responsibility for Evaluations

- Other Related Services
Personnel

- Speech and Language
Pathologists

- Occupational Therapists
- Special Education Teachers

Administrators will be responsible for evaluations, including, but not limited to, personnel in the following
categories:

- Teachers
- Psychologists
- Social Workers
- Guidance Counselors

Roles and Responsibilities of Evaluators and Evaluatees

The primary purpose of educator evaluation is to strengthen individual and collective practices to improve student
growth. For an evaluation system to work, staff need to have a combination of shared and role specific
responsibilities.

Shared Responsibilities

• Review and understand the district's evaluation plan, the Common Core of Teaching and CCT Rubric
(2017).

• Review and understand the Connecticut Common Core of Leading Standards (2017).
• Review and have familiarity with the Common Core State Standards, Connecticut's Frameworks of K-12

Curricular Goals and Standards, the Smarter Balanced Assessments (SBAC), and the Connecticut Next
Generation Science Assessment (NGSS), as well as local curriculum standards.

• Adhere to established timelines and complete required components in a timely manner.
• Share professional resources and new knowledge about professional best practice.

Evaluator Responsibilities

• Review and have familiarity with evaluatees' previous observations and evaluations.
• Participate in collaborative conferences with evaluatees.
• Assist with the analysis of goals, student learning indicators, and learning activities developed and

implemented by evaluatees, as well as their outcomes.
• Analyze and assess the performance of evaluatees, making recommendations as appropriate.
• Clarify questions, identify resources, facilitate peer assistance, and provide other support as needed.
• Provide feedback on the digital evaluation platform in a timely manner

Evaluatee Responsibilities

• Reflect on previous feedback from observations and evaluations.
• Consistently engage in evaluation based professional learning to improve and/or expand effectiveness.
• Participate in collaborative conferences with their evaluator.
• Develop, implement, and self-assess established goals, student learning indicators, learning activities and

outcomes.
• Request clarification of questions and assistance, as appropriate.
• Complete and sign all required forms on the digital evaluation platform in a timely manner as defined by

the evaluator.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF PROFESSIONAL LEARNING AND EVALUATION PROGRAM

Full implementation of the revised Stafford Educator Evaluation Plan will begin during the 2019-2020 school year
for all staff and administrators.

Training and Orientation of Educators and Administrators

Annually, the district will provide to all educators orientation and training sessions through a variety of professional
development activities, faculty meetings, and individual conferences. The purpose will be to explain the processes
for professional learning planning, explicate protocols for evaluation and observation (including timelines and
rubrics), and review documents that will be used by all staff.

Educators and administrators new to Stafford will be provided with copies of the plan during New Teacher Academy
and will engage in training to ensure that they understand the elements, procedures, and documents of the plan.
This training will take place upon employment or prior to the beginning of the school year with members of the
Administrative Team.

New Educator Support and Induction
In the interest of supporting all educators in the implementation of the program, a variety of general topics will be
addressed, including:

School philosophy and goals
Assignments and responsibilities
Curriculum and instructional support
Schedules and routines

In addition, periodic meetings with school personnel and the district's New Teacher Committee will focus on
domains of the CCT Rubric 2017, Common Core Standards, discipline policies, effective collaboration, classroom
interventions, special education, evaluation, and professional responsibilities. New educators, as identified by the
State of Connecticut, will also participate in TEAM.

Evaluator Orientation and Support

Understanding the features of Stafford's Professional Learning and Evaluation Plan, the CCT Rubric, Common
Core ofLeading (CCL), Common Core State Standards, and the components of professional evaluation and
observation is essential to facilitating the evaluation process and promoting student growth.

Resources for Program Implementation

Funds to provide materials, training, time for professional learning options, and the collaboration necessary to
support the successful achievement of the educators' goals, objectives and implementation of the evaluation plan
will be allocated annually and determined on a program by program basis.
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Section 1:

EDUCATOR EVALUATION OVERVIEW
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EDUCATOR EVALUATION PLAN

OVERVIEW

Stafford's Professional Learning and Evaluation Plan supports an environment in which educators have the
opportunity to regularly employ inquiry into and reflection on practice, to give each other feedback, and to develop
practices that positively affect student learning.

To help foster such an environment, the Plan provides a district-wide system that affords multiple opportunities
and options for educators to engage in individual and collaborative activities in which they collect, analyze, and
respond to data about student learning. Educators and administrators are expected to provide evidence related to
the effectiveness of instructional practices and their impact on student learning. Educators and administrators
are also expected to take an active role in a cycle of inquiry into their practice, implementation and analysis of
strategies employed to advance student growth, and reflection on effectiveness of their practice. The Plan
includes an additional component, the Professional Assistance and Support System (PASS), for those educators
and administrators in need of additional support to meet performance expectations.

All educators will be evaluated in four categories Student Growth and Development, Whole School Student
Learning, Observation of Educator Performance and Practice, and Peer Feedback. Each component has
designated percentages as illustrated in the graphic below. The four components are grouped in two major focus
areas: Educator Practice (50%) and Student Outcomes (50%).
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Core Requirements of the Evaluation Plan

Stafford's Professional Learning and Evaluation Plan is aligned with the Core Requirements Guidelines for Educator
Evaluation, as provided in subsection (a) of Sec. 10-151b (C.G.S.), as amended by Sec. 51 of P.A. 12-116. The
following is a description of the processes and components of Stafford's plan for educator evaluation.

Educator Practice Related Indicators: An evaluation of the core instructional practices and skills that positively
affect student learning. This focus area is comprised of two categories:

(a) Observation of educator performance and practice (40%) as defined by the Common Core of
Teaching (CCT) Rubric (2017) using the four domains and their indicators as a guide. The CCT Rubric
will be the primary tool used for observing and assessing educator practice in each of the domains. It
reflects the spirit and specifics of the CCT and articulates the essential components of effective
practice.

(b) Stakeholder feedback (10%) on effective practice through surveys and/or formal discussion groups.

Student Outcomes Related Indicators: An evaluation of educator contributions to student academic progress at
the school and classroom level. There are two categories:

(a) Student growth and development (45%) as determined by the educator's student learning
objectives (SLOs).

(b) Whole-school measures of student learning (5%) as determined by student learning indicators
identified by school leadership teams.

Results for each of the categories will be holistically combined to produce a final summative performance rating.
The performance levels are defined as:

Exemplary-Exceeding indicators of performance
Accomplished-- Meeting indicators of performance
Developing - Meeting some indicators of performance but not others
Below Standard- Not meeting indicators of performance

PROCESS AND TIMELINE OF EDUCATOR EVALUATION
Goal-Setting and

Planning

• Orientation on Process
• Reflection and goal-setting
• Goal-setting conference

On or about
November 1

Mid-Year
Check-in

• Review goals and
performance to date

• Mid-year conference

On or about
March 15%

End of Year Review

• Self-assessment
• Scoring
·End of year conference

On or about
June 15%

The annual evaluation process for an educator will at least include, but not be limited to, the following steps, in
order:
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1. Orientation (recommended by October 5):
To begin the annual evaluation process, the Director of Curriculum will provide a recorded webinar and supporting
documentation to acquaint educators with the temporary flexibilities to the evaluation process and their roles and
responsibilities within it. In this training, the following components will be reviewed:

a) Alignment of goal setting to the CCT Rubric
b) School or district priorities that should be reflected in goals.
c) Student Learning Objectives (SLOs) related to student outcomes, social-emotional learning and/or

achievement.
d) Data regarding whole-school indicators of student learning and school goals.
e) Data collection, including types of data and processes for collection and analysis.
f) Observation structures for staff on track A and track B.

2. Goal Setting Conference - on or about November 1:

In advance of the goal setting conference, the educator will examine data related to current students'
performance, previous professional learning goals and evaluation results, and self-assessment on the CCT
Rubric. Beginning educators may find it helpful to reflect on their goals with their mentors, using TEAM Module
Resources and Performance Profiles, to determine a baseline for establishing goals. The educator will draft the
following:

a) 45% Student Growth and Development: A minimum of ONE SLO to address social-emotional learning,
student and/or family engagement, cultural responsiveness, or academic achievement. A minimum of TWO
IAGDs will be included with the SLO.

b) 10% Peer Feedback: at least two strategies aligned with a whole-school goal focused on the PDEC
commitment to strengthening ongoing communication and engagement with families. An educator may
collaborate with grade level or department colleagues.

c) 5%Whole School Measures: at least two strategies aligned with the whole school indicators of student
learning for the school year as determined by the school administrator. These areas may include, but are not
limited to, social-emotional learning, providing equitable learning opportunities for all students, professional
learning to improve practice, professional learning communities, or best practices for hybrid and remote
learning. The educator may collaborate in grade level teams or departments.

On or about November 1s, the evaluator and educator will meet to discuss the proposed SLOs and strategies in
order to reach mutual agreement. The SLOs must be informed by data collected by the educator and the
evaluator. The evaluator may request revisions to the proposed SLOs and strategies if they do not meet approval
criteria.

Examples of data and evidence that may be included in the goal-setting conference:

• Formative Assessment Data
• Summative Assessment Data
• Student Work Samples
• Parent Communication Logs
• Classroom/School Stakeholder

Survey Data
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Observations
Evaluators will adjust the usual observations of educator practice during the 2020-2021 school year with shorter,
more frequent observations depending upon the educator's placement on the evaluation track (Track A/B). It is
recommended that at least one observation will be conducted on or around November15,

Evidence collection and review (throughout school year):
The educator will collect evidence about his/her practice and student learning that is relevant to the agreed upon
SLOs. The evaluator also will collect evidence about educator practice for discussion in the mid-year conference
and summative review.

3. Mid-year Conference (recommended by March 15):
The evaluator and educator will complete at least one mid-year conference during which they will review progress
on each SLO and strategy to date. The mid-year conference is an important conversational point in the year for
addressing concerns, engaging in professional discourse that supports educator professional learning goals, and
reviewing data from the first half of the year. Both the educator and the evaluator, as appropriate, will bring
evidence about practice and student learning to review. The educator and evaluator will discuss the cause and
effect relationship of practice to student learning data. If needed, educators and evaluators can mutually agree to
revisions about:

■ the strategies or approaches to be used depending upon the model of learning (in-person, hybrid,
remote),

■ adjusting SLOs and strategies to accommodate changes (e.g., student populations),
■ actions the educator can take and the supports that can be provided to promote educator growth.

4. End of year summative review (recommended by June 15th):

Prior to end of year conference, the educator shall review and reflect upon all information and data collected
during the year. The educator should come prepared to discuss:

■ all components of the evaluation plan, including the targeted areas in the CCT Rubric,
■ what professional learning occurred, supported by evidence and personal reflection,
■ suggestions for possible future direction(s) and professional learning that are related to the outcomes.

The evaluator and the educator will meet to discuss all evidence/data collected to date and to discuss category
ratings. The evaluator will use the data collected and the results of all conferences to generate category ratings
and the final summative rating.

Amendments to the Annual Evaluation Process for Unique Situations

For any certified staff members who are unable to complete a full year of service as per their job responsibilities,
the evaluator and evaluator shall develop a mutually agreed upon evaluation plan for that school year only. The
unique evaluation plan should include as many of the core requirements as possible and feasible. As per State
statute, the Superintendent must report a summative rating for all certified educators who worked at least half of
the school year.
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Ensuring Fairness and Accuracy: Evaluator Training, Monitoring and Auditing

All evaluators are required to complete extensive training on the evaluation model. It is anticipated that the
Connecticut State Department of Education (CSDE) and/or the Regional Education Centers (e.g., EASTCONN)
will provide districts with training opportunities and tools throughout the year to support district administrators and
evaluators in implementing the model across their schools. Stafford Public Schools will adapt and build on these
tools and opportunities to provide comprehensive training and support to ensure that evaluators are Proficient in
conducting educator evaluations.
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Section 2:

TEACHER EVALUATION PLAN
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CATEGORY 1: STUDENT OUTCOMES AND ACHIEVEMENT (45%)
Forty-five percent (45%) of a teacher's evaluation will be based on achievement of student learning outcomes
defined by teacher created SLOs. SLOs for all personnel must align with social
emotional or academic performance themes. Teachers are required to develop
ONE SLO, mutually agreed upon with their evaluator, using the SMART
goal format and related to student growth and development. In circumstances
when staff have one SLO, the entire 45% student outcomes component will be based fully on the results of the
single SLO.

Teachers will develop a minimum of ONE SLO with a minimum of TWO IAGDs focused on:
• social and emotional learning for students OR
• student engagement OR
• engaging families OR
• cultural responsiveness OR
• academic achievement.

Each SLO will:
1. Consider the academic track record and overall needs and strengths of current students
2. Address the most important purposes of a teacher's assignment.
3. Align with school, district, and/or state student achievement objectives.
4. Take into account students' learning needs vis-a-vis relevant baseline data.
5. Consider data reports from Performance Matters Analytics.
6. Be mutually agreed upon by teacher and their evaluator.
7. Be fair, valid, reliable and useful to the greatest extent possible.

Designing SLOs
The diagram below illustrates the processes involved in establishing and assessing SLOs for student learning.

Phase 1: Phase 2: Phase 3: Phase 4:
Learn about this Set the SLOs Monitor Assess students to
year's students by for student and document determine progress

examining growth student progress toward the SLOs
baseline data

Phase 1: Learn about this year's students by examining baseline data

To write meaningful and relevant SLOs that result from a thorough knowledge of their students, data analysis is
required. Teachers must document the baseline data used to determine their instructional focus. Analysis of data
on incoming students each year should be completed prior to the goal setting meeting. Examples of data that
teachers can utilize are:

■ Student outcome data (academic)
■ Behavior data (absences, referrals)
■ Program data (participation in school or extracurricular activities or programs)
■ Perceptual data (learning styles and inventories, anecdotal)
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Phase 2: Set the SLOs for student growth

Each SLO should make clear:
■ What evidence was or will be examined
■ What level of performance is targeted
■ What assessment(s)/indicator(s) will be used to measure the targeted level of performance
■ What proportion of students are projected to achieve the targeted performance level

SLOs can also address student subgroups, such as high or low-performing students. It is through the Phase 1
examination of student data that teachers will determine what level of performance to target for which students.
The review and approval process of the SLOs will take place during the goal setting conference. To ensure they
are as fair, reliable, valid, and useful to the greatest possible extent, evaluators will review and approve the SLOs
based on the following criteria:

■ Priority of Content: SLOs are relevant to the content area and represent the most important purpose
of their assignment.

■ Rigor. SLOs are attainable, but ambitious, and represent at least one year's student growth (or
appropriate growth for a shorter interval of instruction). SLOs can be tailored to a specific subgroup
or population of students and should represent gains toward grade level expectations.

■ Analysis of Student Outcome Data: SLOs provide specific, measurable evidence of student
outcome data through analysis by the teacher and demonstrate knowledge about students' growth
and development.

Phase 3: Monitor and document student progress

Once SLOs are approved, teachers must monitor students' progress toward achieving the targeted learning goals.
• Teachers should monitor and document student progress by examining student work, analyzing assessment

data, and/or tracking students' accomplishments and struggles.
• Teachers may choose to share their interim findings with colleagues during collaborative time. They may

also wish to keep their evaluator apprised of progress.
• Artifacts related to the teacher's monitoring practices can be reviewed and discussed during the mid-year

conference. This review may result in revisions to the instructional strategies or approaches teachers use.
• Teachers and evaluators may mutually agree to mid-year adjustments to SLOs.

Phase 4: Assess students to determine progress toward achievement of SLOs

The teacher reviews all information and data collected during the year. Teachers will reflect on the SLOs using
the following as guides:

■ Describe the results and provide evidence for each SLO indicator
■ Describe what the teacher did that produced these results
■ Provide an overall assessment of whether the goal was met
■ Describe what the teacher learned and how he/she will use that information going forward

At the end of year conference, relevant evidence will be submitted to the evaluator. The teacher and the evaluator
will discuss the extent to which the students met the SLOs. To arrive at a rating for each SLO, the evaluator will
review the results from data collected as a body of evidence and score the achievement of the SLO holistically.
Evaluators will assign one of four ratings with requisite point values to each SLO as defined below.
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Exemplary (4) All or most students in the identified cohort met or exceeded the target(s)
contained in the indicator(s).

Accomplished (3) Most students in the identified cohort met the target(s) contained in the
indicators within a few points on either side of the target(s).

Many students in the identified cohort met the target(s) but a notable
Developing (2) percentage missed the target by more than a few points. However, taken as a

whole, significant progress towards the goal was made.

Below Standard (1) A few students in the identified cohort met the target(s) but a substantial
percentage of students did not. Little progress toward the goal was made.

The final student growth and development rating for a teacher is the average of the two SLOs.

SLO Training for Teachers and Evaluators

Specific training, as needed, will be provided to develop evaluators' and teachers' data literacy and ability to
create SLOs. Training sessions will seek to support and/or enhance the abilities and skills of each teacher to
communicate their goals for student learning outcomes and achievement. It will ensure a standardized approach
to the documentation of student learning outcomes and achievement. Any additional training that may be needed
will be decided on a case-by-case basis at the school or individual level.

The content of the training will include, but not be limited to:

• SLO Criteria (SMART goal model)
• Analyzing and Interpreting Data, Understanding

Cause, and Decision-Making
• Alignment of SLOs to school/district goals

• Quality of measures and indicators used to
determine student growth

• Identifying strategies and progress monitoring tools
to achieve their SLOs

CATEGORY 2. WHOLE SCHOOL STUDENT LEARNING INDICATORS (5%)

Five percent (5%) of a teacher's evaluation shall be based on whole school student learning
Whole School

indicators. Administrators at each school wl define a whole school Leaming ldtcatorts) to #h9#9#41
which all certified staff wil l be held accountable. The selected learning indicator(s) will be"i con.,,
connected to the administrator's evaluation rating. The selected learning indicator(s) will be connected to the
administrator's evaluation rating for the 45% component.

The teacher, with the approval of their evaluator, may collaborate with other educators or teams to support the
identified indicator(s). Certified staff will be asked to articulate in writing how they will contribute to the achievement
of the selected indicator(s).

The evaluator will look at the results as a body of evidence regarding the accomplishment of the Whole School
Student Learning Indicator and rate the teacher's performance holistically using the chart below.
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Exemplary The strategies implemented were of high quality and appropriate quantity and resulted in
significant impacts on the identified indicator(s).

Accomplished The strategies implemented were of good quality and sufficient quantity and resulted in
positive impacts on the identified indicator(s).

Developing The strategies implemented were of below average quality and/or minimal quantity and
resulted in some positive impacts on the identified indicator(s).

Below Standard The implemented strategies were of insufficient quality and/or quantity and resulted in only
a small impact on the achievement of the identified indicator(s).

Teacher's actions taken towards achievement of the identified indicator(s) will be discussed during the pre-, mid
year, and post-conferences. Teachers will be expected to bring a sample artifact from their practice that support
and provide evidence of their contributions toward the attainment of the indicator(s).

CATEGORY 3: TEACHER PERFORMANCE AND PRACTICE (40%)

Forty percent (40%) of a teacher's evaluation will be based on observation of teacher practice and performance,
using the CCT Rubric. This instrument was selected by the district 'because of its alignment with the domains and
indicators of Connecticut's Common Core of Teaching (CCT). The CCT enumerates key aspects of effective
teaching that are correlated with student learning and achievement that have been evidenced in professional
literature. The CCT addresses several principles of effective teacher performance and practice. These principles
are explicitly embedded in the CCT Rubric as observable practices. The overarching principles are:

• Diversity as enrichment of educational opportunities for all students
• Differentiation as a necessity for success and equal opportunities for all students
• Purposeful use of technology as access to learning for all students
• Collaboration as essential to producing high levels of learning for all students
• Data collection and analysis as essential to informing effective planning, instruction, and assessment

practices that enhance student learning
• Professional teaming as integral to improved student outcomes.

In employing the CCT Rubric as its foundation, the district maintains consistency with Connecticut's TEAM
program of mentorship of new teachers. Therefore, the consistency between these two programs establishes
common understandings and language about teaching and learning for all staff. There are four domains in the
CCT Rubric. The chart below describes each of the domains with the primary indicators for each.
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CCT Rubric for Effective Teaching 2017
Evidence Generally Collected Through

In-Class Observations
Domain One: Classroom Environment, Student

Engagement, & Commitment to Learning
1 a: Creating a positive learning environment that is responsive to

and respectful of the learning needs of all students
1 b: Promoting developmentally appropriate standards of behavior

that support a productive learning environment for all students.
1c: Maximizing instructional time by effectively managing routines

and transitions.

Domain Three: Instruction for Active Learning

3a: Implementing instructional content for learning.
3b: Leading students to construct meaning and apply new learning
through the use of a variety of differentiated and evidenced-based
learning strategies.
3c: Assessing student learning, providing feedback to students and
adjusting instruction.

Evidence Generally Collected Through
Non-Classroom/Reviews ofPractice

DomainTwo: Planning for Active Learning

2a: Planning of instructional content that-is aligned with standards,
builds on students' prior knowledge and provides for
appropriate level of challenge for all students.

2b: Planning instruction to cognitively engage students in the
content.

2c: Selecting appropriate assessment strategies to monitor
student progress.

Domain Four: Professional Responsibilities and
Teacher Leadership

4a: Engaging in continuous professional learning to impact
instruction and student learning.

4b: Collaborating to develop and sustain a professional learning
environment to support student learning.

4c: Working with colleagues, students, and families to develop
and sustain a positive school climate that supports student
learning.

If there are modifications to the CCT Rubric (2017), the district reserves the right to adopt the new rubric as the
primary tool for assessing and rating observations.

EVALUATOR TRAINING AND PROFICIENCY

Observations of classroom practice are guided by the domains and indicators of the Standards for Educator
Performance and Practice. Evaluators will participate in extensive training and are required to be proficient in the
use of the CCT Rubric.

To ensure consistency and fairness in the evaluation process, each evaluator must successfully complete
proficiency activities prior to conducting teacher observations. Evaluators will also participate in additional support
sessions during the school year. Training can be completed independently or as a collaborative learning activity.

All Stafford evaluators will be required to demonstrate proficiency in the use of the CCT Rubric for educator
evaluation annually. Any evaluator who does not initially demonstrate proficiency will be provided with additional
practice and coaching opportunities as needed and will be required to successfully complete proficiency activities.
In the second year of proficiency, evaluators will be required to calibrate their ability to appropriately apply the
CCT Rubric by participating in district update/calibration sessions.

Teacher Goal Setting forPerformance and Practice

In preparation for goal setting conferences with evaluators, teachers will use the CCT Rubric to reflect on their own
practices and their impact on student performance. Based on that reflection, teachers will specify a focus area(s) for
improvement that will ultimately promote student growth and achievement of SLOs. The identified areas will provide
potential focus points for feedback for observation(s).
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Observation Cycle Requirements

No matter the teacher's placement in the observation cycle, the following elements apply to all:

• Informal observations should not take place prior to the second full week of the academic year.
• Informal observations shall last for a minimum duration of 20 minutes.
• Teachers who receive a summative performance evaluation designation of Below Standard or Developing

shall receive the number of observations appropriate to their individual development plan, but no fewer than
three in-class formal observations. Each of the observations will include a pre-conference and a post
conference with timely written and/or verbal feedback.

• Feedback in a timely manner shall be defined as within two business weeks (not including weekend days).

Stafford Public Schools Observation Cycle Requirements
Formal Informal Review of

Observation Observation Practice
TRACK A: New to Profession, Year 1 0 3 1
and 2 to Stafford, PASS
TRACK B: Year #1: Accomplished or 0 2 1
Exemplary
TRACK B: Year #2: Accomplished or 0 2 1
Exemplary
TRACK B: Year #3: Accomplished or 0 2 1
Exemplary
A. Each cell refers to the required minimum. Additional informal observations, and/or reviews of

practice are at the discretion of the evaluator.
B. Informal observations may be unannounced and focus on domains 1 and 3. For informal

observations, the quality of the observable attributes is more important than the quantity of
observed attributes.

C. The requirements for each cycle year assume a summative rating of accomplished or better the
previous year.

D. Additional in-class observations may be requested by the teacher as per mutual agreement with
his/her evaluator.

Observations are for the purpose of helping teachers to gain insights about their professional practice and its
impact on student learning. Following observations, evaluators will provide teachers with specific feedback to
identify teacher developmental needs and to tailor support to those needs. Observations in and of themselves are
not useful to teachers; it is the feedback based on observations that helps teachers to grow as educators and
become more effective with each and every one of their students. With this in mind, evaluators should be clear
and direct, presenting their comments in a way that is supportive and constructive. Examples of clear and direct
feedback include:

• specific evidence, where appropriate, on observed components of the CCT Rubric;
• prioritized commendations and recommendations for development actions;
• next steps and supports the teacher can pursue to improve his/her practice;
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• a timeframe for follow up with both verbal and written feedback after an observation is ideal.

Note: It is recognized that all CCT Rubric indicators are NOT expected to be present in each in-class observation.
In most instances, over the period of multiple observations almost all of the indicators will be evident. In addition,
some indicators in some domains may not be applicable to some teachers.

Over the course of the school year, evaluators will gather evidence from three sources: teacher conferences,
classroom observations, and reviews of practice. Informal in-class observations of teachers are considered a
normal part of the evaluator's job responsibilities. Evaluators will use informal, announced and unannounced
observations to collect data to:

• Facilitate professional conversation regarding the quality of teacher practice
■ Provide constructive oral and written feedback of observations
■ Provide information for the on-going calibration of evaluators and evaluation practices

Deadlines for Observations
To ensure the presence of timely feedback to staff to foster a culture of ongoing reflection and professional
growth, the following dates should be observed for completion of formal or informal observations:

Track A Track B
Observation #1: Completed prior to November 15 Observation #1: Completed prior to November 15%

Observation #2: Completed prior to March 15 Observation #2: Completed prior to March 15%

Observation #3: Completed prior to April 30

Adjustments to this schedule can be made but must be mutually agreed upon between teacher and evaluator.

Reviews of Practice (RoP)
Reviews of Practice will be conducted this year for staff members on both Track A and Track B of the Stafford
Educator Evaluation Plan. For all teachers, a segment of the 40% of the observation of performance and practice
category must include a teacher's work on elements of Domain 4: Professional Responsibilities and Teacher
Leadership.

• Prior to the goal-setting meeting, staff will self-assess and rate themselves on up to two Domain
Four attributes.

■ At the goal-setting meeting, staff, in collaboration with their evaluator, will discuss the self-rating,
possible evidence, and impact on practice.

■ At the mid-year meeting, a rating for Domain Four will be determined after discussion and a review
of evidence with the staff member.

■ The CCT Rubric for Four will be the primary tool for determining the final rating for the Review of
Practice.

Examples of observations or reviews of practice include but are not limited to:

• Collaborative lesson planning to reflect interdisciplinary, 21s century, and/or Common Core/SAT
expectations

• PPT and/or IEP planning and implementation
• Data team/PLC processes and outcomes
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■ Sharing implementation of best practices as a result of professional learning experiences at a faculty
meeting

■ Facilitation or co-facilitation of district in-service session
■ Share the impact of leadership at school or district level
■ Share the effect of SRBI, department, and/or grade level contributions
■ Use of student work to modify and/or plan differentiated instruction
■ Additional examples may emerge as result of suggestions from the PDEC Committee during the school

year.

Final Evaluation Ratings forPerformance andPractice
The final rating for the Performance and Practice category will combine the summative rating for Domains One through
Three with the rating for Domain Four.

Domains One through Three: After gathering and analyzing evidence, evaluators will assign ratings of Exemplary,
Accomplished, Developing, or Below Standard for the observations and review of practice.

Exemplary 3.5-4.0
Accomplished 2.5-3.49
Developing 1.5-2.49
Below Standard 1.0-1.49

There are different requirements for the 40% component that are dependent upon the assigned observation cycle and
whether a staff member is tenured or not. The formulas for computing the final rating for Domains One, Two, and Three are
as follows:

Track A-New to the Profession, Years 1 and 2 in Stafford, PASS: average score of three observations. No Review of
Practice (RoP).
Track B: 2 informal observations (66.6%), 1 Review of Practice (33.3%)

Domain Four: Professional Responsibilities and Teacher Leadership

A rating will be assigned for Domain Four. Teachers' efforts and actions as well as connections to the RoP related
to this domain will be discussed during the pre-, mid-year, and/or post conferences. Teachers will be expected to
provide evidence of their contributions related to the indicators enumerated in Domain Four in the CCT Rubric.
The evaluator should look at the results as a body of evidence of each teacher's performance. The CCT Rubric
will be used as a guide for the Domain Four indicators and the holistic rating will be made at the Domain level.
The four level scale- Exemplary, Accomplished, Developing, and Below Standard will be used for the holistic
rating. The reporting forms for Domain Four will reflect the three Domain Four indicators. Depending upon the
teacher's performance rating for Domain Four, the final rating for Teacher Performance and Practice (40%) may
increase or decrease by one rating level.
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CATEGORY 4. PEER FEEDBACK (10%)

Ten percent (10%) of a teacher's evaluation shall be based on peer feedback, including data from surveys, and
possibly focus group data.

Stafford strives to meet the needs of all of the students all of the time. To gain
insight into what staff perceives about our ability to accomplish this, a school-wide
survey will be used. A survey instrument based upon research will be used as the basis for Stafford's survey.
The staff survey will be administered, possibly on-line, to allow for anonymous responses. Surveys will be
administered at least one time per year, preferably in the spring. The resulting survey data will be used by
teachers as baseline data for the following academic year. Survey data will be analyzed by administrators and no
more than three areas for improvement will be presented to the faculty in the form of the 10% indicator. Once the
school goal has been determined, a focus group of teachers will identify potential indicators to meet. Teachers
will select two strategies that they will implement to aid in achieving the school-wide goal.

The teacher, with the approval of their evaluator, may collaborate with other educators or teams to support the
identified goal. Teachers' efforts and actions taken towards achievement of the school goal will be discussed
during the pre-, mid-year, and post-conferences. Teachers will be expected to provide evidence of their
contributions to the attainment of this indicator. The evaluator should look at the results as a body of evidence
regarding the accomplishment of the school goal and rate the teacher's performance holistically using the chart
below. Teacher ratings will be determined using a 4-level performance matrix. Ratings will be based on evidence
of teacher's implementation of strategies to address areas of need as identified by the survey results.

Exemplary The strategies implemented were of high quality and appropriate quantity and resulted
in significant impacts on the identified whole school goal

Accomplished The strategies implemented were of good quality and sufficient quantity and resulted
in positive impacts on the identified whole school goal

Developing The strategies implemented were of below average quality and/or minimal quantity
and resulted in some positive impacts on the identified whole school goal

Below Standard The implemented strategies were of insufficient quality and/or quantity and resulted in
only a small impact on the achievement of the identified whole school goal
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FINAL SUMMATIVE TEACHER EVALUATION RATING:

Each teacher shall annually receive a summative rating in one offour levels:

0 An Exemplary rating is reserved for performance that significantly exceeds Proficient and could serve as a model
for teachers district wide.

0 An Accomplished rating represents fully satisfactory performance. It is the rigorous standard expected for
experienced teachers.

A Developing rating means that performance is meeting Proficient ratings in some indicators but not others.
Improvement is necessary and expected.

A BelowStandard rating indicates performance that is below Proficient on many components and/or
unacceptably low on one or more indicators.

The process for determining summative evaluation ratings has three steps:

of Practice
40%

Stakeholder
Feedback

10%

+
Student

Outcomes &
Achievement

45%

Whole
School
Leaming

5%

100%

Educator Practice Rating
50%

Student Outcomes Rating
50%

A. Teacher Practice: Teacher Performance & Practice (40%) + Peer Feedback (10%) = 50%

The Teacher Practice rating derives from the combined results for a teacher's performance component and Peer
Feedback. Depending upon the teacher's performance rating for Peer Feedback, the final rating for Teacher Practice may
increase or decrease by one rating level.

B. Student Outcomes: Student Outcome & Achievement (45%) +Whole-School Student Learning Indicators (5%)=
50%

The Student Outcomes rating derives from the student outcome & achievement measures (SLO goals) and whole school
learning indicator(s) outcomes. Depending upon the teacher's performance rating for whole school learning indicator(s), the
final rating for this category may increase or decrease by one rating level.
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Final Summative Rating: Practice (50%) + Outcomes (50%) = 100%

The final summative rating for all components, including the final summative rating, that require holistic ratings at the
Domain level (Exemplary, Accomplished, Developing, Below Standard) in Talent Edwill use the following score point
ranges (replacing the previous matrix chart):

Exemplary
Accomplished
Developing
Below Standard

3.5-4.0
2.5-3.49
1.5-2.49
1.0-1.49

Dispute Resolution Process

The purpose of the dispute resolution process is to secure, at the lowest possible administrative level, equitable
solutions to situations which may arise related to the evaluation process. The right of appeal is a necessary
component of the evaluation process and is available to every participant. The evaluation system is designed to
ensure continuous, constructive and cooperative processes. Most disagreements are expected to be worked out
informally between evaluators and evaluatees. The resolution process may be implemented at any point during
the year when there is a question as to whether or not:

• evaluation procedures and/or guidelines have been appropriately followed
• adequate data has been gathered to support fair and accurate decisions

The resolution process shall be conducted in accordance with the law governing confidentiality.

Procedures
1. The evaluatee will meet and discuss the matter with the evaluator with the object of resolving the matter

informally. Within five days, if the matter cannot be resolved, the two parties have the option of bringing
the matter before an appeals committee, who will review the areas of difference and suggest
compromises or resolutions.

2. The PDEC facilitator and SEA executive board will coordinate a meeting date within 10 workdays. The
district's PDEC will have responsibility for overseeing the dispute resolution process, and will establish an
Appeals sub-committee. PDEC members, who wish to do so, will serve as members of the Appeals
Committee. Additional teachers who are interested in serving on the Appeals Committee will submit an
application to their bargaining unit, and be selected by that unit. All who are accepted onto the Appeals
Committee must have evaluation ratings of at least proficient or higher in the year prior to their
appointment to the committee.

Any dispute that cannot be resolved at the school level can be filed with the Appeals Committee for
resolution through a hearing. The dispute will be heard by a minimum of 5 selected members of the
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Appeals Committee to include both teachers and administrators. The Appeals Committee must provide
recommendations for the dispute. The intent is that all disputes should be resolved at this level.

3. If the recommendations are not mutually agreed upon by the parties involved, then the dispute will rise to
the level of the Superintendent. The Superintendent shall review the recommendations of the Appeals
Committee and any additional information from the evaluator and evaluatee and shall meet with both
parties within five workdays. Within five workdays of the meeting, and review of all documentation and
recommendations, the Superintendent will act as arbitrator and make a final decision.

4. The evaluatee shall be entitled to Collective Bargaining representation at all levels of the process.

Time Limits

1. Since it is important that appeals be processed as rapidly as possible, the number of days shall be
considered maximum. The time limits specified may be extended by written agreement of both parties.

2. Days shall mean workdays. Both parties may agree, however, to meet during breaks at mutually agreed
upon times.

3. If an evaluatee does not initiate the appeals procedure within five workdays of meeting with an evaluator
to discuss the area of dispute, the evaluatee shall be considered to have waived the right of appeal.

4. Failure of the evaluatee at any level to appeal to the next level within the specified time shall be deemed
to be acceptance of the decision rendered at that level.

EVALUATION OF EDUCATORS WORKING FOR LESS THAN ONE YEAR

The chart below will be used to determine which components of the Evaluation Plan will be required when a staff
member completed less than full school year.

Evaluation Strand 2/3rds of Year ½ of School Year Less than½ of Year
Track A 2 informals 1 informal

1 SLO 1 SLO Determined by
1 RoP Evaluator

Track B-Year #1 1 informal 1 informal Note: not reportable to
1 SLO 1 SLO CSDE
1 RoP

DEFINITION OF TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS AND INEFFECTIVENESS

Novice teachers shall generally be deemed effective if said educator receives at least two sequential
accomplished ratings, one of which must be earned in the fourth year of a novice teacher's career. A below
standard rating shall only be permitted in the first year of a novice teacher's career, assuming a pattern of growth
of developing in year two and two sequential accomplished ratings in years three and four. Superintendents shall
offer a contract to any educator he/she deems effective at the end of year four. This shall be accomplished
through the specific issuance to that effect.
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All other educators shall generally be deemed ineffective if said educator receives at least two sequential
developing ratings or one below standard rating at any time.

Any teacher earning a Developing rating in any year will receive additional support as described in the
Professional Assistance and Support System - PASS (see below). After the first two years of participating in the
plan, teachers will be required to have no more than one summative rating of Developing during any two-year
period and a summative rating of Accomplished or Exemplary in the other year. If an Educator earns a Developing
rating in consecutive years he/she will continue on a PASS plan.

Teachers receiving a rating of Below Standard in any year will be placed on an individual teacher improvement
and remediation plan (PASS). After one year of PASS participation, the teacher must have a summative rating of
at least Developing in the next year and Accomplished in the second year. After one year without achieving an
"accomplished" rating in professional practice or a summative rating of "below standard" or "developing" the
teacher shall be deemed ineffective and subject to dismissal.

Rating Timeframe for Improvement

Below Standard
One school year to achieve a Developing or better rating, with the expectation that in
the following year a rating of Accomplished must be achieved

Two school years to achieve an Accomplished rating. If a Below Standard rating is
Developing earned after the first year, the expectation is that an Accomplished or better rating

needs to be achieved at the end of the second year in PASS

SYSTEMS OF EDUCATOR SUPPORT

STRUCTURED SUPPORT SYSTEM

In order to help support an educator with a specific focus an educator would receive structured support when an
area(s) of concern is identified during the school year by his/her evaluator. An educator does not have to be rated
as below standard or developing overall to receive a support plan. This support is intended to provide short-term
assistance linked to specific indicators and domains where improvement is necessary.

The plan for improvement will be designed and written in a collaborative manner. The educator is encouraged to
invite the SEA President or a designee to all meetings. Generally, a Structured Support Plan will be six to eight
weeks long or another mutually agreed upon time frame determined at the initial meeting. Throughout the
timeframe of the Structured Support Plan a series of meetings will be held and regular feedback to the educator
will be provided. A peer advisor will be assigned to educators under structured support as an additional
means of professional growth.
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The educator, local association president or designee, and evaluator or designee will sign the plan. Copies will be
distributed to all those who will be involved in the implementation of the plan as well as Superintendent. The
contents of the plan will be confidential.

The plan must include the following components:

1. Area (s) of Improvement: Identify area(s) of needed improvement.
2. Rationale for Areas of Improvement: Evidence that demonstrates an area(s) needing improvement.
3. Domain: List domain(s), indicator (s), or attribute (s) in need of improvement (these will now be referred to

as the identified areas).
4. Indicators for Effective Practice: Identify best practices in the identified area (s) as needing improvement

(general practices/pedagogy).
5. Support and Resources: Collaboratively (educator and administrator) develop a list of supports and

resources the Educator can use to improve, e.g. professional learning opportunities, peer observation,
colleague mentor, & books.

6. Improvement Strategies to be Implemented: Indicate/document the specific strategies that the Educator
will implement to show improvement in identified area(s).

7. Tasks to Complete: Specify the tasks the educator and administrator will complete that will improve the
identified area (s). The educator and administrator will create a mutually agreed upon timeline, as
appropriate.

8. Indicators of Progress: Identify how the educator will demonstrate progress towards satisfactory
improvement in identified areas through observations, data, artifacts, evidence, etc.

The result of any structured support plan (s) will be reflected in Educator Summative Ratings. Educator and
administrator will meet and discuss additional steps for continuous growth, as needed. Peer mentors/advisors
may be assigned outside of a structured support plan.

TEACHER PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE AND SUPPORT SYSTEM (PASS)
(INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE REMEDIATION PLAN)

Tenured educators who receive a summative evaluation rating of Developing or Below Standard will be required
to work with their local association president (or designee) and evaluator to design a performance remediation
plan. Teachers must receive a summative evaluation rating of Accomplished to be removed from an Individual
Performance Remediation Plan.

Non-tenured educators who are on a four-year tenure track will not be placed on a PASS Plan in their first year
unless they earn a Below Standard annual summative rating. Educators in the 4-year tenured track must earn
Accomplished or better in year two, otherwise the educator is placed on a PASS Plan. Non-tenured educators on
a 2-year tenure track will be placed on a PASS Plan if an annual summative rating of Developing or Below
Standard is earned.
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The plan will be created within 30 days after the completion of the summative evaluation rating conference and
will identify areas of improvement; including supports that the district will provide to address the performance
areas identified as needing improvement. After the development of the PASS Individual Performance Remediation
Plan, the teacher and evaluator will collaborate to determine the target completion date.

The plan must include the following components:

1. Area (s) of Improvement: Identify area(s) of needed improvement
2. Rationale for Areas of Improvement: Evidence that demonstrates an area(s) needing improvement
3. Domain: List domain(s) rated Developing or Below Standard
4. Indicators for Effective Practice: Identify best practices in the identified area (s) as needing improvement

(general practices/pedagogy)
5. Support and Resources: Collaboratively (educator and administrator) develop a list of supports and

resources the Educator can use to improve, e.g. professional learning opportunities, peer observation,
colleague mentor, & books

6. Improvement Strategies to be Implemented: Indicate/document the specific strategies that the Educator
will implement to show improvement in identified area (s)

7. Tasks to Complete: Specify the tasks the educator and administrator will complete that will improve the
identified area (s). The educator and administrator will create a mutually agreed upon timeline, as
appropriate

8. Indicators of Progress: Identify how the educator will demonstrate progress towards satisfactory
improvement in identified areas through observations, data, artifacts, evidence, etc.

The plan will be designed and written in a collaborative manner. The teacher, local association president or
designee, and evaluator or designee will sign the plan. Copies will be distributed to all those who will be involved
in the implementation of the plan as well as Superintendent. The contents of the plan will be confidential.

EVALUATION-BASED PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

As our core values indicate, Stafford believes that the primary purpose for professional learning is school
improvement as measured by the success of every student. We also believe that professional learning must
focus on creating meaningful experiences for all staff members. Designing evaluation-based professional learning
is a dynamic process. Working with program goals and data from the educator evaluation process, professional
learning is planned to strengthen instruction around identified student growth needs or other areas of identified
educator needs.

We recognize that educators as well as students learn in different ways and have different learning needs at
different points in their career. To the greatest extent possible, professional learning will be personalized and
provide for a variety of experiences, including learning teams, study groups, individual study, etc. as well as
opportunities for conducting research and collaborating with colleagues on content based pedagogical activities.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

Stafford will provide opportunities for educator career development and professional growth based on the results
of the evaluation. Educators with an evaluation of Accomplished or Exemplarywill be able to participate, subject
to available budget finds, in opportunities to further their professional growth, including attending state and
national conferences and other professional learning opportunities.

For educators rated Exemplary, career development and professional growth opportunities such as the following
would be considered:

■ Mentoring/coaching early-career educators or educators new to Stafford
■ Participating in development of educator Professional Assistance and Support System plans for peers

whose performance is developing or below standard
■ Leading Professional Learning Communities for their peers
■ Targeted professional development based on areas of need for the district and/or school
■ Other mutually agreed upon experiences
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Section 3:

EDUCATION SPECIALIST EVALUATION PLAN
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Stafford's Professional Learning and Evaluation Plan also provide both the structure and flexibility required to
guide educational specialists and evaluators in understanding their roles in enhancing student learning and
assessing their professional practices. The goal is to support these education specialists in their professional
growth toward the aim of improved student outcomes. The plan aligns the professional standards for education
specialists with outcomes for learning in evaluation of practice, while recognizing the unique responsibilities of
each educational specialist. In many instances the requirements and procedures are the same for both teachers
and educational specialists. Whenever possible the areas which are different will be described.

Goals of the Education Specialist Professional Learning and Evaluation Plan:

• Improve learner outcomes through meaningful evaluation of practice that is aligned with professional
learning

• Improve school wide (or district wide) learning goal outcomes through effective collaboration with
educators

• Improve the quality of instruction by ensuring accountability for learner outcomes and educational
specialist effectiveness

• Provide professional assistance and support where necessary

Who are Educational Specialists?

Educational Specialists include non-teaching, non-administrative certified education professionals who provide a
variety of services to students, teachers, and parents. Stafford's educational specialists may be located
exclusively within a single school, in more than one school, or have district wide responsibilities. Stafford
administrators are responsible for education specialists' evaluations.

Education Specialist Categories:
• Pupil Personnel Services: school counselors, school psychologists, social workers
• Instructional Support Services: library/media specialists, instructional technology specialist, literacy leader
• Related Services: speech and language pathologists

Performance Standards

It is expected that education specialists and their evaluators will be knowledgeable about the professional
standards for each specialist. Those standards form the basis for goal-setting, assessment of professional
practice, and alignment of professional learning opportunities with the needs of education specialists. In
observations of practice, evaluators will use the domains and indicators outlined in Stafford's Professional
Learning Evaluator Program that can be adapted for evaluation of education specialists.
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EDUCATION SPECIALIST EVALUATION PROCESS

The process for the evaluation of education specialists is consistent with that of teacher and evaluation processes,
and includes the following characteristics:

■ A focus on the relationship between professional performance and improved outcomes
■ Evaluation of educational specialist performance based on analysis of data from multiple sources
■ Observations and reviews of practice that promote professional growth
■ A support system for providing assistance when needed

The timelines and processes for the education specialists will be the same as the teacher plan.

PROCESS AND TIMELINE OF EDUCATOR EVALUATION
Goal-Setting and

Planning

• Orientation on Process
• Reflection and goal-setting
• Goal-setting conference

On or about
November 1°

Mid-Year
Check-in

• Review goals and
performance to date

• Mid-year conference

On or about
March 15%

End of Year Review

• Self-assessment
• Scoring

End of year conference

On or about
June 15

The annual evaluation process for an educator will at least include, but not be limited to, the following steps, in
order:

1. Orientation {recommended by October 5):
To begin the annual evaluation process, the Director of Curriculum will provide a recorded webinar and supporting
documentation to acquaint educators with the temporary flexibilities to the evaluation process and their roles and
responsibilities within it. In this training, the following components will be reviewed:

a) Alignment of goal setting to the CCT Rubric
b) School or district priorities that should be reflected in goals.
c) Student Learning Objectives (SLOs) related to student outcomes, social-emotional learning

and/or achievement.
d) Data regarding whole-school indicators of student learning and school goals.
e) Data collection, including types of data and processes for collection and analysis.
f) Observation structures for staff on track A and track B.

3. Goal Setting Conference - on or about November 1:

In advance of the goal setting conference, the educator will examine data related to current students'
performance, previous professional learning goals and evaluation results, and self-assessment on the CCT
Rubric. Beginning educators may find it helpful to reflect on their goals with their mentors, using TEAM Module
Resources and Performance Profiles, to determine a baseline for establishing goals. The educator will draft the
following:
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a) ) 45% Student Growth and Development: A minimum of ONE SLO to address social-emotional learning,
student and/or family engagement, cultural responsiveness, or academic achievement. A minimum of TWO
IAGDs will be included with the SLO.

b) 10% Peer Feedback: at least two strategies aligned with a whole-school goal focused on the PDEC
commitment to strengthening ongoing communication and engagement with families. An educator may
collaborate with grade level or department colleagues.

c) 5%Whole School Measures: at least two strategies aligned with the whole school indicators of student
learning for the school year as determined by the school administrator. These areas may include, but are not
limited to, social-emotional learning, providing equitable learning opportunities for all students, professional
learning to improve practice, professional learning communities, or best practices for hybrid and remote
learning. The educator may collaborate in grade level teams or departments.

The evaluator and education specialist will meet to discuss the specialist's proposed goals in order to arrive at
mutual agreement about them. The goals for the year must be informed by data and evidence collected by the
specialist and evaluator about the specialist's practice. The evaluator may request revisions to the proposed goals
and objectives if they do not meet approval criteria.

Examples of data that may be included in the goal-setting conference:

Education Specialist Evaluator

• Specialist Products or Artifacts • Standardized and Non-Standardized Data
• Data on Learning or Achievement of Learners (based on the education specialist's role and
• Lesson, intervention, treatment, or customer action plans caseload)

and records • School, District or Agency Level Data
• Artifacts from work of Learners • Observation data based on Common Core of
• Client Communication Logs Teaching Rubric for Student and Educator

• Data Team Minutes Support Specialists and/or other professional

• Journals/notes documenting reflections on practice standards documents

• Survey Data

Observations
Evaluators will adjust the usual observations of educator practice during the 2021-2022 school year with shorter,
more frequent observations depending upon the educator's placement on the evaluation track (Track A/8). It is
recommended that at least one observation will be conducted on or around November 15h.,

Evidence collection and review (throughout school year):
The educator will collect evidence about his/her practice and student learning that is relevant to the agreed upon
SLOs. The evaluator also will collect evidence about educator practice for discussion in the mid-year conference
and summative review.

2. Mid-Year Conference: (recommended by March 15%)

The education specialist collects evidence about his/her practice and outcomes related to the SLOs that are
relevant to the agreed-upon professional goals. The evaluator also collects evidence about specialist practice for
discussion. The evaluator and education specialist will hold at least one mid-year conference. The conference
should focus on processes and progress toward meeting the goals established in the goal-setting conference.
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Evidence about practice should be reviewed at this conference. If necessary, specialists and evaluators may
mutually agree to revisions to strategies or approaches used and/or mid-year adjustment of SLOs to
accommodate changes (e.g., student populations, assignment). They may also discuss actions that the specialist
can take and supports the evaluator can provide to promote professional growth in his/her development areas.

3. End-of-Year Summative Review - (recommended by June 15):

Prior to end of year conference the education specialist shall review and reflect upon all information and data
collected during the year. The education specialist should come prepared to discuss

■ All components of the evaluation plan, including the targeted areas in the Common Core of Teaching
Rubric for Student and Educator Support Specialists

■ What the education specialist learned throughout the year supported by evidence and reflection
■ Suggestions for possible future direction(s) that are related to the outcomes.

The evaluator and the education specialist meet to discuss all evidence/data collected to date and to discuss
category ratings. The evaluator and the education specialist meet to discuss all evidence/data collected to date
and to discuss category ratings. The evaluator will use the data collected and the results of all conferences to
generate category ratings and the final summative rating. The evaluator may adjust the final summative rating if
state test data changes the student-related indicators significantly enough to change the final rating. Such
revisions should take place as soon as possible after state test data are available and before September 15.

COMPONENTS OF EDUCATION SPECIALIST EVALUATION

Components of education specialists' evaluation will reflect the instructions for corresponding categories in the
Teacher Evaluation Plan. By legislative mandate, the categories and weighting are standardized for all educators.
Other than areas for establishing SLOs and the instrument utilized for observing professional practice, the
expectations and processes replicate those specified for teachers.

CATEGORY 1: STUDENT OUTCOMES AND ACHIEVEMENT (45%)

Each education specialist will create, in collaboration with their evaluator, ONE SLO,
mutually agreed upon with his/her evaluator, using the SMART goal format and
related to student growth and development. For staff that have one SLO, the entire 45% student outcomes
component will be based fully on the results of the single SLO.
Specialists will develop a minimum of ONE SLO with a minimum of TWO IAGDs focused on:

• social and emotional learning for students OR
• student engagement OR
• engaging families OR
• cultural responsiveness OR
• academic achievement.

As most of the certified staff in the education specialists category will not have standardized measurements to
utilize related to student growth and development, it is anticipated that non-standardized measures will be used. It
is expected that further guidance and support will emerge from CSDE officials, and perhaps the RESCs, which will
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illuminate details about this category for education specialists and provide models and exemplars for districts to
use.

SLOs for education specialists will focus on areas that are mutually agreed upon with their evaluator. These areas
may not necessarily be directly linked to student achievement as measured by state assessments, national
assessments (e.g., SAT, ACT), or other standardized achievement measures. Given the aforementioned,
education specialists will be expected to create ONE SLO, in collaboration with their evaluator that will improve
student growth and development using non-standardized measures. If a standardized measure is available, the
decision to utilize that assessment will be determined collaboratively. Upon consultation and approval of the
evaluator, education specialists may work together on the same SLO.

No matter the role and responsibility of an education specialist, the SLO must be measurable by data. The SLO
should make clear

■ What evidence was or will be examined
■ What level of performance is targeted
■ What assessment(s)/indicator(s) will be used to measure the targeted level of performance
■ What proportion of students is projected to achieve the targeted performance level

SLOs can also address student subgroups, such as high or low-performing students. It is through the
examination of student data that education specialists will determine what level of performance to target for which
students. The review and approval process of the SLOs will take place during the goal setting conference. To
ensure they are as fair, reliable, valid, and useful to the greatest possible extent, evaluators will review and
approve the SLOs based on the following criteria:

■ Priority of Content SLOs are relevant to the content area and represent the most important purpose
of their assignment.

■ Rigor. SLOs are attainable, but ambitious, and represent at least one year's student growth (or
appropriate growth for a shorter interval of instruction). SLOs can be tailored to a specific subgroup
or population of students and should represent gains toward grade level expectations.

■ Analysis of Student Outcome Data: SLOs provide specific, measurable evidence of student
outcome data through analysis by the teacher and demonstrate knowledge about students' growth
and development.

Assessing progress toward achievement of SLOs

The education specialist reviews all information and data collected during the year. Specialists will reflect on the
SLOs using the following as guides:

■ Describe the results and provide evidence for each SLO indicator
■ Describe what you did that produced these results
■ Provide an overall assessment of whether the goal was met
■ Describe what you learned and how you will use that information going forward

At the end of year conference, relevant evidence will be submitted to the evaluator. The education specialist and
the evaluator will discuss the extent to which the target group of students met the SLOs. To arrive at a rating for
each SLO, the evaluator will review the results from data collected as a body of evidence and score the
achievement of the SLO holistically. Evaluators will assign one of four ratings with requisite point values to each
SLO as defined below.
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Exemplary (4) All or most students in the identified cohort met or exceeded the target(s}
contained in the indicator(s}.

Accomplished (3) Most students in the identified cohort met the target(s} contained in the
indicators within a few points on either side of the target(s}.

Many students in the identified cohort met the target(s} but a notable
Developing (2) percentage missed the target by more than a few points. However, taken as a

whole, significant progress towards the goal was made.

Below Standard (1) A few students in the identified cohort met the target(s} but a substantial
percentage of students did not. Little progress toward the goal was made.

CATEGORY 2: WHOLE SCHOOL STUDENT LEARNING INDICATOR (5%) Whole School

mg9g
"mi

Five percent (5%} of a teacher's evaluation shall be based on whole school student learning
indicators. Administrators at each school will define a Whole School Learning lndicator(s} to which all certified staff
will be held accountable. The selected learning indicator(s} will be connected to the administrator's evaluation rating
for the 45% component.

Staff will be asked to articulate in writing how they will contribute to the achievement of the selected indicator(s}.
The education specialist, with the approval of their evaluator, may collaborate with other educators or teams to
support the identified indicator. Specialists' actions taken towards achievement of the identified indicator(s} will be
discussed during the pre-, mid-year, and post-conferences. Specialists will be expected to bring a sample artifact
and other salient documentation from their practice that support and provide evidence of their contributions toward
the attainment of the indicator(s}.

The evaluator will look at the results as a body of evidence regarding the accomplishment of the Whole School
Student Learning Indicator and rate the specialist's performance holistically using the chart below.

Exemplary The strategies implemented were of high quality and appropriate quantity and resulted in
significant impacts on the identified indicator(s}

Accomplished The strategies implemented were of good quality and sufficient quantity and resulted in
positive impacts on the identified indicator(s}

Developing The strategies implemented were of below average quality and/or minimal quantity and
resulted in some positive impacts on the identified indicator(s}

Below Standard The implemented strategies were of insufficient quality and/or quantity and resulted in only
a small impact on the achievement of the identified indicator(s}
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CATEGORY 3: PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE (40%)

Forty percent (40%} of an education specialist's evaluation will be based on
observation of specialist's practice and performance, using the Common Core of Teaching Rubric for Effective
Service Delivery (2017) or other professional standard rubric when available. If there are modifications to the CCT
Rubric for Effective Service Delivery (2017) or other professional standard rubric when available. All educator
specialists will follow the same observation cycle requirements as teachers.

Observation Cycle Requirements

No matter the teacher's placement in the observation cycle, the following elements apply to all:

• Informal observations should not take place prior to the second full week of the academic year.
• Informal observations shall last for a minimum duration of 20 minutes.
• Teachers who receive a summative performance evaluation designation of Below Standard or Developing

shall receive the number of observations appropriate to their individual development plan, but no fewer than
three in-class formal observations. Each of the observations will include a pre-conference and a post
conference with timely written and/or verbal feedback.

• Feedback in a timely manner shall be defined as within two business weeks (not including weekend days}.

Stafford Public Schools Observation Cycle Requirements
Formal Informal Review of

Observation Observation Practice
TRACK A: New to Profession, Year 1 0 3 1
and 2 to Stafford, PASS
TRACK B: Year #1: Accomplished or 0 2 1
Exemplary
TRACK B: Year #2: Accomplished or 0 2 1
Exemplary
TRACK B: Year #3: Accomplished or 0 2 1
Exemplary
A. Each cell refers to the required minimum. Additional formal in-class observations, informal

observations, and/or reviews of practice are at the discretion of the evaluator.
B. Informal observations may be unannounced and focus on domains 1 and 3. For informal

observations, the quality of the observable attributes is more important than the quantity of
observed attributes.

C. The requirements for each cycle year assume a summative rating of accomplished or better the
previous year.

D. Additional in-class observations may be requested by the teacher as per mutual agreement with
his/her evaluator.

Note: It is recognized that all CCT Rubric for Effective Service Delivery (2017) indicators, or other professional
practices indicators which may be used, are NOT expected to be present in each observation. In most instances,
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over the period of multiple observations almost all of the indicators will be evident. In addition, some indicators in
some domains may not be applicable to some specialists.

Over the course of the school year, evaluators will gather evidence from three sources- teacher conferences,
classroom observations, and reviews of practice- to collect data to:

• Facilitate professional conversation regarding the quality of teacher practice
• Provide constructive oral and written feedback of observations
• Provide information for the on-going calibration of evaluators and evaluation practices

Deadlines for Observations
To ensure the presence of timely feedback to staff to foster a culture of ongoing reflection and professional
growth, the following dates should be observed for completion of formal or informal observations:

Track A Track B
Observation #1: Completed prior to November 15 Observation #1: Completed prior to November 15%

Observation #2: Completed prior to March 15h Observation #2: Completed prior to March 15%

Observation #3: Completed prior to April 30

Adjustments to this schedule can be made but must be mutually agreed upon between teacher and evaluator.

Reviews of Practice (RoP)
Reviews of Practice will be conducted this year for staff members on both Track A and Track B of the Stafford
Educator Evaluation Plan. For all teachers, a segment of the 40% of the observation of performance and practice
category must include a teacher's work on elements of Domain 4: Professional Responsibilities and Teacher
Leadership.

• Prior to the goal-setting meeting, staff will self-assess and rate themselves on up to two Domain
Four attributes.

• At the goal-setting meeting, staff, in collaboration with their evaluator, will discuss the self-rating,
possible evidence, and impact on practice.

• At the mid-year meeting, a rating for Domain Four will be determined after discussion and a review
of evidence with the staff member.

• The CCT Rubric for Four will be the primary tool for determining the final rating for the Review of
Practice.

Examples of observations or reviews of practice include but are not limited to:

• Collaborative lesson planning to reflect interdisciplinary, 21s century, and/or Common Core/SAT
expectations

• PPT and/or IEP planning and implementation
• Data team/PLC processes and outcomes
• Sharing implementation of best practices as a result of professional learning experiences at a faculty

meeting
• Facilitation or co-facilitation of district in-service session
• Share the impact of leadership at school or district level
• Share the effect of SRBI, department, and/or grade level contributions
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■ Use of student work to modify and/or plan differentiated instruction
■ Additional examples may emerge as result of suggestions from the Educator Evaluation Committee

during the school year

The final rating for the Performance and Practice category will combine the summative rating for Domains One
through Three if using the CCT Rubric for Effective Service Delivery (2015) or another professional practice rubric,
with the rating for Domain Four. No matter the professional practices rubric that is used all education specialists
will be rated for Domain Four of CCT Rubric for Effective Service Delivery (2015)-Profession Responsibilities and
Leadership.

Final Evaluation Ratings forPerformance andPractice
The final rating for the Performance and Practice category will combine the summative rating for Domains One through
Three with the rating for Domain Four.

Domains One through Three: After gathering and analyzing evidence, evaluators will assign ratings of Exemplary,
Accomplished, Developing, or Below Standard for the observations and review of practice.

Exemplary 3.5-4.0
Accomplished 2.5-3.49
Developing 1.5-2.49
Below Standard 1.0-1.49

There are different requirements for the 40% component that are dependent upon the assigned observation cycle and
whether a staff member is tenured or not. The formulas for computing the final rating for Domains One, Two, and Three are
as follows:

Track A-New to the Profession, Years 1 and 2 in Stafford, PASS: average score of three observations. No Review of
Practice {RoP).
Track B: 2 informal observations {66.6%), 1 Review of Practice {33.3%)

Domain Four- Professional Responsibilities andEducation Specialist Leadership

A rating will be assigned for Domain Four. Teachers' efforts and actions as well as connections to the RoP related
to this domain will be discussed during the pre-, mid-year, and/or post conferences. Teachers will be expected to
provide evidence of their contributions related to the indicators enumerated in Domain Four in the CCT Rubric.
The evaluator should look at the results as a body of evidence of each teacher's performance. The CCT Rubric
will be used as a guide for the Domain Four indicators and the holistic rating will be made at the Domain level.
The four-level scale- Exemplary, Accomplished, Developing, and Below Standard will be used for the holistic
rating. The reporting forms for Domain Four will reflect the three Domain Four indicators. Depending upon the
teacher's performance rating for Domain Four, the final rating for Teacher Performance and Practice (40%) may
increase or decrease by one rating level.
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CATEGORY 4: WHOLE SCHOOL PEER FEEDBACK GOAL (10%)

Ten percent (10%) of an education specialist's evaluation shall be based on peer
feedback, including data from surveys, and possibly focus group data.
To gain insight into what staff perceives about our ability to accomplish this, a school-wide survey will be used. A
survey instrument based upon research will be used as the basis for Stafford's survey. The staff survey will be
administered, possibly on-line, to allow for anonymous responses. Surveys will be administered at least one time
per year, preferably in the spring. The resulting survey data will be used by teachers as baseline data for the
following academic year. Survey data will be analyzed by administrators and no more than three areas for
improvement will be presented to the faculty in the form of the 10% indicator. Once the school goal has been
determined, a focus group of teachers will identify potential indicators to meet. Teachers will select two strategies
that they will implement to aid in achieving the school-wide goal. The education specialist, with the approval of
their evaluator, may collaborate with other educators or teams to support the identified indicator.
Efforts and actions taken towards achievement of the school goal will be discussed during the pre-, mid-year, and
post-conferences. Education Specialists will be expected to provide evidence of their contributions to the
attainment of this indicator. The evaluator should look at the results as a body of evidence regarding the
accomplishment of the school goal and rate the education specialist's performance holistically using the chart
below. Educator Specialists' ratings will be determined using a 4-level performance matrix. Ratings will be based on
evidence of teacher's implementation of strategies to address areas of need as identified by the survey results.

Exemplary The strategies implemented were of high quality and appropriate quantity and resulted in
significant impacts on the identified whole school goal

Accomplished The strategies implemented were of good quality and sufficient quantity and resulted in
positive impacts on the identified whole school goal

Developing The strategies implemented were of below average quality and/or minimal quantity and
resulted in some positive impacts on the identified whole school goal

Below Standard The implemented strategies were of insufficient quality and/or quantity and resulted in only a
small impact on the achievement of the identified whole school goal

EVALUATION OF EDUCATORS WORKING FOR LESS THAN ONE YEAR

The chart below will be used to determine which components of the Evaluation Plan will be required when a staff
member completed less than full school year.

Evaluation Strand 2/3rds ofYear of School Year Less than½ ofYear
Track A 2 informals 1 informal

1 SLO 1 SLO Determined by
1 RoP Evaluator

Track B-Year #1 1 informal 1 informal Note: not reportable to
1 SLO 1 SLO CSDE
1 RoP
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FINAL SUMMATIVE TEACHER EVALUATION RATING:

Each teacher shall annually receive a summative rating in one of four levels:

@ An Exemplary rating is reserved for performance that significantly exceeds Proficient and could serve as a model
for teachers district wide.

An Accomplished rating represents fully satisfactory performance. It is the rigorous standard expected for
experienced teachers.

A Developing rating means that performance is meeting Proficient ratings in some indicators but not others.
Improvement is necessary and expected.

A BelowStandard rating indicates performance that is below Proficient on many components and/or
unacceptably low on one or more indicators.

The process for determining summative evaluation ratings has three steps:

Educator Practice Rating
50%

+
Student Outcomes Rating

50%

Whole
School
Learning

5%

100%

A. Teacher Practice: Teacher Performance & Practice (40%) + Peer Feedback (10%) = 50%

The Teacher Practice rating derives from the combined results for a teacher's performance component and Peer
Feedback. Depending upon the teacher's performance rating for Peer Feedback, the final rating for Teacher Practice may
increase or decrease by one rating level.

B. Student Outcomes: Student Outcome & Achievement (45%) + Whole-School Student Learning Indicators (5%) =
50%

The Student Outcomes rating derives from the student outcome & achievement measures (SLO goals) and whole school
learning indicator(s) outcomes. Depending upon the teacher's performance rating for whole school learning indicator(s), the
final rating for this category may increase or decrease by one rating level.
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Final Summative Rating: Practice (50%) + Outcomes (50%) = 100%

The final summative rating for all components, including the final summative rating, that require holistic ratings at the
Domain level (Exemplary, Accomplished, Developing, Below Standard) in Talent Edwill use the following score point
ranges (replacing the previous matrix chart):

Exemplary
Accomplished
Developing
Below Standard

3.5-4.0
2.5-3.49
1.5-2.49
1.0-1.49

The following components of the education specialist evaluation plan are exactly the same as the teacher
evaluation plan. Please review each of these sections for expectations and processes.

■ Dispute Resolution (pp. 24- 25)
■ Definition of teacher effectiveness and ineffectiveness (p. 26)
■ Structured Support System (p. 27)
■ Professional Assistance and Support System (PASS) (pp. 28-29)
■ Evaluation Based Professional Learning (p. 29)
■ Career Development and Professional Growth (pp. 29-30)
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Section 4:

ADMINISTRATOR EVALUATION PLAN

STUDENT
SUCCESS
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OVERVIEW

Stafford's administrator evaluation and support plan defines administrator effectiveness in terms of (1) administrator
practice, i.e., the actions taken by administrators that have been shown to impact key aspects of school life); (2) the
results that come from this leadership on teacher effectiveness and student achievement; and (3) the perceptions of
the administrator's leadership among key stakeholders in their community.

The plan describes four levels of performance for administrators and focuses on the practices and outcomes of
effective_administrators. These administrators can be characterized as:

• Meeting expectations as an instructional leader
• Meeting expectations in at least two other areas of practice
• Meeting one target related to stakeholder feedback
• Meeting state accountability growth targets on tests of core academic subjects
• Meeting and making progress on two SLOs (Student Learning Objectives) aligned to school and district

priorities
• Having more than 60% of teachers attaining student growth targets

This document describes the administrator evaluation plan, beginning with a set of underlying core design principles,
the four components on which administrators are evaluated - leadership practice, stakeholder feedback, student
learning and teacher effectiveness, the process of evaluation, and the steps evaluators take to reach a summative
rating for an administrator.

COMPONENTS OF THE ADMINISTRATOR EVALUATION PLAN

The evaluation of administrators, as well as supports for their ongoing growth and development, are based on four
categories:

CATEGORY #1: INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP-PERFORMANCE AND PRACTICE 40%)

An assessment of an administrator's leadership practice - by direct observation of practice and the collection of other
evidence- is 40% of an administrator's summative rating.

Leadership practice is described in the Common Core ofLeading: Connecticut School Leadership Standards (CSLS)
that was adopted by the Connecticut State Board of Education in June of 2012. The CT Leader Evaluation and
Support Rubric 2017 was developed to capture the most essential skills of leaders as defined in the six performance
expectations of the Common Core of Leading. In the revised rubric, the six Performance Expectations of the CCL
CSLS have been reorganized into four domains. The four domains are as follows: Instructional Leadership, Talent
Management, Organizational Systems, and Culture and Climate.

The four domains and the requisite indicators of each in the CT Leader Evaluation and Support Rubric 2015 are as
follows:
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Domain 1: Instructional Leadership Indicator
1.1 Shared Vision, Mission and Goals
1.2 Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment
1.3 Continuous Improvement

Domain 2: Talent Management Indicator
2.1 Recruitment, Selection and Retention
2.2 Professional Learning
2.3 Observation and Performance Evaluation

Domain 3: Organizational Systems Indicator
3.1 Operational Management
3.2 Resource Management

Domain 4: Culture and Climate Indicator
4.1 Family, Community and Stakeholder Engagement
4.2 School Culture and Climate
4.3 Equitable and Ethical Practice

In order to arrive at these ratings, administrators are measured against the Leader Evaluation Rubric which
describes leadership actions across four performance levels for each of the four Connecticut School Leadership
domains and associated-indicators as described in the CT Leader Evaluation and Support Rubric 2015. The four
performance levels are:

• Exemplary: The Exemplary Level focuses on the concepts of developing capacity for action and
leadership beyond the individual leader. Collaboration and involvement from a wide range of staff,
students and stakeholders is prioritized as appropriate in distinguishing Exemplary performance from
Proficient performance.

• Accomplished: The rubric is anchored at the Accomplished Level using the indicator language from
the Connecticut School Leadership Standards. The specific indicator language is highlighted in bold at
the Proficient level.

• Developing: The Developing Level focuses on leaders with a general knowledge of leadership
practices but most of those practices do not necessarily lead to positive results.

• Below Standard: The Below Standard Level focuses on a limited understanding of leadership practices
and general inaction on the part of the leader.

Two key concepts, indicated by bullets, are often included as indicators. Each of the concepts demonstrates a
continuum of performance across the row, from below standard to exemplary.
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Assigning ratings for each domain
Performance indicators provide examples of observable, tangible behavior that indicate the degree to which
administrators are meeting each domain. Evaluators and administrators will review performance at the domain level,
NOT at the indicator level. Additionally, it is important to document an administrator's performance on each domain
with evidence generated from multiple indicators, but not necessarily all indicators. As part of the evaluation
process, evaluators and administrators should identify a few specific areas for ongoing support and growth.

Assessing the practice of administrators other than principals and assistant principals.

For administrators in non-school roles, administrator practice will be assessed based upon ratings from evidence
collected directly from the Connecticut School Leadership Standards and the CT Leader Evaluation and Support
Rubric 2017. The leader evaluation rubric will be used in situations where it is applicable to the role of the
administrator.

Leadership Practice Summative Rating

Summative ratings are based on the preponderance of evidence for each domain in the CT Leader Evaluation and
Support Rubric 2017. Evaluators collect written evidence about and observe the administrator's leadership practice
across the four domains and relative indicators described in the rubric. Specific attention is paid to leadership
performance areas identified as needing development. This is accomplished through the following steps, undertaken
by the administrator being evaluated and by the evaluator completing the evaluation:

The administrator and evaluator meet for a Goal-Setting Conference by November 1, to identify focus areas for
development of the administrator's leadership practice.

1. The administrator being evaluated collects evidence about his/her practice and the evaluator collects evidence
about administrator practice with particular focus on the identified focus areas for development.

• A minimum of TWO site visits AND one artifact review for administrators with two or more years of
experience (assuming rating of accomplished or exemplary).

• A minimum of THREE site visits AND two artifact reviews for administrators new to the district, or who
demonstrated developing or below standard for 2019-2020.

2. The administrator being evaluated and the evaluator hold a Mid-Year Formative Conference by February 1 with a
focused discussion of progress toward proficiency in the focus areas identified as needing development.

3. By May 30, the administrator being evaluated reviews all information and data collected during the year and
completes a summative self-assessment for review by the evaluator, identifying areas of strength and continued
growth as well as progress on their focus areas.

4. By July 318, the evaluator and the administrator being evaluated meet to discuss all evidence collected. The
evaluator will utilize the artifacts and dialogue with the administrator to prepare a narrative summary of the growth
goals, areas to target for improvement, and commendations.
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Orientation and Training Programs

Prior to the start of the school year, Stafford will provide all evaluators of administrators with training focused on the
administrator evaluation system. Training will include

■ an in-depth overview and orientation of the four categories that are part of the plan

■ the process and timeline for plan implementation

■ the process for arriving at a summative evaluation

■ use of the evaluation management system

■ use of the Leadership Practice Rubric, so that evaluators are thoroughly familiar with the language,
expectations, and examples of evidence required for administrator proficiency

■ conducting effective observations and providing high-quality feedback

Additional sessions will be provided throughout the academic year, as needed, which will provide administrators
with access to resources and to connect with colleagues to deepen their understanding of the Evaluation Program.

Leadership Practice Matrix for Principals and Central Office Administrators (40%)

Exemplary (4) Accomplished (3) Developing (2) Below Standard (1)
Exemplary on Instructional At least Accomplished on At least Developing Below Standard on

Leadership Instructional Leadership on Instructional Instructional Leadership
Leadership

and and and/or
and

Exemplary on at least 1 other At least Accomplished on at Below Standard on any 3
domain least 1 other domain At least Developing on at domains

least 1 other domain
and and

No rating below No rating below Developing
Accomplished on any domain on any domain

CATEGORY #2: STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK(10%)

Feedback from stakeholders assessed by administration of a survey with measures that align to the Connecticut
Leadership Standards is 10% of an administrator's summative rating. A research-based survey instrument will be
used.

To gain insight into what stakeholders perceive about administrators' effectiveness, for each administrative role, the
stakeholders surveyed will be those in the best position to provide meaningful feedback. For school-based
administrators, stakeholders solicited for feedback will include teachers and parents, but may include other
stakeholders (e.g., other staff, community members, students, etc.).
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The surveys will be administered, possibly on-line, to allow for anonymous responses. All administrators will collect
and analyze stakeholder feedback data that will be used for continuous improvement. Surveys will be administered
one time per year, preferably in May. The survey data will be used by administrators as baseline data for the
following academic year. Once the stakeholder feedback goal has been determined by the administrator, the
administrator will identify the strategies he/she will implement to meet the target.

CATEGORY #3: SLO GOALS (45%)

Forty-five percent (45%) of an administrator's summative rating shall be based on multiple student learning
indicators.

A. An administrator's evaluation shall be based on a minimum of TWO student learning indicators or
measures of accomplishment focused on:

i. Supporting the health, safety, and social and emotional well-being, of staff and students,
ii. Ensuring equity for the most vulnerable students and their families,
iii. Mastery-based learning, or
iv. Developing systematic approaches to incorporating social and emotional practices and/or

culturally responsive practices into teaching and learning process.

For 092 holders serving in central office administrative roles, districts shall rate performance based on results in the
group of schools, group of students, or subject area most relevant to the administrator's job responsibilities, or on
district-wide student learning results.

Administrators have broad discretion in selecting indicators, including, but not limited to:
• Student performance or growth on state-administered assessments and/or district-adopted assessments

not included in the state accountability measures (e.g., commercial content area assessments, Advanced
Placement examinations, International Baccalaureate examinations).

• Students' progress toward graduation in the school using strong predictive indicators, including but not
limited to 9th and/or 10th grade credit accumulation and/or the percentage of students that pass 9th and/or
10th grade subjects most commonly associated with graduation.

• Students' performance or growth on school-or classroom-developed assessments in subjects and grade
levels for which there are not available state assessments.

The process for selecting measures and creating SLO goals will strike a balance between alignment to student
learning priorities and a focus on the most significant school-level student learning needs. To do so, it is critical that
the process unfold in this way (described for principals):

• First, establish student learning priorities for a given school year based on available data.
• The principal uses available data to craft an improvement plan for the school. This is done in collaboration

with other stakeholders and includes a manageable set of clear student learning targets.
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• The principal chooses student learning priorities for her/his own evaluation that are (a) aligned to district
priorities (unless the school is already doing well against those priorities) and (b) aligned with the school
improvement plan.

• The principal chooses measures that best assess the priorities and develops clear and measurable goals for
the chosen assessments/indicators.

• The principal shares the SLO goals with her/his evaluator, informing a conversation designed to ensure that:
o The SLO goals are attainable.
o There is adequate data that can be collected to make a fair judgment about whether the

administrator met the established SLO goals.
o The SLO goals are based on a review of student characteristics (e.g., mobility, attendance,

demographic and learning characteristics) relevant to the assessment of the administrator
against the objective.

o The professional resources are appropriate to supporting the administrator in meeting the
performance targets.

• The administrator being evaluated and the evaluator collect interim data on the SLO goals to inform a mid
year conversation (which is an opportunity to assess progress and, as needed, adjust targets) and
summative data.

CATEGORY #4: TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS (5%)

Teacher effectiveness - as measured by an aggregation of teachers' SLO goals - is 5% of an administrator's
evaluation. Improving teacher effectiveness is central to a principal's role in driving improved student learning
outcomes. That is why, in addition to measuring the actions that principals take to increase teacher effectiveness -
from hiring and placement to ongoing professional development to feedback on performance - the principal
evaluation model also assesses the outcomes of all of that work.

As part of Stafford's educator evaluation plan, educators are assessed in part on their accomplishment of their SLO
goals. This is the basis for assessing principals' contribution to teacher effectiveness outcomes.

Exemplary Effective Developing Below Standard
81-100% of teachers are rated 61-80% of teachers are rated 41-60% of teachers are rated 0-40% of teachers are rated
accomplished or exemplary on accomplished or exemplary on effective or exemplary on effective or exemplary on
the student growth portion of the student growth portion of the student growth portion of the student growth portion of
their evaluation their evaluation their evaluation their evaluation
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ADMINISTRATOR EVALUATION PROCESS

This section describes the process by which administrators and their evaluators collect evidence about practice and
results over the course of a year, culminating with a final rating and recommendations for continued improvement.

OVERVIEW

Each administrator participates in the evaluation process as a cycle of continuous improvement. The cycle is the
centerpiece of state core requirement guidelines designed to have all educators play a more active, engaged role in
their professional growth and development. For every administrator, evaluation begins with goal-setting for the
school year, setting the stage for implementation of a goal-driven plan. The cycle continues with a Mid-Year
Formative Review, followed by continued implementation. The latter part of the process offers administrators a
chance to self-assess and reflect on progress to date, a step that informs the summative evaluation. Evidence from
the summative evaluation and self-assessment become important sources of information for the administrator's
subsequent goal setting, as the cycle continues into the subsequent year.

SCHOOL YEAR: PLAN IMPLEMENTATION AND EVIDENCE COLLECTION

JULY AUGUST JANUARY MAY JUNE
Orientation and context Goal setting and plan Mid-year formative Self-assessment Summative Conference
setting development review

Step 1: Orientation and Context-Setting by August 31

To begin the process, the administrator needs five things to be in place:

1. Student learning data are available for review by the administrator.
2. Stakeholder survey data are available for review by the administrator.
3. The superintendent has communicated his/her student learning priorities for the year.
4. The administrator has developed a school improvement plan that includes student learning goals.
5. The evaluator has provided the administrator with this document in order to orient her/him to the evaluation

process.

Step 2: Goal-Setting and Plan Development byAugust 31

Before a school year starts, administrators will:
1. identify a target for growth,
2. identify two SLO goals and
3. identify one stakeholderfeedbacktarget.
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Administrators will then identify the two specific areas of focus for their practice that will help them accomplish
their SPI targets, their SLO goals, and their stakeholder feedback target, choosing from among the elements of the
Connecticut School Leadership Standards. Administrators will identify these two specific focus areas of growth in
order to facilitate a professional conversation about their leadership practice with their evaluator. What is critical is
that the administrator can connect improvement in the practice focus areas to growth in performance indicators, the
SLO goals and the stakeholder feedback target, creating a logical through-line from practice to outcomes.

Next, the administrator and the evaluator meet in OCTOBER to discuss and agree on the selected outcome goals
and practice focus areas.

The evaluator and administrator also discuss the appropriate resources and professional development needs to
support the administrator in accomplishing the goals. Together, these components - the goals, the practice areas
and the resources and supports - comprise an individual's evaluation plan. In the event of any disagreement, the
evaluator has the authority and responsibility to finalize the goals, supports and sources of evidence to be used.

The goal-setting form is to be completed by the administrator being evaluated. The focus areas, goals, activities,
outcomes, and time line will be reviewed by the administrator's evaluator prior to the beginning work on the goals.
The evaluator may suggest additional goals as appropriate.

The evaluator will establish a schedule of school visits with the administrator to collect evidence and observe the
administrator's work. The first visit will take place near the beginning of the school year to ground the evaluator in the
school context and the administrator's evaluation plan. Subsequent visits will be planned at two- to three-month
intervals.

A note on the frequency of school site observations:
• A minimum of two site visits for administrators with two or more years of experience who

maintained Accomplished or Exemplary ratings for the 2020-2021 school year.
• A minimum of three site visits for administrators who are new to the profession or the district, or

who demonstrated Developing or Below Standard ratings for the 2020-2021 school year.

Step 3: Mid-YearFormative Review:

Midway through the school year there will be a formal check-in to review progress. In preparation for meeting:
• The administrator analyzes available student achievement data and considers progress toward outcome

goals.
• The evaluator reviews observation and feedback forms to identify key themes for discussion.

The administrator being evaluated and the evaluator hold a Mid-Year Formative Conference, with explicit discussion
of progress toward student learning targets, as well as any areas of performance related to standards of performance
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and practice. The meeting is also an opportunity to surface any changes in the context (e.g., a large influx of new
students) that could impact accomplishment of outcome goals; goals may be changed at this point.

Step 4: Self-Assessment:

By May 30, the administrator being evaluated completes a self-assessment on his/her practice on all 18 elements of
the Connecticut Leadership Standards. For each element, the administrator being evaluated determines whether
he/she:

• Needs to grow and improve practice on this element;
• Has some strengths on this element but needs to continue to grow and improve;
• Is consistently effective on this element; or
• Can empower others to be effective on this element.

The administrator being evaluated will also review his/her focus areas and determine ifs/he considers themselves on
track or not. The administrator being evaluated submits his/her self-assessment to his/her evaluator.

Step 5: Summative Review and Rating:

The administrator being evaluated and the evaluator meet by June 30 to discuss the administrator's self-assessment
and all evidence collected over the course of the year. This meeting serves as an opportunity to convey strengths,
growth areas.

The evaluator completes the summative evaluation report, shares it with the administrator, and adds it to the
principal's personnel file with any written comments attached that the principal requests to be added within two
weeks of receipt of the report.

SUMMATIVE ADMINISTRATOR EVALUATION RATING

Each administrator will annually receive a summative rating in one of four levels:

1. Exemplary: Exceeding indicators of performance
2. Accomplished: Meeting indicators of performance
3. Developing: Meeting some indicators of performance but not others
4. Below standard: Not meeting indicators of performance

Effective represents fully satisfactory performance. It is the rigorous standard expected for most experienced
administrators. Specifically, effective administrators can be characterized as:

• Meeting expectations as an instructional leader
• Meeting expectations in at least two other areas of practice
• Meeting and making progress on one target related to stakeholder feedback
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• Meeting state accountability growth targets on tests of core academic subjects
• Meeting and making progress on two SLO goals aligned to school and district priorities
• Having more than 60% of teachers proficient on the student growth portion of their evaluation

Supporting administrators to reach proficiency is at the very heart of this evaluation model.

Exemplary ratings are reserved for performance that significantly exceeds proficiency and could serve as a model
for leaders district-wide.

A rating of developing means that performance is meeting proficiency in some components but not others.
Improvement is necessary and expected and two consecutive years at the developing level is, for an experienced
administrator, a cause for concern. On the other hand, for principals in their first year, performance rated developing
is expected. If, by the end of three years, performance is still developing, there is cause for concern.

A rating of below standard indicates performance that is below proficient on all components or unacceptably low on
one or more components.
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Determining Summative Ratings
FINAL SUMMATIVE TEACHER EVALUATION RATING:

The process for determining summative evaluation ratings has three steps:

Administrator Practice Rating
50%

+
Student
Leaming
Outcomes

45%

Teacher
Effectiveness

5%

100%

Student Outcomes Rating
50%

A. ADMINISTRATOR PRACTICE RATING: Leadership Practice (40%) + Stakeholder Feedback (10%) = 50%
The practice rating derives from an administrator's performance on the six performance expectations of the leader
evaluation rubric and the stakeholder feedback target. As shown in the Summative Rating Form evaluators record a
rating for the performance expectations that generates an overall rating for leadership practice. The Stakeholder
Feedback rating is combined with the Leadership Practice rating and the evaluator uses the matrix to determine an
overall Practice Rating.

B. ADMINISTRATOR OUTCOMES RATING: SLO goals (45%) + Teacher Effectiveness (5%) = 50%
The outcomes rating derives from the two student learning measures - state test results (SPI) and SLO goals - and
teacher effectiveness outcomes. As shown in the Summative Rating Form, state reports provide an assessment
rating and evaluators record a rating for the SLO goals agreed to in the beginning of the year. These two combine to
form the basis of the overall SLO goals rating. The Teacher Effectiveness rating is combined with the SLO goals
rating and the evaluator uses the matrix to determine an overall Outcomes Rating.

C. FINAL SUMMATIVE: Practice (50%) + Outcomes (50%) = 100%
The Summative rating combines the practice and outcomes ratings using the matrix below.
If the two areas in any Matrix are highly discrepant (e.g., a rating of exemplary for Administrator Practice and a
rating of Below Standard for Administrator Outcomes), then the evaluator and the evaluatee will re-examine the dat
and/or gather additional information in order to determine the rating for the Matrix. If upon re-examination of the
data, the ratings do not change, the evaluator will use the Matrix to determine the rating
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The process for determining summative evaluation ratings has three steps: (a) determining an administrator practice
rating, (b) determining an administrator outcomes rating and (c) combining the two into an overall rating.

Administrator Practice Rating (50%)

Exemplary Proficient Developing Below Standard
.--..eoo Exemplary Developing0r
>
«3c
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Proficient DevelopingEo
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d
3
0
•o Developing Developing Below Standard....
I!....n=·e
o< Below

Standard Developing Developing Below Standard Below Standard

DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESS FOR FINAL SUMMATIVE RATING

The purpose of the dispute resolution process is to secure, at the lowest possible administrative level, equitable
solutions to situations which may arise related to the evaluation process. The right of appeal is a necessary
component of the evaluation process and is available to every participant. The evaluation system is designed to
ensure continuous, constructive and cooperative processes. Most disagreements are expected to be worked out
informally between evaluators and evaluatees.

The dispute resolution process for resolving disputes in cases where the evaluator and administrator cannot agree
on goals/objectives, the evaluation period, or the professional development plan involves the following:

■ the issue in dispute will be referred for resolution to a subcommittee of the professional development
and evaluation committee (PDEC)

• the superintendent and the respective collective bargaining unit for the district will each select one
representative from the PDEC to constitute this subcommittee, as well as a neutral party, as mutually
agreed upon between the superintendent and the collective bargaining unit

• in the event that the designated committee does not reach a unanimous decision, the issue shall be
considered by the superintendent whose decision shall be binding

The resolution process may also be implemented when an administrator has received a final summative rating of
Developing or Below Standard and there is a question as to whether or not:
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■ evaluation procedures and/or guidelines have been appropriately followed
■ adequate data has been gathered to support fair and accurate decisions

The resolution process shall be conducted in accordance with the law governing confidentiality.

Procedures

1. If, after the Final Summative Meeting, the administrator disagrees with the supervisor's assessment, the
administrator has a right to attach a statement to the evaluation report identifying the areas of concern,
presenting a different perspective, and requesting another meeting. Within five work days of receiving the
administrator's statement, a meeting will be convened to discuss the identified areas of concerns with the
object of resolving the matter informally.

2. If there has been no satisfactory resolution, the two parties have the option of referring the dispute to a neutral
group (such as area superintendents, qualified RESC and/or CAS personnel), mutually agreed upon, who will
review the areas of difference and suggest compromises or resolutions. The resulting opinion(s) from the
neutral group will become part of the record. The recommendations of the mutually agreed upon neutral group
will be considered by the Superintendent, whose decision shall be binding.

3. The evaluatee shall be entitled to Collective Bargaining representation at all levels of the process.

Time Limits

1. Since it is important that appeals be processed as rapidly as possible, the number of days shall be
considered maximum. The time limits specified may be extended by written agreement of both parties.

2. Days shall mean work days. Both parties may agree, however, to meet during breaks at mutually agreed
upon times.

3. If an evaluatee does not initiate the appeals procedure within five work days of acknowledged receipt of
evaluation materials, the evaluatee shall be considered to have waived the right of appeal.

Failure of the evaluatee at any level to appeal to the next level within the specified time shall be deemed to be
acceptance of the decision rendered at that level

Definition of Effectiveness and Ineffectiveness

Administrator effectiveness will be based upon a pattern of summative administrator ratings collected over time. In
order to be deemed effective, administrators will need to have a summative rating of Accomplished or Exemplary.
Administrators are required to be Accomplished within 2 years of being evaluated using this plan.

Any administrator having a summative rating of Developing or Below Standard after 1 year of being evaluated with
this plan may be placed on an individual improvement plan. (See Professional Assistance and Support System,
or PASS, below)

After one year of participating in PASS, the administrator receiving the support will be expected to have a
summative rating ofAccomplished or Exemplary. Administrators not receiving a summative rating of
Accomplished or Exemplary after 1 year of PASS may be placed on an additional year of PASS. No administrators
will be placed on PASS for more than 2 consecutive years.
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ADMINISTRATOR PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE AND SUPPORT PLAN (PASS)
(INDIVIDUAL IMPROVEMENT AND REMEDIATION PLAN)

Administrators who receive a summative evaluation rating of "Developing" or "Below Standard" will be required to
work with his/her evaluator (or designated PASS Administrator Performance Remediation Plan Developer) to design
an administrator performance remediation plan. The plan will be created within 30 days after the completion of the
summative evaluation rating conference. The administrator performance remediation plan will identify areas of
needed improvement and include supports that will be provided to address the identified performance areas. After
the development of the remediation plan, the administrator and evaluator will collaborate to determine the target
completion date. Administrators must receive a summative evaluation rating of Accomplished within a year of the
development of his/her PASS Administrator Performance Remediation Plan.

The plan must include the following components:

1. Areas of Improvement: Identify area of needed improvement.
2. Rationale for Areas of Improvement: Evidence from observations that show an area needing improvement.
3. Performance Expectation: List performance expectation rated "developing" or "below standard."
4. Indicators for Effective Leading: Identify exemplar practices in the area identified as needing improvement.
5. Improvement Strategies to be Implemented: Provide strategies the administrator can implement to show

improvement in performance expectations rated "developing" or "below standard."
6. Tasks to Complete: Specific tasks the administrator will complete that will improve the performance

expectation.
7. Support and Resources: List of supports and resources the administrator can use to improve, e.g.

professional learning opportunities, peer observation, colleague mentor, books, etc ..
8. Indicators of Progress: How the administrator will show progress towards proficient/exemplar in domain

through observations, data, evidence, etc.

The plan will be designed and written in a collaborative manner, which focused on the development of a professional
learning community supporting colleagues within this level. The administrator and evaluator will sign the plan. Copies
will be distributed to all those who will be involved in the implementation of the plan. The contents of the plan will be
confidential.

EVALUATION-BASED PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

As our core values indicate, Stafford believes that the primary purpose for professional learning is school
improvement as measured by the success of every student. We also believe that professional learning must
focus on creating meaningful experiences for all staff members. Designing evaluation-based professional learning
is a dynamic process. Working with program goals and data from the administrator evaluation process,
professional learning is planned to strengthen instruction around identified student growth needs or other areas of
identified administrator needs.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

We recognize that administrators, as well as educators and students, learn in different ways and have different
learning needs at different points in their career. To the greatest extent possible, professional learning will be
personalized and provide for a variety of experiences, including learning teams, study groups, individual study,
and opportunities for conducting research and collaborating with colleagues.

Stafford will provide opportunities for administrator career development and professional growth based on the
results of the evaluation. Administrators with an evaluation of Accomplished or Exemplarywill be able to
participate, subject to available budget finds, in opportunities to further their professional growth, including
attending state and national conferences and other professional learning opportunities.
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APPENDIX
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Documents for the Teacher and Education Specialists Evaluation Plan:

Art
Career and Technical Education
English Language Arts
Library- Media Specialists
Math
Music
Science

Social Studies
School Counselors
School Psychologists
Social Studies
Social Workers
Speech and Language Pathologists
World Language

Professional Documents

Supplemental resources (Evidence Guides) to the CCT Rubrics for Effective Teaching and Service Delivery
developed by the Connecticut State Department of Education by grade bands and are linked to the district's
Curriculum & Instruction website.

Links to standards of professional practice requirements of education specialists:

Enhancing Professional Practice-A Framework for Teaching. Second Edition Charlotte Danielson, ASCD
Alexandria, VA /copyright 2007 Chapter 5 Frameworks for Specialist Positions pages 109 -167.

School Counselors: ASCA Ethical Standards for School Counselors (2016):
https://www.schoolcounselor.org/asca/media/asca/Ethics/Ethica1Standards2016.pdf

School Social Workers: NASW Standards for School Social Work Services (2012):
http://www.naswdc.org/practice/standards/NASWSchoolSocialWorkStandards.pdf

School Psychologists: NASP Professional Standards (2010):
http://www.nasponIi ne.org/standards/201 0standards.aspx

Occupational Therapists: AOTA Standards of Practice
https://ajot.aota.org/article.aspx?articleid=1872133

Instructional Technology Specialists: NETS-T (2010)
https ://www. i ste.org/standards/for-educators
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The following documents can be found in their full version in the folders for Teacher Evaluation or Administrator
Evaluation on the district's Curriculum & Instruction webpage.

Administrator Framework

The Connecticut
Leader Evaluation and Support Rubric 2017

ARubric toGuide the Developmemt,SupportandEvaluationof
Schooland DistrictLeaders

Connecticut State Department ofEducation
September 20i?

Service Delivery Framework

The Connecticut Common Core of Teaching (CCT)
Rubric for Effective Service Delivery 2017

Adapted tor Studentand EducatorSupportSpecialists
A Rubric for the Observation ofPerformance and Practiceto

Help Identify the Fou ndational Skills and CompetencyStandardsthat will
Prepare ConnecticutStudentstoSaeed in College,Careerand Life.

#%
ConnecticutStateDepartmentofEducation

September 23017

Effective Teaching Framework

The Connecticut
Common Core of Teaching {CCT)
Rubric for Effective Teaching 2017

A Rubricfor theObservation of Teacher Performance andPractice to
Help Identify theFoundational Skillsand Competency Standards Ihat wiu

Prepar e Connec ticutStudentsto Succeed in College, Career and Life.

Connecticut StateDepartment ofEducation
September2017
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Item X.C.

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

September 27, 2021

MEMO

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

Board of Education Q
Steven A. Moccio, Superintendent of Schools (,£;/
Approval of Authorized Signers for Stafford Savings Bank Accounts

Per the Corporate Resolution with Stafford Savings Bank, the Stafford Board of
Education acts as the "Board of Directors" and must authorize officers and agents of the
school district to deposit funds in the bank. The authorization from the Board of
Education allows school officials to conduct other types of transactions as stipulated in
the resolution, such as signing checks.

RECOMMEND that the Board of Education authorize Lynne Pelletier, Director of Food
Services, as designated signer for the Stafford Public Schools Board of Education Food
Services account; and Sara Varga, Assistant Principal of Stafford Elementary School, as
designated signer for the Stafford Elementary School Activity Fund.

RECOMMEND that the Board of Education authorize Mrs. Andrea Locke, Secretary, to
certify that this action has been taken at its meeting on September 27, 2021.



Stafford Public Schools
Business Office
llB Levinthal Run

Stafford Springs, CT 06076

MEMO

Date:

To:

From:

September 15, 2021

Board of Education

Diane Peters, Business Manager

Subject: Approval of Authorized Signers for Stafford Savings Bank Accounts

Attached please find the Corporate Resolution for Account form designating Stafford Savings Bank as a
depository for the Stafford Board of Education. The form requires that the Board of Education ("Board of
Directors") authorize officers and agents of the school district to deposit funds in the Bank. Such authorization
from the Board of Education allows school officials to conduct other types of transactions as stipulated in the
resolution, such as signing checks.

RECOMMEND that the Board of Education authorize the following employees as designated signers for each
of the accounts enumerated below:

Stafford Public Schools
Board of Education Food Services

Stafford Public Schools
Stafford Elementary School Activity Fund

4iii@to#et@ea
Steven A. Moccio, Superintendent;
Diane Peters, Business Manager; and
L ne Pelletier, Director of Food Services
Steven A. Moccio, Superintendent;
Diane Peters, Business Manager;
Mary Claire Manning, Principal; and
Sara Var a, Assistant Princi al

RECOMMEND that the Board of Education authorize Mrs. Andrea Locke, Secretary, to certify that this action
has been taken at its meeting on September 27, 2021.


